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GUERRILLAS AGAINST

1. Rubikon: Digital publication openly against. From Germany. (In German).

2. Off-Guardian: Uncensored digital posting on people's comments. From England (In English).

3. Movement founded by Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi. Doctors and scientists for health, freedom and democracy. Anyone from any
country can sign up to support this movement. As of May 26, more than 15,000 people have signed up. This is the page for it.

4. Doctors for Enlightenment : 700 doctors in Germany who are publicly against.You can see the doctors who have joined
this research process in Germany so far. That in Spain there are hardly any doctors who say anything publicly (such as
journalists or jurists or epidemiologists or geneticists), as you can see, it does not mean anything about the thing itself, and it
does about how the Regime is suffered in an especially brutal way around here. And it is not that the measures they take here
are the most extreme and cruel and bloody of which there is news and that is why no one speaks. It's the other way around:

VOICES AGAINST THE LOCKING AND ISOLATION OF PEOPLE

https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/guia-inicial-para-ver-y-leer.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/una-lista-urgente-de-voces-contra-el.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/05/indice-de-nuevos-enlaces.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/para-hacer-cosas-en-estas-paginas.html
https://archive.org/download/exencion-del-uso-de-mascarilla/Exencion_del_uso_de_mascarilla.pdf
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/05/pregunta-que-posibilidades-hay-de-que.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/05/situacion-de-la-cosa-dia-6-mayo.html
https://medicosporlaverdad.es/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/DOSSIER-PCRs-1.0.pdf
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/lista-de-correo-de-contra-el-encierro.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dyxtUPiKvkxLKJLFjw_ICbxThUBXYajQ/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-OZHeQWUAY
https://ugetube.com/watch/entrevista-dolores-cahill-en-the-highwire-mp4_Dtl7BHuQdnNUfkW.html
https://lbry.tv/@LaResistencia:8/Dr.-Peter-G%C3%B8tzsche--la-industria-farmac%C3%A9utica-es-crimen-organizado:b
https://www.brighteon.com/8e0ca6bf-8172-4675-987d-1b2686581987
https://www.brighteon.com/4bc47f5e-ec8f-4977-b94a-14d7adfaf157
https://youtu.be/2zaL0QqpJyc
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/08/cominezo-y-fin-de-la-crisis-del.html
https://videos.utahgunexchange.com/watch/conferencia-del-prof-sucharit-bhakdi-quot-inmunidad-y-vacunaci%C3%B3n-quot-21-08-2020_LTwuK5kyfWMmBLH.html
https://youtu.be/GxwMH7Oa9ww
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/nosotros-somos-el-virus.html
https://www.rubikon.news/
https://off-guardian.org/
https://www.mwgfd.de/
https://www.mwgfd.de/unterstuetzer/
https://www.xn--rzte-fr-aufklrung-pqbn68b.de/team-unterstuetzer/


when you don't talk about normal; when, for example, Universities and Education in general are so quiet and so at the service
of Money (it is the same public money as private), it is when the Regime can be more cruel and deadly and when its media can
fanaticize and deceive people more viciously,

5. Extra-parliamentary Committee for the Investigation of the Crown (ACU). Promoted by the German platform "Doctors for
Clarification" (about 700 doctors), this publicly open committee aims to investigate the information and actions by
governments and the media that are being suffered, inviting experts in Different materials. They say that:"All citizens can
make proposals to experts. The ACU spokesmen's table invites experts to the public presentation of evidence. Many experts
have already accepted the invitation of the ACU. No one is given more importance than others, whether male or female,
politically higher or lower, fat or thin. Everyone is invited to support and participate. With content and with help. "

6. La Cuerda Loja (The Highwire) , Del Bigtree's program. It can be found at these links: General website of the program.
Bitchute channel where your videos can be seen after the sudden YouTube censorship. Twitter Page and Facebook Page.

7. Group "Sair de Casa" in Portugal. This is the page of the group "Leaving home" on facebook, which is people against the
confinement. There are more than 20,000 registered. And this is the page on Telegram.

8. UKColumn. Site in England where journalism is clearly against.

9. Youtube censors "Doctors for the truth" in Spain. Along with the brutal censorship offensive in the US against Americas's
frontline doctors and Del Bigtree, in Spain they have censored the videos of the Doctors for the Truth press conference. This is
another link where you can see.

10. Covidinfos.net (In French). It is a site in France that collects and reviews useful information against all this. This is how they
are presented: "The site Covidinfos a été créé par une poignée de citoyens concerning the treatment catastrophiste de
l'épidémie de Coronavirus en France, the character hautement anxiogène des informations presented dans les medias, leur
unilatéralité, l'absence total , d'opinions ou d'informations contradictoires; l'absence tout aussi totale de mises en perspective
des chiffres et des statistiques ... spectateurs ... "

11. New "America's Front Line Doctors" Web Site. After the furious attack of censorship on the part of the television mass-media
and of Internet, the page of this association of doctors of the USA appears again.

12. Dr. Peter C. Gøtzsche's Blog , titled "Deadly Drugs and Organized Crime." His page Twitter is at this link.

13. COUNTERPROPAGANDA channels, which continue to war with their translations and continue to censor and close the
channels: Telegram: https://t.me/counterpropaganda20 . Youtube: Counterpropaganda 2 . Youtube: Counterpropaganda 3 .
Youtube: Counterpropaganda 4 . Facebook . Twitter . Lbry . BrandNewTube . UGETube . Bitchute . Altcensored: Videos
censored on YouTube.

14. Web "cvpandemicinvestigation.com" (In English). Site made by Andrew Johnson in England with great desire to disappoint.
Above all, it collects every day entries on the network of all kinds.

15. Site "Uncut-news" (In German). Swiss site where they collect news "from free and non-manipulated media". They put quite a
few things.

16. Youtube Channel of Argentine Epidemiologists.

17. https://t.me/resurgente2020 : Channel RESURGENTE 2020 of Telegram: information against.

18. Scabelum is the name of the association of Luis de Miguel Ortega, nurse and lawyer, which is doing many things against it:
talking and interviewing people and also actions as a lawyer in Spain. Here are some of their web sites: Web Page , YouTube
Channel , Channel Telegram: t.me/scabelum_acus Scabelum TV. Scabelum TV information channel that will start operating
shortly. One can sign up with an email to be notified.

19. Reiner Fuellmich Website (In German).

20. Site "Children's Health Defense" (In English). Site of the organization founded by Robert Kennedy that especially attacks
vaccines and the damage and deaths they are doing to children. It has a lot of information in general and also from scientific
studies.

1. Message from Robert Kennedy ( Now with Spanish subtitles ). "I wait for you at the barricades."

21. Doctors for Truth in Spain.

22. STOP VACUNAS Facebook Group. They are hiding it in search engines. They add a lot of information every day. His Telegram
group is https://t.me/grupoSTOPVACUNAS , although they don't put almost anything there, unfortunately. Their website is
https://stopvacunas.wordpress.com/

23. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann, en route through Germany against the Regime. Youtube censors and deletes its channels. These are
some of their channels: Channel in Bitchute . Telegram Channel: https://t.me/alles_ausser_mainstream .

REBELLION IN SERBIA

EuroNews reports. Despite the biased way of presenting the news, it seems that the rebellion is being serious.

The government has reversed the new confinements

Here images of the attempted assault on parliament.
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Another video with information in English. The information is seen to try at all costs to say either that the rebellion is not
due to the confinement or that it is because the pandemic has not been "managed well", but at the same time they cannot
stop reporting that this is why that people have taken to the streets: because of the new confinement decreed (already
pushed back, because of what they say here).

The protests seem to continue today. Video uploaded at 5 pm on July 9. Lots of people.

Information from June 9. The protests against the confinement continue. There are comments in these videos saying that
it is not against the confinement, comments in English: against the dictatorship, they say. The journalist himself says that
they join the protests against the enclosure of other things and football ultras.

Images of the mogollón of people in rebellion. Nothing so clear in the news of the Regime, which focuses a lot on those
who throw stones, but they do not put an image as simple as this, where it is seen that they are not "ultras soccer
teenagers."

BELGRADE yesterday July 9: they rebel against the ban on gathering. You can see the images of tens of thousands of
people who do not accept the ban on gathering. They don't want more prison.

Mass demonstrations continue in Belgrade. One minute home video showing the streets of Belgrade. It seems from July
12.

PROTESTS IN BULGARIA

Protests in Sofia. Images maybe from July 11 or 12.

Protests in Sofia. Images of July 10.

July 14: Protests continue in Sofia.

Protests continue in Bulgaria. This may be from July 31st.

PROTESTS IN SPAIN

Speech by Dr. Ángel Ruiz Valdepeñas at the June 11 demonstration (In Spanish). Among other things, you can read in
this link the speech of the good Dr. Ruiz Valdepeñas.

Speeches on July 11 in Madrid (Video in Spanish). Of the few people who decide to go out (in Cibeles) and speak out
against it. They are an example. And here I walk with a megaphone through Gran Vía and Callao on the same day.

Protests in Madrid on August 16.

Protests in the Canary Islands on August 16.

Madrid to the streets! Poster that is on the net today. I don't know, but if they don't even complain when they are being
killed in the hospitals, and if they obediently take the children to be tortured in the schools every morning: Why would
they take to the streets because Madrid is ruined? Out in the street and let the sun rise wherever you want! And let
whoever be ruined!

Protests in Bilbao, November 21. A protest in which they speak out. You have to speak and reason in public against what
those in command say. Because, as we know, they have banned the public, the common, the street, where anyone speaks,
where anyone comes out, where anything is heard, the unexpected. That Money hates and forbids it. The unexpected,
those above, is the only thing they really fear. The other: the plans, the forecasts, the Future ... that is the kingdom of the
Lord. Nothing will come from there but death.

PROTESTS

Images of demonstrations in various US sites against the confinement. The people who speak say that it is like a flu and
that it goes against the freedom of the people.

Ring in the street of people united against the confinement in Germany. The government stops them.

Protests in California against the closure. Youtube warns below the video that the channel is fully or partially financed by
Russia! (this grotesque has no limits)

August 1: more than 1 MILLION people demonstrate in Berlin (Video). The police break up the demonstration by
preventing speeches. The official media say only "thousands of people".

Two images of Berlin on August 1: Photo 1 and Photo 2 .

Demonstration in Berlin on August 1 (Video). This was a live broadcast of the demonstration. It was massive.

The Regime press lies about the number of participants in the August 1 demonstration in Berlin. They have been
systematically saying that there were between 10,000 and 20,000 people, and it seems that it is not outrageous to say

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Wa6oXmqCpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4V7DW3rO98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80QpnQ0oekY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfboiB0l5vM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPNUVm9Oca0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lievJrvOgYc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yn9JK3ZwPr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOF0kk2Z12c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgkThzdQJ64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mmeClqAEaw
https://loquepodemoshacer.wordpress.com/2020/06/21/yo-digo-no-11-el-no-del-medico-angel-ruiz-valdepenas/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBHGSPy1p1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFJUQa-PjdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBig-a1E_4U
https://m.facebook.com/188600904655/videos/647395716183400/?refsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fm.facebook.com%2Fstory.php&_rdr
https://archive.org/download/sal_20201002/sal.jpg
https://youtu.be/hf7_FloKtwU
https://youtu.be/-mXxXbG0lVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UOWFzrTpD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN_5vI395EY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chx9iY5MPLY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J4JS4-rc2ce9cLu16sYKr_fkPRpOCsSS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17dvOXVD5EdvRxWkPwbFk91Pm31ylJMkw/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/htDrDieOgh0
http://blauerbote.com/2020/08/02/the-number-of-participants-of-the-corona-constitution-demonstration-in-berlin/


that there were more than 1 million people demonstrating against the Regime in the streets. In this article (in English)
you can see the "retouched" photographs that the successive versions of the newspapers put to try to pretend those
20,000 participants that they say. It seems that in Germany, with a confinement and measures in general much less
strong than in Spain, people no longer massively believe all this.

Demonstration in Berlin on August 1 (Video). One hour of images in 4 minutes. Video to deny the figure of 17,000
protesters that the regime's media gave.

Protests in Seoul on August 15 (Pictures). There is also a newspaper entry here that reports this.

Becoming like children.

Protest in Ireland (Video in English). It is from the 22nd of August.

A court annuls the ban on the demonstration tomorrow August 29 in Berlin. The judge says that the protesters should
take care to keep their distance (but not to wear masks).

Robert Kennedy Jr: speech in Berlin (subt. In Spanish). In the demonstration of yesterday August 29 in Berlin (that they
say there were between 1 and 4 million people) Kennedy Jr. took the stage to give this speech. It says things like this:
"Governments love pandemics. And they love pandemics for the same reason they love wars: because it gives them the
ability to impose control over populations that populations would not otherwise accept."

Demonstration in London on August 29. Speaks in Trafalgar Square, among others, the virologist Dolores Cahill.

David Icke's speech in London on August 29 (In English with Spanish subtitles). I scream for freedom. Too bad he
believes too much in people who rule in the shadows (when those billionaires are bullies who don't paint anything) and
that you see a lady on stage ordering people what to do, like on TV.

Dr. Schiffmann and Dr. Schöning speak on August 30 (In English with Spanish subt.). Bodo Schiffmann and Heiko
Schöning: August 30th. They speak after the Berlin demonstration on August 29.

Protests in Greece on September 6. While in Spain there are children who have remained confined since March because
of the fear that has been put in their parents and while the unions plan protests to demand even more sanitary control
measures in schools and institutions, thousands of Greeks took to the streets the day September 6 in Athens, Thessaloniki
and many other cities to protest against the mistreatment of children in schools due to the pandemic. What the posters of
the convocation said, which coincides with the banners and the things that people shout in the video, was:
"Demonstration throughout Greece against barbaric measures in schools. Our children do not touch each other. . No to
the mandatory tests. No to the mandatory mask in school. "

Protests in Warsaw on September 11.

Montreal: March for Freedom on September 12 (11-second video).

It seems that Argentina is getting fed up with the new normal.

Dr. Heiko Schöning arrested in London on September 26, in the peaceful protest in which he had been invited to speak.
Dr. Schöning is one of the German spokespersons for the ACU Committee for the investigation of government measures
against people by the virus. They don't want anyone to talk. They have hijacked the streets and any attempt at public life
outside the orders of the Regime.

Protests in Germany. "The requirement to wear masks in classes in Baden-Württemberg [one of the 16 federal states of
Germany], abolished by mass protests."

Protests in Toronto. October the 17th. People on the street! Posters that say things like "Freedom is everything."

October 18: Protests against the Regime in Prague. People on the street.

Naples rebels against a new confinement. Naples: Freedom! They refuse to be locked up. "All Naples raised."

In Naples they go out on the streets: October 23rd. People take to the streets against the Regime. The police tear gas at
people in the street.

Bratislava protests on October 17. On the street!

October 23: Protests in Melbourne.

Protests October 23 in London.

In Portugal: "Freedom!" Pela Verdade Journalists Page.

Barcelona October 26: FREEDOM! Here more images.

Protests in Catania.

https://youtu.be/AJEsrr6fxAs
https://youtu.be/Ch__L4qa-uo
https://www.worldtribune.com/angry-conservative-demonstrators-in-seoul-manhandle-police-demand-presidents-resignation/
https://t.me/NuntiusOficial/813
https://youtu.be/VUO0QSevelE
https://off-guardian.org/2020/08/28/update-german-court-overturns-protest-ban/
https://youtu.be/NLqTrz419i4
https://youtu.be/spRFkh8B1YQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNuv_dIHtpM
https://www.brighteon.com/8534f20e-8edd-4acb-8c45-6e4f5c7d791c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zm2Y-1vHLlw
https://www.ruptly.tv/es/videos/20200912-037-Polonia--Negacionistas-del-covid-protestan-contra-las-medidas-de-prevenci-n-de-la-pandemia-en-Varsovia
https://t.me/davidavocadowolfe/6834
https://t.me/resurgente2020/4571
https://t.me/HaunsiAppmann/750
https://t.me/resurgente2020/5791
https://youtu.be/Oqd11YET1KI
https://t.me/resurgente2020/5766
https://youtu.be/KYAbzVMKvc8
https://youtu.be/bE_qNd4jeAk
https://youtu.be/JON8OuJT140
https://youtu.be/K8JvG7g9A0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQNQvRytyX0
https://youtu.be/sZFLD9BPRhk
https://youtu.be/4_Lpoq9apsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Zr1K8hDvXc
https://m.facebook.com/jornalistaspelaverdade/
https://mobile.twitter.com/Rolod14/status/1320820215802941441
https://mobile.twitter.com/labichodeciudad/status/1320863203912503296
https://youtu.be/TFrkAubuXT4


Protests continue in Milan. Molotovs are thrown at the police. More images.

The protests in Naples continue.

Paris: Freedom! More images here.

Barcelona: Freedom!

Barcelona: The people in the street! 30th of October.

Rebellion in Burgos (Gamonal) or is it something planned by those above? 30th of October. A video , another video and
another.

Protests in Bergamo. Shouts of "freedom", among others less accurate: for example, that of "for our Future". The Future
has always been one of those who rule and now too. Not for the Future (which does not need it more than Money): The
cry is against what they are doing to us now. Against the torture of now. Against that comes the cry of "NO".

Demonstration in Leipzig November 7. Despite attempts by the mayor and the police at a ban, a higher court in extremis
has said that these bans are illegal, against the ruling of a lower court, and the demonstration is taking place.

Leipzig November 7: People who don't believe it, on the street.

People in Leipzig on November 7 stay on the street: Crowd on the street. After the demonstration dissolved, another
spontaneous demonstration by the forbidden route. People are still on the street.

Victoria Park in London. Images of November 8: People skip the confinement.

Manchester on the street: November 8.

Tractors block the road in Holland. No media reports.

Protests in Bonn November 14.

Copenhagen, November 13. Demonstration against the "law of epidemics". They seem to have managed to get him to
retire. This law seeks: (1) That people infected with dangerous diseases can be subjected to medical examination,
hospitalized, treated and forcibly isolated. (2) That the Danish Health Authority has the right to define groups of people
who must be vaccinated in order to contain and eliminate a dangerous disease. (3) That people who oppose the foregoing
may, in some circumstances, be coerced into physical arrest, the police being able to collaborate in this.

REVOLTS

Revolt against the confinement by covid in the Moria refugee camp ends in a fire that destroys the entire camp. By
Virginia (In Spanish).

EPIDEMIOLOGISTS, VIROLOGISTS and OTHER SCIENTISTS 

1.- KNUT WITTKOWSKI

1. Epidemiologist KNUT WITTKOWSKI. April 10: Interviewed by Del Bigtree (Subt. In Spanish). This researcher has spent 20
years at the Rockefeller University in New York as Head of the Department of Biostatistics and Epidemiology. Before that, he
spent 15 years working with Klaus Dietz, one of the world's leading epidemiologists. He says that the confinement can only
serve to lengthen the epidemic and that there is a second wave in the autumn, which will mean many more sick people. The
confinement is totally inefficient, prevents group immunity and goes against people's mental health. Confirm that it is an
epidemic like so many flu. Schools must be opened immediately and normal life returned. (Original link from Del Bigtree.
Many comments.)

2. Epidemiologist Knut Wittkowski. Interviewed by John Kirby April 1 (In English with Spanish subtitles) --- CENSORED after
more than 1 million views. They don't want a voice to contradict their lies. -> HERE ANOTHER LINK.

3. Epidemiologist Knut Wittkowski. April 12: Interviewed by Punkt. Predarovic (In German). Again he says that nothing happens
different from other years, that most epidemiologists are of that opinion, but they do not speak; He says again that the most
important thing is that the children go back to school, that any confinement ends, and as with the flu, older people stay more
at home. And in New York? (He is in New York): Everything normal, the hospital has been set up in central park and the
figures follow the course of every year. And in Spain and Italy? The same, the usual figures for all years, nothing special .---
REDACTED by youtube ... ANOTHER LINK.

4. Epidemiologist KNUT WITTKOWSKI. Interviewed April 24 by John Krby (In English). Second interview of "Perspectives on
the pandemic" - CENSORED by Youtube -> Other link .-- CENSORED by Vimeo. -> Another link.

5. THE ENCLOSURE IN SPAIN HAS HAD AS MUCH EFFECT AS PLOWING THE SEA, ACCORDING TO WITTKOWSKI.

6. Knut M. Wittkowski: The first three months of the COVID-19 epidemic. (In English).

7. Knut M. Wittkowski: The first three months of the COVID-19 epidemic. UPDATED to April 29 (In English).
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https://youtu.be/vw6UIiU54-0
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/11/leipzig-7-de-noviembre-la-gente-que-no.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8FZ0VpwBWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuIBMpZ5Fqc
https://youtu.be/Md6T9_XHOTU
https://m.facebook.com/groups/sairdecasa/permalink/2943726582522082/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/11/8-de-noviembre-en-holanda-ningun-medio.html
https://youtu.be/-mkfSgiFyn8
https://youtu.be/UeKeiYiRJs0
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/revuelta-contra-el-encierro-por-covid.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/09g5Ogwr5Dv9/
https://youtu.be/5g4u1LJQ7_k?t=5008
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGC5sGdz4kg
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gxBYH4mC4yI7/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRiO8myyyDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zjGXS5cBj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0Q4naYOYDw
https://vimeo.com/420889318
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dvMgvJAak9N1/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/la-epedimia-acabo-en-espana-finales-de.html
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.28.20036715v2.full.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.28.20036715v5


2.- SUCHARIT BHAKDI

1. Video of Prof. SUCHARIT BHAKDI from Germany. (In German with English subt.). This professor directed the Institute for
Microbiology and Medical Hygiene at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz for 22 years. He is one of the most
renowned medical researchers in Germany. He says the lockdown measures are grotesque, outrageous and downright
dangerous. The confinement is a collective suicide. (Note that the confinement in Germany is much, much softer than in
Spain). REDACTED: Here's another link . Here a good part of the interview with subt. in Spanish. REDACTED: Here's
another link .

2. Letter from Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi to the German government. (Translated into Spanish).

3. Video of Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi explaining the previous letter. (In German with Spanish subtitles) REDACTED: Here's
another link .

4. Video of Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi explaining the previous letter. (In german with english subtitles)

5. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi examines and analyzes the very important results made public by Dr. John Ioannidis (Video in German).
This is the summary they make in the presentation of this video:"We hear every day the new numbers of those infected by
corona, which distress people and are the foundation for the current confinement. But the numbers say nothing about how
dangerous the virus is, and that is what is really important. Milena Preradovic talks with Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, a
specialist in Microbiology and Epidedemiology of infections, about the effective danger posed by SARS-CoVid-2. He presents
the new studies by Professor John Ioannidis from Stanford University in the USA and says: This corona virus is not so
dangerous as to justify a lockdown, and concludes that the development of a vaccine is not the solution. " REDACTED: Here
is another link and with subtitles in Spanish .

6. Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi interviewed on April 29 by Servus TV ( In German now with Spanish subtitles: convenient to
see )."Professor Bhakdi explains that politicians and the media have instilled intolerable fear and carried out an irresponsible
campaign of disinformation. According to Professor Bhakdi, masks are not needed by the general population and can in fact
be harmful sources of infection. The current situation has been created by politicians themselves and has little to do with the
virus. Furthermore, it says that the coronavirus vaccine is unnecessary and dangerous, as was already the case with bird flu.
The World Organization de la Salud has never been held responsible for its many wrong decisions over the years (Note: The
video was temporarily deleted by YouTube). " (Translation of the review of the website "A swiss doctor"). Here is another
link . And here another one.

7. Prof. Bhakdi interviewed by ACU (In German with Spanish subt.). REDACTED: Here's another link . Long interview with
Prof. Bhakdi in which he talks especially about the vaccine and immunity. It was done around August 8. The video is
presented like this: "Why is 80% of the population in European countries sufficiently protected against Sars cov 19? 99% of
those under 65 are immune. A vaccine represents only risks and no use. Vaccines gene-based are highly dangerous for all
kinds of people. " These are important links from the scientific literature (in English) given by Professor Bhakdi himself in the
video presentation:

Zhao, J. et al: "Airway Memory CD4 + T Cells Mediate Protective Immunity against Emerging Respiratory
Coronaviruses."

Nelde, A. et al. "SARS-CoV-2 T-cell epitopes define heterologous and COVID-19-induced T-cell recognition"

Grifoni, A. et al .: "Targets of T Cell Responses to SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus in Humans with COVID-19 Disease and
Unexposed Individuals."

Sekine, T. et al .: "Robust T cell immunity in convalescent individuals with asymptomatic or mild COVID-19."

Rockx, B et al .: "Comparative pathogenesis of COVID-19, MERS, and SARS in a nonhuman primate model."

8. Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi: Lecture in Hungary August 21 (In German now with Spanish subt.) . REDACTED: Here's
another link . Lecture titled "Immunity and Vaccination" recorded by Professor Sucharit Bhakdi for a medical congress held
in Budapest on August 21, 2020. (Translation by Ricardo). "The latest infection figures are announced every day. Is there
really cause for concern? Is a vaccine the salvation in the fight against COVID-19 - as announced by the government? In
Hungary, on August 21 a meeting of doctors and scientists in which I was asked to give a presentation on immunity and
vaccination. This was the first time that experts with different opinions had the opportunity to discuss among themselves. My
personal opinions are summarized in this film. The conference is made with the support of our association MWGFD, here and
on the association's website it is made available to the public. As a supplement we have revised the subject for the next edition
of our book. The new, considerably expanded text on the topic of vaccination / immunity can be downloaded free of charge
from the website of our publisher (Goldegg). " This is the link to download that supplement (in German).

9. Prof. Bhakdi: 2-minute summary of an interview (In German with Spanish subt.). Talk about the masks, the tests, and the
vaccine.

10. Prof. Bhakdi: Why get vaccinated if you can't die from the virus even if you want to? (In German with Spanish subt.). One
minute video.

11. Recent interview (November) with Prof. Bhakdi (In English). One-hour interview in which he renews the attacks against
authority: "What they do is simply criminal." Here another link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBB9bA-gXL4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5pyIzUAJHuLE/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBB9bA-gXL4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBB9bA-gXL4
https://www.altcensored.com/watch?v=R9x9T_Y9B3c
https://swprs.org/open-letter-from-professor-sucharit-bhakdi-to-german-chancellor-dr-angela-merkel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyyk0bHTlTs
https://www.altcensored.com/watch?v=mdzWRFBFoLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LsExPrHCHbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxVFqZnDHkA
https://www.brighteon.com/9ab99802-ef7f-4b8b-939e-51179748f8f1
https://www.brighteon.com/9ab99802-ef7f-4b8b-939e-51179748f8f1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-OZHeQWUAY
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0EHH92s638D8/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0EHH92s638D8/
https://www.brighteon.com/60c0d4a9-f4dc-4c99-bedf-432ac7513bda
https://youtu.be/WVGqc0rS5wc
https://www.altcensored.com/watch?v=Eqw-5gtsYbk
https://www.cell.com/immunity/fulltext/S1074-7613(16)30160-1?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS1074761316301601%3Fshowall%3Dtrue
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-35331/v1
https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(20)30610-3
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.29.174888v1
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/368/6494/1012.long
https://youtu.be/SmGE2num1Gc
https://videos.utahgunexchange.com/watch/conferencia-del-prof-sucharit-bhakdi-quot-inmunidad-y-vacunaci%C3%B3n-quot-21-08-2020_LTwuK5kyfWMmBLH.html
https://videos.utahgunexchange.com/watch/conferencia-del-prof-sucharit-bhakdi-quot-inmunidad-y-vacunaci%C3%B3n-quot-21-08-2020_LTwuK5kyfWMmBLH.html
https://www.goldegg-verlag.com/goldegg-verlag/wp-content/uploads/corona-fehlalarm_anhang-immunitaet.pdf
https://lbry.tv/@counterpropaganda2020:a/profesor-sucharit-bhakdi-estoy:d
https://t.me/counterpropaganda20/1656
https://youtu.be/ZnpnBYgGARE
https://ugetube.com/watch/are-we-being-told-the-truth-about-covid-19-prof-sucharit-bhakdi_sJzZmj43RiCcsB2.html


3.- WOLFGANG WODARG

1. IMPORTANT: Video of Dr. WOLFGANG WODARG (In German with Spanish subtitles).This doctor and epidemiologist was
president of the Health Council of Europe. In 2009 he managed to launch an investigation into what happened to the role
played by pharmaceutical companies in the panic campaign unleashed over the influenza A virus. Now he is also fighting to
denounce this false pandemic, with very precise attacks: 1) There are no different number of deaths than in other flu seasons.
2) Take a closer look at the tests and how they don't work. 3) The way of accounting for deaths from this virus is falsified at the
root: it says that you have to distinguish between dying WITH the virus and dying FROM the virus. 4) The mortality of the
virus is unknown. 5) Give an explanation of how this new virus was discovered and how this world information bomb was
created, while continuing to attack experts in the service of Money. [Nickbakhs S. et al. "Virus-virus interactions impact the
population dynamics of influenza and the common cold" (2019) Study that Wodarg uses in the interview.]

2. Wolfgang Wodarg: The solution to the coronavirus problem is to isolate the alarmists. (Translated into Spanish.) Labeled at
the beginning of the article by the newspaper that publishes it as a kind of heresy and as if the author was already dead or as if
it were with his publication to document an unprecedented madness that, in any case, is already invalid.) Here the same
article in Italian.

3. Wolfgang Wodarg: What does the test measure? (Translated to Spanish).

4. Wolfgang Wodarg: Fake corpses pave the way for Covid statistics. (Translated to Spanish).

5. Video of Wolfgang Wodarg sent to the demonstration against the lockdown in Stuttgart on May 16 (In German). The video
begins with a sign that reads "It has never happened in history that the healthy and sick are quarantined." He begins his
message like this: "Hello, people from Stuttgart. How good that you are so many and that you come together again to defend
our freedom, reason and so that this senseless confinement ends at once. Thank you with all my heart."

6. Stefan Noordhoek's interview with Wolfang Wodarg (In English). A long interview where Wodarg gives a fairly detailed view
of the false pandemic: what are its precedents (other pandemic attempts that he himself dismantled years ago), how this event
started now, clinical clarifications on flu and respiratory diseases and many more things. They speak in English and also the
automatic subtitles work quite well.

7. Newscast of 2009: a similar attempt with the Flu A. Wolfgang Wodarg also denounced the thing then, AS NOW (you can see it
by clicking here).

8. Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg and Adelheid von Stösser (Video in German with Spanish subt.). They talk at the end of July about the
old people, the attendance and how they have died.

9. Dr. Wodarg talks about pregnancy (In German with Spanish subt.). He says they are forcing mothers to give birth with a mask
and forbidding fathers to be in labor.

10. Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg "Where is the second wave" (In German with Spanish subt.). 2 minute video of one of the sessions of
the ACU (Extra-Parliamentary Investigation Commission in Germany). It is very clear: there has never been a second wave of
coronavirus.

4.- JOHN IOANNIDIS

1. Video of Dr. JOHN IOANNIDIS. March 23 (In English with English subt.).Jonh Ioannidis is Professor at Stanford University
School of Medicine. He is Professor of Disease Prevention and Professor of Research and Epidemiology, as well as of Statistics
and Biomedical Data Science. He is one of the most cited scientists in the world literature. He is Co-Director since 2013 of the
Stanford Meta-Research Innovation Center. He is the Editor-in-Chief of the European Journal of Clinical Research since
2010. His research article "Why most of the findings published in Research are false" is the most downloaded article from the
US Public Library of Science. John Ioannidis says in this video, that the infection rate is NOT KNOWN, that the death rate of
the virus is NOT KNOWN, but he gives three examples of general sampling that can guide us: 1) Iceland 2) A cruise ship and
3) the Italian town of Voe. In the Icelandic sample, mortality is about half that of influenza. On the ship, in the style of the flu
(the mean age was 65 years) and in the study of the city of Voe, the same: comparable to the seasonal mortality of the flu. He
says he is afraid that medieval medicine will be made: that measures will be applied to the entire population around the world
with closed eyes. REDACTED by Youtube --- comparable to seasonal flu mortality. He says he is afraid that medieval medicine
will be made: that measures will be applied to the entire population around the world with closed eyes. REDACTED by
Youtube --- comparable to seasonal flu mortality. He says that he is afraid that medieval medicine will be made: that measures
will be applied to the entire population around the world with closed eyes. REDACTED by Youtube -----Other link--

2. Dr. JOHN IOANNIDIS. 17 APRIL. VERY IMPORTANT (In English with Spanish subt.). Dr. John Ioannidis of Stanford Univ.
Presents the results of the serological study in a three-minute video: The coronavirus has the same mortality rate as the flu.
Below is the full video from the same date, with Spanish subtitles.

Dr. John Ioannidis. April 17th. (In english with subtitles in spanish). Dr. John Ioannidis of Stanford Univ. Presents
in detail some of the latest studies that have just been published. Two examples: 1) The consequences of the
lockdowns are devastating compared to the virus. 2) The probability that someone under 65 years of age will die
from this virus (during the time of the epidemic), is less than the probability that they will die when they drive one
day from home to work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_AyuhbnPOI
https://www.pnas.org/content/116/52/27142
https://www.elsaltodiario.com/salud/solucion-problema-coronavirus-aislar-alarmistas#
https://www.wodarg.com/app/download/8961280114/Soluzione+al+problema+Corona+-+di+Wolfgang+Wodarg.pdf?t=1586514487
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/que-es-lo-que-mide-el-test-wolgang.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/cadaveres-falsos-empedran-el-camino-de.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_waz7zMzgrE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrBuv6kq6Rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE6-aQvqDSM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_AyuhbnPOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHc1f76Nr7A
https://youtu.be/mCNaN_Z3Yl4
https://youtu.be/zvTy7u1iC4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6MZy-2fcBw
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DVcM5ImREfri/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y34aktrJC0zv/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwPqmLoZA4s


3. Prof. John Ioannidis. 2005. Why most of the findings published in Investigacón are false. (In English)

4. Prof. John Iaonnidis. "A fiasco in sight? As the coronavirus pandemic settles, we are making decisions without reliable data."
(In English).

5. Prof. John Ioannidis et al. "COVID-19 Antibody Seroprevalence in Santa Clara County, California." (In English).

6. Prof. John Ioannidis et al. "Population-level COVID-19 mortality risk for non-elderly individuals overall and for non-elderly
individuals without underlying diseases in pandemic epicenters".

7. Dr. John Ioannidis: Interview in October (In English). Dr. Ioannidis talks in this long interview about the state of affairs
according to his study of the data. On the Co-Immunity channel there are some selected excerpts from this interview such as:
"Lockdown is a nuclear weapon that destroys everything".

5.- MIKKO PAUNIO

Epidemiologist MIKKO PAUNIO. "Has SARS-CoV-2 Driven the Whole World Crazy? Rejected MedRxiv and PLOS
Medicine Paper. Dr. Mikko Paunio, Master of Health Sciences (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg Epidemiological School of
Public Health) , is an adjunct professor of General Epidemiology at the University of Helsinki, and a civil servant in the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health. This is the abstract with which the article begins:that his team "had not seen
evidence that a large number of mild cases of the new disease called Covid-19 escaped detection." He also assured that
SARS-CoV-2 would be roughly as lethal as the Spanish flu. In this article I present irrefutable evidence of the extremely
rapid (though undetected) spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. So rapid has the spread been that New York has probably
already achieved group immunity, and that this is the case is what would explain (more than the closure) the recent
abrupt end of the outbreak. The world economy must reopen as soon as possible. The cure now appears unequivocally
worse than the disease. " He also assured that SARS-CoV-2 would be roughly as lethal as the Spanish flu. In this article
I present irrefutable evidence of the extremely rapid (though undetected) spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. So rapid has
the spread been that New York has probably already achieved group immunity, and that this is the case is what would
explain (more than the closure) the recent abrupt end of the outbreak. The world economy must reopen as soon as
possible. The cure now appears unequivocally worse than the disease. " He also assured that SARS-CoV-2 would be
roughly as lethal as the Spanish flu. In this article I present irrefutable evidence of the extremely rapid (though
undetected) spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. So rapid has the spread been that New York has probably already
achieved group immunity, and that this is the case is what would explain (more than the closure) the recent abrupt end
of the outbreak. The world economy must reopen as soon as possible. The cure now appears unequivocally worse than
the disease. " So rapid has the spread been that New York has probably already achieved group immunity, and that
this is the case is what would explain (more than the closure) the recent abrupt end of the outbreak. The world economy
must reopen as soon as possible. The cure now appears unequivocally worse than the disease. " So rapid has the spread
been that New York has probably already achieved group immunity, and that this is the case is what would explain
(more than the closure) the recent abrupt end of the outbreak. The world economy must reopen as soon as possible. The
cure now appears unequivocally worse than the disease. "

6.- JOEL KETTNER

Audio of an interview with Dr. Joel Kettner on Canadian radio. (In English). Very good example of how the media brings
its purpose of what the interviewee (in this case an epidemiologist) should say. The journalist cuts to the expert who
begins to speak directly against this whole matter: The Dr. begins by saying that he has lived through 30 epidemics like
this and nothing has ever happened in the media. The journalist cuts it once to try to redirect the interview within what is
commanded, asking what he had planned: if "social distance" is very effective or not, and when - as he should do - the Dr.
attacks again to the root thing, the journalist cuts him off and dismisses him abruptly.

Interview with Dr. JOEL KETTNER (In English).

7.- JAY BHATTACHARYA

Dr. JAY BHATTACHARYA. April 17th. An interview by Peter Robinsons. Dr. Jay Bhattacharya is Professor of Medicine at
Stanford University. In a March 24 article in the Wall Street Journal, he questioned the premise that "without lockdowns
and quarantines, the coronavirus would kill millions of people." After sampling 3,200 non-ill citizens, he says he finds
antibodies to this virus in many people who have not had symptoms. Thus, he says that the death rate is roughly like that
of the flu: about ten times less than the assumptions of the WHO, which are being used as a scientific excuse for the
confinement of people.

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya. March 27th. An interview by Peter Robinson (In English). Very cautious when speaking, he
recognizes that, at the moment, he does not have enough data to know the exact mortality of this virus, but he cannot
help saying that THEY do not have them either: See above interview of April 17 with new results .

8.- PABLO GOLDSMITH

Virologist PABLO GOLDSMITH. April 8. Interview (In Spanish).

Virologist Pablo Goldsmith. March 22. Audio of an interview (In Spanish).

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1182327/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.14.20062463v1.full.pdf
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.05.20054361v1
https://youtu.be/R-KfIk7EF7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXleN7KFqdc
https://lockdownsceptics.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/How-the-World-got-Fooled-by-COVID-ed-2c.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbx6Xwmxn4E
https://globalnews.ca/video/6672015/former-provincial-chief-medical-officer-talks-covid-19-fears-in-manitoba
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7v2F3usNVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-UO3Wd5urg0&t=509s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNFns3e70uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gr2MtgjX5hk


9.- KARIN MÖLLING

Virologist KARIN MÖLLING (Video in German). It is a virus that is no more dangerous than the flu.

10.- STEFAN HOCKERTZ

1. Immunologist and Toxicologist Dr. STEFAN HOCKERTZ, interviewed on the radio (German audio with German
transcription). Prof. Hockertz says: "This virus has the same pathological course as respiratory diseases and in that it is
comparable to influenza. Its course is comparable to influenza and especially - what is more important to us - in its rate of
mortality. In the flu we have between 0.5% and 1%. And this virus also reaches those magnitudes. In other words: We are
dealing with a corona virus that has roughly the same danger as the flu. Only now we have put more seen in it; we look at it
more closely and that is why the thing catches our attention. "

2. Interview with the immunologist Prof. Stefan Hockertz about the vaccine (Spanish translation). This interview on the radio
was granted by Professor Hockertz on July 8 (You can listen to it here). MC has dedicated himself to translating and writing it
so that anyone can find out about these important things. It is priceless information that comes from an immunologist and
tossychologist who believes that vaccines, when they work, are good drugs that save many lives.

3. Hockertz et Walach: "What association do political interventions, environmental and health variables have with the number of
Covid-19 cases and deaths?" (In English). Technical article entitled "What relationship do political interventions,
environmental and health variables have with the number of cases and deaths of Covid-19?". This is the Summary that the
article brings to the beginning:

Background and questions : It is not clear which variables contribute to the variance in Coronavirus
disease (Covid-19) related to deaths and cases of Corona-2 virus (Cov2). We wanted to know what is the
contribution of public health variables, in addition to those of health, health and population systems when
explaining the cases and deaths of Covid19.

Method : We model the relationship of several predictors (health system variables and population and
population health indicators) together with variables that indicate the political measures imposed (school
closings, border closures, lockdowns) in 40 European countries and outside Europe, using generalized linear
models and minimized information criteria to select the simplest and most direct models that best fit.

Results: We have linearly adjusted two models with logarithmic variables linked to output variables of
a Gamma distribution (CoV2 cases and deaths related to Covid-19, standardized in the population). The
CoV2 cases were the best predicted with the number of tests (b = 2 * 10-7 p = 0.00005), life expectancy in a
country (b = 0.19, p <.000001), and the closure of borders (b = -0.93, p = .001). The standardized deaths of
the population were those that were best predicted with the time the virus had been in the country (b = 0.02,
p = 0.02), life expectancy (b = 0.2, p = .000005), smoking (b = -0.08, p = .00001) and school closings (b =
2.54, p = .0001). The model fit statistics and model adequacy were good (model 1: Chi2 / DF = 0.43; model
2: Chi2 / DF = 0.88).

Discussion and interpretation : Only a few variables were good predictors. Of the public health
variables, only border closures had the potential to prevent cases, and none was predictive in preventing
deaths. School closures, likely as a proxy for social distancing in seriously ill patients, were associated with
increased deaths. [In other words, in places that have closed schools, there have been more deaths].

Conclusion : The pandemic seems to run its course autonomously and only the closure of the borders
has the potential to prevent cases. None of them contribute to preventing deaths.

11.- CARSTEN SCHELLER

Virologist CARSTEN SCHELLER. Interview in German on March 24 (Audio in German). He is professor of virology at
the University of Würzburg. It says that "The SARS-Corona-Virus is comparable to the flu, also in the death toll."

12.- KLAUS PÜSCHEL

Prof. Klaus Püschel, Head of the Hamburg Department of Forensic Medicine (In German).but in most cases it is a
predominantly harmless viral infection. He adds: “In many cases, we have also found that the current corona infection
has absolutely nothing to do with the fatal outcome because there are other causes of death, for example a brain
hemorrhage or a heart attack. Corona itself is a "not particularly dangerous viral disease," says the forensic scientist. Ask
for statistics based on specific test results. "All the speculations about individual deaths that have not been examined by
experts only fuel fear." "(Review appeared in PiensaChile) We have also found that the current corona infection has
absolutely nothing to do with the fatal outcome because there are other causes of death, for example a brain hemorrhage
or a heart attack. Corona itself is a "not particularly dangerous viral disease," says the forensic scientist. Ask for statistics
based on specific test results. "All the speculations about individual deaths that have not been examined by experts only
fuel fear." "(Review appeared in PiensaChile) We have also found that the current corona infection has absolutely nothing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiRmV1-pn0A
https://corona.rs2.de/blog/interview/das-virus-macht-uns-nicht-krank/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yFGkeXOKhJtc7kgZ7l_d9zPX9MLdO-kt/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRhHOgFCZbk
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.18.20135012v2.full.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-uub0urNfw
https://www.pressreader.com/germany/hamburger-morgenpost/20200403/281487868456736


to do with the fatal outcome because there are other causes of death, for example a brain hemorrhage or a heart attack.
Corona itself is a "not particularly dangerous viral disease," says the forensic scientist. Ask for statistics based on specific
test results. "All the speculations about individual deaths that have not been examined by experts only fuel fear." "
(Review appeared in PiensaChile)

Prof. Klaus Püschel, Head of the Hamburg Department of Forensic Medicine (In German with English subtitles). None of
the 100 deceased and autopsied patients in Hamburg have died from the virus. All were seriously ill and the average age
was 80 years.

Prof. Klaus Püschel, Head of the Hamburg Department of Forensic Medicine (In German with Spanish subtitles). Talk
about the disease and the autopsies they have done.

13.- HENDRICK STREECK

Virologist Prof. STREECK et al. "Infection fatality rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection in a German community with a super-
spreading event". Study that includes antibody analysis. The danger of the virus is around that of the flu. In a more recent
interview, Streeck believes that the death rate is probably even lower than what is said in this study (he says it may have
an IFR of 0.2%)

14.- JOHN LEE

Dr. John Lee: (In English). Dr. John Lee is a professor of pathology. In this article, among other things, he says: (1) That
the cases of death from the virus are overestimated. It is one thing to die with the virus and another due to the virus. (2)
That mr. who made the famous Imperial College prediction that in the United Kingdom half a million people would die
(from this information the confinement of people was established in the country), and that later the figure was lowered to
20,000 dead, has now said that two-thirds of those deaths would have also occurred without the virus. (3) That the rate
of infected has been greatly underestimated. (4) That the mortality rate of this virus is at the same level as that of
influenza or less.

15.- GIULIO TARRO

Virologist GIULIO TARRO. Written interview (In Italian). "- Interviewer: You have stated that you consider the real
number of infected in Italy at least 4 or 5 times higher than what the Government has said. - Dr. Tarro: I want to
specify that my estimate is based on the interpolation of the referred data to those infected in respiratory viral
epidemics verified in Italy in recent decades. From this it follows that the death rate of Covid-19 is considerably less
than 1%: a cost also made in a study by colleague Anthony Fauci, of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, based on information focused on 1099 laboratory-confirmed Covid-19 patients from 552 Chinese hospitals.
This suggests that the general clinical consequences of Covid-19 may be similar to those of a severe seasonal flu."

16.- JAYAPRAKSH MULIYIL

Epidemiologist JAYAPRAKSH MULIYIL. Interviewed about India (In English). He says that the virus cannot be
contained and that what must be done is to spread as much as possible; and advises the weakest to beware of catching it.

17.- JEAN-DOMINIQUE MICHEL

Anthropologist JEAN-DOMINIQUE Michel, specialist in Public Health. Interviewed (In French).It begins by stating that
this is no more dangerous than the winter flu of every year. Most of the dead are political dead, because the state and the
media have created them with a pure propaganda campaign, where they have been preventing, hiding and persecuting
the voices against this official error. He says that "the characteristic of a scientific theory is that it can be refuted (...) The
abc of intelligence is to verify if the hypotheses resist in their confrontation with the facts, and from the beginning we are
trapped in the same absurdity (.. .) When everything confirms that the decisions have not been good and that better ones
should be taken urgently, they are unable to recognize this fact and correct the shot. It is unfortunate (...) There is too
much weakness of thought to find appropriate responses (... ) I feel an ethical decline (ruin), but also certainly intellectual
in our civilization (...) We cannot first generate a psychosis in people and then hope that they think reasonably (...) It is
monstrous (... ) the aberrant political decisions that the rulers continue to justify through thick and thin. (...) The
fundamentals of scientific production in the medical domain is falsified. (...) People die because what has been done has
been done, not because of the virus. " ) The fundamentals of scientific production in the medical domain is falsified. (...)
People die because what has been done has been done, not because of the virus. " ) The fundamentals of scientific
production in the medical domain is falsified. (...) People die because what has been done has been done, not because of
the virus. "

Jean-Dominique Michel, Anthropologist and Public Health Expert (Translated into Spanish). It is the translated entry of
your blog that you keep updated. (This is the link to his blog in French)

Jean-Dominique Michel: "March 2020: the date when the pharmaceutical industry finally supplanted medicine."
(Translated to Spanish). RRG translates us again and brings us another very clear and creepy article about this war we
are experiencing (in case there are still people who have not realized it, this is a war). This is the review that accompanies
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http://jdmichel.blog.tdg.ch/archive/2020/03/18/covid-19-fin-de-partie-305096.html
https://archive.org/download/jean-dominique-michel-industria-famaceutica/JEAN_DOMINIQUE_MICHEL-Industria_famaceutica.pdf


the translation: "The French anthropologist Jean-Dominique Michel denounces the" systemic corruption "of the
pharmaceutical industry in a documented article that he published on August 3 in FranceSoir, and that can be read in its
original version right here .Now that the epidemic, which is not a pandemic, is practically over, they nevertheless insist
that we obligatorily wear a mask in open spaces. Any day they are going to force us to even put her to bed! And in the
meantime, millions of doses of vaccines are being made - the perfect business. "

18.- IANG DETLEV KRÜGER

Virologist Prof. IANG DETLEV KRÜGER. Interview of April 25 (In German). These are some of the things he says in the
interview: "It is said that the waves of corona and flu should not be compared. However, they can be compared in many
things, both in the way viruses are transmitted and in the group of risk, to which in the flu we must add pregnant women
and children. And the fact is that every year, on average, we have more deaths from flu than there are until now from
corona, at least in Germany. " (...) "With the protection of the mouth and nose [masks], it is intended to make believe in a
Security that there really is not, and rather it is a risk for other infections when staining. "I don't even think it is more
dangerous than certain types of flu."

19.- SIEGWART BIGL

Prof. Dr. Siegwart Bigl, German vaccination expert. Interview (in German). "The protection measures by the crown are
'excessive'. There is 'no pandemic' (with a particularly high number of deaths), the shutdown was unnecessary and wrong.
The comparison with the flu is absolutely permissible." (PiensaChile Review)

20.- JOHAN GIESECKE

Swedish epidemiologist Johan Giesecke talks about what they have done in Sweden. He considers that the confinements
do not prevent any death and that this is like a flu in a strong year that comes. Interviewed (In English). Here with
subt. in Spanish .

Sweden has no excess of mortality and they are not locked up (In English). Chart by country: "Despite the absence of
strict confinement, Sweden has no excess mortality. All countries with high or very high excess mortality have strict
confinements in place."

21.- PETER C. GØTZSCHE

Prof. Peter C. Gøtzsche: "Corona: an epidemic of mass panic." (In English). There is a Spanish translation right there.

"The pharmaceutical industry is organized crime" (Video in English with Spanish subtitles). Interview with Dr. Peter C.
Gøtzsche , Danish physician and researcher. It is not possible to speak more clearly and rather from within medicine: "It
is what Money does".

Dr. Peter C. Gøtzsche's Blog , titled "Deadly Drugs and Organized Crime." His page Twitter is at this link.

22.- YANIS ROUSSEL

Dr. Yaniss Roussel and others: SARS-CoV-2: fear versus data. (In English) Scientific article "Fear against data."

23.- KENJI MIZUMOTO

Mizumoto et al. "Early epidemiological assessment of the transmission potential and virulence of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) in Wuhan City: China, January-February, 2020." (In English). Scientific article in which they estimate
that the mortality rate of infections is between 0.04% and 0.12%, that is, like the flu.

24.- CLAUS KÖHNLEIN

1. Dr. Claus Köhnlein is a specialist in internal medicine. Radio interview (audio in German). "Dr. Köhnlein affirms in the
interview that the disease process can be compared to a mild flu. Between 80-90% of those infected would have no symptoms
or would have mild symptoms. Therefore, locking up an entire country is totally disproportionate and counterproductive. At
the end of the day, measures against the virus do more harm than the virus itself. "

2. Interview with Dr. Köhnlein (video in German). "At first I did not suspect anything bad when I heard that there was a virus in
China. But then things became violent, and now we are locked up, no one can communicate with another, we would say.
Measures hitherto unknown. (...) taken away fundamental rights: there is no longer freedom of assembly and they threaten us
with violent measures. Seeing this, I thought that now we had to go against this story of the crown. --- REDACTED --- " ->
HERE ANOTHER LINK.

3. Interview with Dr. Köhnlein (video in German with English subt.). Very interesting because it talks about the treatment of a
patient (perhaps a normal way of acting, he says) where it says that the treatment itself is what kills the patient. He talks about
vaccines and his big business. There is no new disease and you don't even think there is a new virus. What to do then ?: Stop
testing and return to normal life. Sleep and eat well, and above all not to worry. Here it is with Spanish subtitles.
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4. ACU: Interview with Dr. Claus Köhnlein "Dangerous over-treatment in relation to Covid19" (In German with English
subtitles). Another of the hearings / interviews of the ACU commission of German doctors.

5. Dr Claus Köhnlein. Interviewed about the deadly experiments of the WHO (In German now with Spanish subtitles ). Talk
about the clinical trials they imposed from above with deadly doses of Hydroxychloroquine. Now Dr. Köhnlein looks at them
and lists them as one of the causes of deaths assigned to the virus at some sites (where those trials were done). In against the
closure can find the information they were putting on these tests. It is in the section dedicated to Hydroxychloroquine. We
recall that in those trials, doses that have been known to be fatal for at least 40 years were directly prescribed. REDACTED.
Here is another link .

25.- DOLORES CAHILL

The virologist Dolores Cahill, professor at the University of Dublin explains very well what it is about.They interview her
on the "Gran Torino" channel. Esplica: How does a vaccine that works (gives the example of chickenpox). Why have they
not been able in 17 years, since it appeared in 2003, to have a vaccine for human Corona-1. He speaks of a very possible
interference of influenza vaccinations with the virus of now (which makes the disease much more serious in those
vaccinated in certain campaigns). The difference that Corona viruses have from each other. How these viruses and flu
viruses circulate around the world. What happens in a specific person in whom the virus enters (the cycle of the virus,
with the appearance of two types of antibodies: first IgM and then IgG). How long these antibodies are in the blood
afterwards. How then is one immune for life to this virus. It explains very well the types of tests that there are: He talks
about the PCR tests and the antibody tests (and suspects that the antibody tests that are now being used are also positive
for the human Corona virus of the year 2003, that is, it is difficult that there are specific tests for the antibodies of the
Corona-2, because it takes months to make them: it is the field where she has worked the most, that of antibodies). It
explains how the immune system deteriorates with isolation, lack of sun and especially stress, and how the confinement
of people is causing (in addition to any other psychological consequences, suicides, depressions, etc.) direct deaths on the
people. Of course, what is concluded is that the confinement must end immediately. In addition, it also talks about the
disease itself and the symptoms (if any) and the ways to proceed in terms of treatment; speaks highly of
hydroxychloroquine pills. He does not allow the interview to end without once again threatening the political leaders,
ministers and presidents, that the deaths due to not ending the confinement should fall into his account, and he offers to
support the people, who are for that (he says ) Universities and those who work in them.

Virologist Dolores Cahill, Professor at the University of Dublin speaks with Del Bigtree. Challenge the scientists who
defend the closure to a public debate against it. Give a deadline until May 25 to end the confinement, otherwise it will
begin to file complaints with those responsible for causing unnecessary deaths. The body clears the virus on its own and
becomes immune forever. Since 2003 when the first Corona virus appeared, vaccines have been tried against it and
nothing more than fatal vaccines have been achieved in the animals that have tested them --- CENSORED ON Youtube ->
Here is another link. Here almost the entire interview dubbed into Spanish.

Virologist Dolores Cahill, interviewed June 4 in London Real (In English with English subtitles). It talks about many
things, including censorship. Very long interview that is very good.

26.- DIDIER RAOULT

April 14: Professor Didier Raoult interviewed (In French with Spanish subtitles).He says that this epidemic has no special
impact on the life expectancy of the French. That there have been much worse flu epidemics, for example in 2017. He
talks about the very good results in the treatment of the hydroxychloroquine disease, and how it seems that the poorest
countries do better with the old and practically free medicines And the richest, who the pharmaceutical industry always
imposes new things on them, seem to be doing worse. He is surprised at the campaign against the use of
hydroxychloroquine, especially accusing it of side effects and toxicity, when it is one of the most prescribed general drugs
in the world. He speaks very badly of a scientific article that tries to defend a drug: Remdesivir, and says that it seems to
be the work of a writer who has been commissioned, without any evidence of biological, medical, virological data, and
especially without any comparison. Although it seems that the drug itself does not work, however, since the WHO spoke
well of it, it has served for the pharmaceutical company to have astronomical profits on the stock market.

Professor Didier Raoult interviewed (In French with Spanish subtitles). He talks about several things, but the most
remarkable thing is that he says that epidemics are a mystery. It is not known why, but the infections disappear without
infecting the entire population. And it always is.

May 26. Interview with Didier Raoult on SUD Radio (Video in French with Spanish subt.). Dr. Raoult talks about
censorship; falsified studies; global campaigns against medicines that work; of the pharmaceutical companies that own
the world's leading scientific publishers and more.

June 2: Interview with Didier Raoult (Video in French with Spanish subt.). "Finally, the chloroquine." (Here the IHU
link)

June 8 ?: Professor Didier Raoult interviewed (In French with Spanish subtitles). Talk about censorship in scientific
journals. He says that it is proven that Hydroxychloroquine does not have serious side effects, which reduces mortality
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from the virus, hospitalization time and viral load. For a ridiculous price (not like the drugs that drug companies are
promoting - like Redemsivir, which has zero decrease in deaths and costs $ 4,000).

June 16: Interview with Didier Raoult (Video in French with Spanish subt.). "Analysis and results of 3737 patients." (Here
the IHU link)

27.- JUDY MIKOVITS

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. presents Dr. Judy Mikovits, her discoveries and the reaction against her from power (Video in
English)."Dr. Mikovits entered the NIH [National Institute of Health] in 1980 as a post-doctoral researcher in molecular
virology at the National Cancer Institute where she began a 20-year collaboration with Frank Ruscetti, a pioneer in the
field of retro -virology. Helped Dr. Ruscetti isolate the HIV virus and link it to AIDS in 1983. His NIH boss, Anthony
Fauci, delayed the publication of that critical article for 6 months to get his protégé Robert Gallo to copy it, publish The
delay in mass HIV testing allowed AIDS to spread around the globe and helped Fauci achieve a promotion to director of
the NIAID [National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases]. 
   In 2006, Dr. Mikovits became director of the Whittemore Peterson Institute for Neuroimmune Diseases and
collaborated with Dr. Ruscetti in the search for the cause of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS), which suddenly became an
epidemic in the 1980s. The male-dominated medical community relegated CFS to a psychosomatic "yuppie flu" caused
when frail women broke down in the jobs of big companies.  
   Dr. Mikovits found that 67% of affected women carried a virus - which she called XMRV virus: xenotropic virus related
to leukemia in mice - which appeared in healthy women only 4% of the time.  
   XMRV is also associated with prostate, breast, and ovarian cancers, leukemia, and multiple myeloma. Many women
with XMRV had children with autism.  
   In 2009, Drs. Mikovits and Ruscetti published their explosive findings in the journal Science. But the question
remained: how did XMRV get into people?  
   Other researchers linked the first outbreak of CFS to a polio vaccine given to doctors and nurses that led to the "Los
Angeles County Hospital Epidemic of 1934." That vaccine was grown in powdered mouse brains. Dead animal
retroviruses can survive in cell lines and permanently contaminate vaccines. 
   Studies by Dr. Mikovits suggested that the XMRV virus was present in the MMR [MMR [MMR vaccines against
measles, mumps and rubella], Polio and Encephalitis given to American children and soldiers. XMRV is so dangerous
that the mere presence of mouse tissue in a laboratory can contaminate other tissues in the same room. 
   Dr. Fauci ordered Mikovits to keep his mouth shut. When she refused, he illegally confiscated her workbooks and hard
drives, fired her as a government worker, and deprived her of NIH grants, thus ending her scientific career. XMRV is still
in American vaccines. "

Virologist Judy Mikovits briefly talks about her career in an interview prior to the documentary Plandemic (In English
with Spanish subtitles).

Plandemic: the virologist Judy Mikovits speaks in this documentary (In English with Spanish subtitles). It assumes an
origin manipulated in the laboratory and related to vaccines. Whether it was intentionally released or escaped, you don't
know. He says that any vaccine for this virus will be destructive. They have failed in many decades to create a vaccine for
an RNA virus. It is seen that it is close to the thing; who knows very well what things are done, what institutions, etc.
Speaks clearly how Science is at the service of Money.

Dr. Judy Mikovits responding to criticism surrounding the documentary "Plandemic". "Judy Mikovits responds to
criticism of the documentary Plandemi". [Here it is also in two parts with English subtitles: Part 1. Part 2.]Very
interesting explanations from the Virologist Judy Mikovits. It tells very well the work that is done and how it is done in
these virological laboratories. He talks about the immune system and how the introduction of strange viruses and
retroviruses into it through vaccines and transfusions is the cause of many deaths and diseases. It seems like the most
reliable and first-hand information you can find. Talk to the heart of all this (and not hearsay). It is normal that they have
come for her and have defamed and discredited her for no reason: just for speaking out.

Perspectives on the pandemic. Episodes 10, 11 and 12 (Videos in English). John Kirby continues his terrific interviews.
Now he publishes the interview with the virologist Judy Mikovits accompanied by Robert Kennedy Jr. It is divided into
three parts, of which the last one that was missing has just been published: Part 1 , Part 2 and Part 3 .

28.- STEFANO MONTANARI

Doctor in Pharmacy STEFANO MONTANARI, expert in nanopathology and medical research. Interviewed (In Italian
with Spanish subt.). He speaks very clearly: 1) The virus was before 2020. It is not very dangerous, like the flu. 2) Many
deaths have been due to the own intervention of the doctors, when applying respirators or oxygen. 3) The vaccine doesn't
make any sense. The previous interview they did with him had more than 2.5 million visits, and was censored by
YouTube. Detailed interview summary is here (by EAR)

Dr. Montanari: Summarize in 15 minutes the medical history of the thing (In Italian with Spanish subt.).
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29.- STOIAN ALEXOV

Dr. Alexov: "No one has died from the coronavirus" (Translated into Spanish). Article by Rosemary Frei and Patrick
Corbett published in Off-Guardian where the statements of Dr. Stoian Alexov, Head of the Department of Histopathology
of Sofia are reported. Now Ricardo sends the transcription of the interview to Dr. Alexov translated: It is in
this link.

30.- MARIA RITA GISMONDO

Interview with virologist Maria Rita Gismondo (In English with Spanish subt.). A very interesting and concise interview
on the important points: Is this a pandemic ?: Talk about the WHO definition change. Very, very low lethality of the virus.
Presence of the virus in wastewater in November 2019 in Milan. Censorship. And speaking of censorship, the video
has been censored so that people do not hear what Dr. Gismondo says. They do not want and do not
want. Here is another link . It is recommended, as always, to look at why this voice is prohibited. Censorship is the
irrefutable symptom of Money working against common sense. In other words, against the people. They talk and you
shut up: it's their plan.

31.- MARIO BORONI

Interview with the Argentine epidemiologist Mario Boroni (In Spanish). Interview of more than 20 minutes.

32.- CHRISTIAN PERRONE

Professor Christian Perrone interviewed (In French with Spanish subtitles). Dr. Perrone is a communicable disease
expert who is well versed in WHO, the pharmaceutical industry, and epidemics. He himself was president of the WHO
vaccination commission (among other positions). The things he says are creepy and blunt. In the description of the video
there is a very useful index of the interview.

33.- MARÍA JOSÉ MARTÍNEZ ALBARRACÍN

1. Interview with Professor and physician María José Martínez Albarracín (Video in Spanish). He talks about the main points of
the matter, starting with the isolation of the virus itself.

2. Interview with Professor María José Martínez Albarracín (In Spanish). In this interview (or rather article) the doctor focuses
on the sources on the manipulation of viruses in the laboratory and on the interference of influenza vaccines.

3. Dr. María José Martínez Albarracín speaks with the friend Last name Required (Video in Spanish). He says such dangerous
things that he has been censored to protect citizens. It talks about the fundamental issue of virus isolation and, therefore,
whether there is one or not. The PCR tests with which people are being judged to lock them up depend on that: them and
anyone who was close. There is also talk of the advance by the authorities of the vaccination plans for influenza and meningitis
to August, and of the relationship between vaccines and deaths. Among other things, Dr. Martinez Albarracín also speaks of
the peregrine criticisms of those things that they call "verifiers", which are companies contracted by the Regime, and that
rather are dedicated to insulting and discrediting people who are not directly subjected to censorship.

4. PCR and cycles (In Spanish. 5 minutes). Dr. Martínez Albarracín again briefly explains the assurdos of this test and also
speaks of the "cycles" that are being used.

5. Dra. Martínez Albarracín (In Spanish). In a talk of more than half an hour, he talks about the PCR tests and also at the end of
the antigen and antibody tests. He is making points and drawing out contradictions, even if the official statements are
admitted. He talks about the syndrome (the disease, which he says is not new). He insists that PCR tests are not used to
diagnose diseases (but as a complement). Talk about how the genomic bits this test is looking for are about 200 letters out of a
total of 30,000. That of those 200 letters, they speak of the RDRP Gene as specific (which she denies). They talk about Gene E,
which is also in many viruses, as everyone recognizes. He talks about the amplification cycles: in the most famous tests (that of
Dr. Drosten from Berlin and that of the Istituto Pasteur) 40 or 45 cycles are used, etc.

6. Dossier Dra. Martínez Albarracín: "STUDY OF ANALYTICAL TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF SARS-COV-2" (In Spanish).
A good attack on PCR tests (and the rest of the antigen and antibody analysis): it is in Spanish and brings detailed and written
information quite plainly. It is the best we have seen. One of the things that he looks at is the null mathematical correlation
between positive PCR tests and excess deaths: that is, these tests (which nobody knows the meaning of) cannot have anything
to do with any fatal illness (not even with something flu-like). In this link, you can see Dr. Martínez Albarracín explaining this
study to the friend José Miguel of "Last Name Obligatory".

7. Maria José Martínez Albarracín: The flu vaccine and covid 19 (In Spanish). Analysis of the studies on the efficacy of the flu
vaccine and also its relationship with "covid 19". As always, María José Martínez Albarracín is well aware of the studies and
knows how to select and explain them. It is fortunate for the people who speak Spanish that this voice assists us. The detailed
Fluzone prospectus can be found listed in Against the Lockdown. One of the studies mentioned by Dr. is this: EBMPHET
Consortium: "COVID-19 severity in Europe and the USA: Could the seasonal influenza vaccination play a role?" (In English).
Another of the studies that he uses, but that he does not expressly mention, is translated into Against the Confinement: The
flu vaccine and Covid19.

https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/nadie-ha-muerto-por-el-corona-virus.html
https://archive.org/download/Alexov/Alexov.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obYYHBrIIrg
https://superocho.org/watch/vjPvSU3gsIiOucI
https://youtu.be/7Wa2Tj1RxaA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJZkrOU9ubg
https://youtu.be/UgpshcopiEA
https://cauac.org/articulos/la-oms-ha-actuado-como-instrumento-de-manipulacion-mundial
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uwIwm76JJjc0/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rliLMElu-A
https://youtu.be/AjbUkPHISmg
https://medicosporlaverdad.es/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/DOSSIER-PCRs-1.0.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XwtYKjB9UB4/
https://lbry.tv/@apellidoobligatorio:9/La-vacuna-de-la-gripe-y-la-covid-19:3
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID3621446_code2488747.pdf?abstractid=3621446&mirid=1
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/la-vacuna-de-la-gripe-y-el-covid19.html


8. Dra. Martínez Albarracín. Declaration "Against confinement, against the closure of the economy and against the dictatorship"
(In Spanish).5 minute video. In the end, he makes an endorsement for "non-violence", which is to fall into the trap set by
those above. They are the violent ones: in every imaginable way and way; with all the force and cruelty that Money is capable
of. What Dr. inadvertently says in this ending, that it would be our fault that they took the army out onto the streets (as if they
hadn't already taken it out), is what Power constantly repeats: that the culprits are the down; that the things that they are
forced to do, is because those below do not obey; because they are not respectful; they are not responsible. This projecting the
guilt of what the Power itself does on the one who receives the damage (blaming the punished person) looks very good in the
mandate that people have been giving from the beginning that they have to wash themselves many times hands. In other
words, that they have to clean up their guilt; that it is the people who are to blame. As if they weren't the ones who really have
blood stained hands. This is one of the main ways that the Power has to try not to talk about what they do: they always put the
magnifying glass on people, so that, if anything, we spend our efforts trying to defend ourselves against their accusations
without being pointed at them. to them. An example of the same can be seen in a video that we put yesterday,This is the video,
and the comment is the first there is, on behalf of "Antonia Molina".

34.- FRANZ RUPPERT

Prof. Dr. Franz Ruppert "Effects of the Corona pandemic on mental health" (Video in German with Spanish subt.). Dr.
Ruppert is one of the doctors of the ACU association of Germany. This 40-minute talk has already been censored on
YouTube (you have to see why), and this is one of the copies that currently subsist in Spanish.

35.- JON ANDER ETXEBARRIA GARATE

Official College of Biologists of Euskadi (In Spanish). Reflections by the Dean of the Euskadi College of Biologists, Jon
Ander Etxebarria Garate, on the measures adopted in the COVID-19 crisis. Nothing new, in short, that has not been said
already, but it is noteworthy that it is one of the few critical voices that lash out at the measures adopted by the Spanish
(and Basque) Government with data on the table and against the lies they spread. mass media daily. (RRG Review).

Interview with Jon Ander Etxebarria by Scabelum (In Spanish). Jon Ander Etxebarria is the Dean of the Official College
of Biologists of the Basque Country. It's a very interesting 45 minute interview. The first and fundamental thing is the
explanation of the fraud of the massive use of PCR tests to remove "cases" of healthy people.

36.- STEFAN LANKA

Stefan Lanka: "The virus interpretation error I" (Translated into Spanish). (The original in English, "The virus
misconception", can be read here. It is the same article that has also appeared published with the title: "The
Missconception called Virus", that is, something like "The error of interpretation called virus" or "The misconception of
what is called a virus"and that can be read here). Stefan Lanka is one of the most clearly speaking voices from within
Science. Denial from within, that is, betrayal of what one was believing, is the way in which reason always presents itself.
Hiding from others and oneself what comes to warn us of the lie in which we believe or believed, is what is called Money
or Future or Person. One is personally interested in being loyal to the Faith, of course. The problem that one has
personally (individually), is that there is something down there that does not support lies and comes to speak against my
ideas, against my interests, against my forecast. He comes to say no, that it is a lie, whoever falls. The problem with
Money is that there is something under there that does not want to account, because he doesn't think there is anything to
keep track of; something that does not believe this is beans counted; something that does not believe that it is necessary
to survive, because it is already living now; who feels that there is always more and more and more. The problem that the
Future has is that there is something down there that does not buy into the change they want to give it: "Now don't
breathe, now don't talk, now don't sing, now don't kiss, now don't live: you'll live in it. Future"; He doesn't buy it because
he feels that in the Future there is no God who lives. He feels that this is a trick; that you can only live now. is that there is
something down there that does not swallow the change that they want to give it of "Now don't breathe, now don't talk,
now don't sing, now don't kiss, now don't live: you'll live in the Future"; He doesn't buy it because he feels that in the
Future there is no God who lives. He feels that this is a trick; that you can only live now. is that there is something down
there that does not swallow the change that they want to give it of "Now don't breathe, now don't talk, now don't sing,
now don't kiss, now don't live: you'll live in the Future"; He doesn't buy it because he feels that in the Future there is no
God who lives. He feels that this is a trick; that you can only live now.

Stefan Lanka: "The error of the interpretation of viruses II: Beginning and end of the coronavirus crisis" (Translated into
Spanish). Virologist Stefan Lanka criticizes this attack against people from the very foundations of the matter: He says
that no virus has been isolated and explains what the PCR tests that have been invented mean then. Says Dr. Lanka that
"From many short genetic sequences, virologists can only imaginatively build long genetic chains with the help of
computer programs." The translation of the link is sent by Ricardo. Here you can find another Spanish translation, and
the article in German can be read here.

The case of the measles virus (Video with subt. In Spanish). The presentation of this video reads: "The [German]
virologist Stefan Lanka who is recognized for the discovery of the Ectocarpus silicosus virus, denies that the measles virus
has ever been isolated in laboratory tests. Lanka offered a prize of € 100,000 to who demonstrated the existence of the

https://youtu.be/-VZBP13LhvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEZXLdcPias
https://youtu.be/2zaL0QqpJyc
https://archive.org/download/decano-del-colegio-de-biologos-de-euskadi-sobre-las-medidas-adoptadas-en-la-crisis-de-la-covid-19/Decano_del_Colegio_de_Biologos_de_Euskadi_sobre_las_medidas_adoptadas_en_la_crisis_de_la_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwvUdWQZykA
https://materialdenmg.com/virus-un-error-de-interpretacion-parte-i/
https://truthseeker.se/wp-content/uploads/The-Virus-Misconception-Part-1-Measles-as-an-example-By-Dr-Stefan-Lanka.pdf
https://davidicke.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Paper-Virus-Lanka-002.pdf
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/08/cominezo-y-fin-de-la-crisis-del.html
https://www.awakingproject.com/mala-interpretacion-virus-ii-dr-stefan-lanka/
https://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-fehldeutung-virus-teil-2.pdf
https://www.brighteon.com/0e1d0c1a-8ece-4e78-adc9-d653bf1520b5


measles virus with laboratory tests. Barnes, a young doctor presented 6 external studies and a German Court of First
Instance ruled in his favor. The international media outcry ridiculing Lanka was notorious. However, none of the 6
Studies showed the "virus isolated" in the laboratory, so Lanka appealed to the German Supreme Court and won the case.
No major media published the new verdict. "

Dr. Stefan Lanka "Dismantling the virus theory" (Translated into Spanish). Article of the year 2015 where Stefan Lanka
tries what he says in the title, and also talks about the challenge he launched to other virologists to prove that there is a
measles virus. In this challenge, as is known, the Supreme Court had to recognize that, indeed, it has not been proven
that there is any virus that causes measles, despite the fact that they have been manufacturing, selling, promoting and
putting vaccines all over the place for decades. the world, based on the hypothesis that there is such a virus. Here is the
original article in English.

Stefan Lanka: "The Missconception called Virus" (In English). Article of the year 2020 by this virologist to disillusion
people and other virologists of what a virus is.

37.- KARY MULLIS

Nobel Prize winner K. Mullis: "Why did I start to doubt AIDS?"(In english with subtitles in spanish). Kary Mullis
recounts how she started looking for information about AIDS and realized that there was no scientific article to back up
the statement "AIDS is probably caused by the HIV virus." It is noteworthy how this interview ends: Saying that the last
thing these great names in Science want is to be asked directly about the fundamentals of the thing. He says they go to a
lot of trouble to avoid that situation. It is an accurate analysis of what Power does and what Power fears. Fear a simple
thing like this that any child does: ask "What is that?" In this 13-minute video, other scientists and journalists also talk
about how the doubt entered them and how they began to investigate. They are interviews made for the documentary "
This is the entire documentary with Spanish subtitles.

Interview in 1993 with Kary Mullis (Simultaneous translation).Kary Mullis was the inventor of the now famous PCR Test
and a Nobel laureate in Chemistry. This interview is very significant: it talks about AIDS and the virus that supposedly
was its cause. The same things can be seen reproduced as now (it was the first attempt, quite essitous, to terrorize people
worldwide with a "virus"). Dr. Mullis says it very clearly: Where is the evidence that this virus causes this disease? It is
nowhere to be found. As much as you ask and try to analyze the scientific literature, nothing can be found about it. Money
has been moving around this virus for 10 years and there is no way to find any scientific evidence that this virus causes
disease. Further,

38.- ROXANA BRUNO

Immunologist Dr. Roxana Bruno (In Spanish). Interviewed on August 8 on an Argentine radio. The Dra. Talks about not
isolating the virus and how dangerous a vaccine like the one they are talking about is.

39.- JEAN FRANÇOIS TOUSSAINT

Prof. Jean François Toussaint, August 18 (In French with Spanish subt.) On August 18, the French television channel
CNews interviewed Professor Jean François Toussaint, who said, among other things, that there was no second wave. In
France, unlike what happens here, critical voices are heard in the media from people who know what they are talking
about against the decisions of the "experts" who advise governments. (Review and translation of RRG).

40.- M. ZELMAT

Zelmat, M. "Facing COVID-19 by the confinement: EBM," MBM "or" SBM "?" (In English). Article by a clinical biologist.
It brings very relevant data and is full of common sense. For example, about Imperial College and its death prediction
models (astronomically wrong, as John Ioannidis said) it says this:

"Some say that there is a study done by Imperial College London that has shown that confinement
saves lives. We answer them as follows: First, the Imperial College London" study "did not study
anything. It's just modeling, "theoretical basis", "simulation", "predictions", "estimates", basically
astrology with a scientific apparatus. And medicine is certainly not that. Medicine is based on evidence
and real evidence. And it is not It is not for nothing that epidemiologists reject their astrological
predictions: 

- Imperial College London overestimated the impact of HIV / AIDS six times 
- It estimated that mad cow disease would kill 50,000 Britons (but 177 died).  
- They predicted that bird flu would kill 200 million people worldwide (while 282 died).  
-The Imperial College of London also overestimated the danger of swine flu (mortality rate: 0.4% vs
0.026% and 65,000 deaths in the UK vs 457). The H1N1 pandemic ended up being milder than originally
anticipated (prompting some to report the considerable money, time and resources consumed by the
response) and the press found that Roy Anderson, the rector of Imperial College London at the time (he
now chairs a WHO scientific advisory board, is a member of the Bill and Melinda Gates Grand Challenges

https://disiciencia.wordpress.com/2020/03/18/desmantelando-la-teoria-del-virus/
http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/Dismantling-the-Virus-Theory.pdf
https://davidicke.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Paper-Virus-Lanka-002.pdf
https://lbry.tv/@ubuntu:d/Por-qu%C3%A9-empec%C3%A9-a-poner-en-duda-el-VIH.-Kary-Mullis,-Ph.-D.-,-Nobel-en-Qu%C3%ADmica-1993.:9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KRK_aUJhRM
https://youtu.be/jUR9WZ3m2QQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w0LWd_Q6lU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIVaiUzoklU
https://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3600511


advisory board, chairs the advisory board of the Gates Foundation-funded Schistosomiasis Control
Initiative, and continues to work on the College), which of course advised WHO and governments,
received a salary of 116.

For this case, based on the same flawed model, developed for influenza pandemic planning, they
gave their astrological predictions about the COVID-19 epidemic: 500,000 will die in the UK, 70,000 in
Sweden and between 300,000 and 500,000 in! France! Who can believe these wild figures? They also
told us that the death rate from SARS-CoV-2 is 3.4% when it is actually 30 times lower. "

41.- ANGELA SPELSBERG

Epidemiologist Angela Spelsberg. The pandemic is over (In German with Spanish subtitles). Very clear in three minutes.

42.- LUIS MARCELO MARTÍNEZ

Dr. Luis Marcelo Martínez, geneticist (In Spanish). Part 1. This is the President of the Argentine Society of Medical
Genetics. In this first part of the interview that they do to him in Lezicalfilms he talks about the types of vaccines that
they are talking about against the virus. Then he says that it seems incredible to him that they could be raising something
so dangerous.

Dr. Luis Marcelo Martínez, geneticist (In Spanish). Part 2. It talks about the media, the pharmaceutical multinationals
and the scientific and medical associations subsidized by them. He says that he would not come if they called him to the
mass media: Very sensible. Any vaccine says it takes years to make. That in July they already had a vaccine ready means
that they had it prepared before. He goes on to talk about the possible consequences of such a vaccine: cancer, infertility,
and autoimmune problems.

43.- DAN ERICKSON

Dr. DAN ERICKSON together with another doctor from the same hospital in the USA, speak at a press conference (in
English with English subtitles). It is put on YouTube in two parts Part 1 and Part 2. "Basically what these two doctors do
is analyze the results of the tests carried out by them directly, as well as compare the models of countries with and
without confinement and their results , coming to the conclusion, in light of these results (based exclusively on facts and
not on opinions) that confinement is absurd as a strategy to treat this virus. Furthermore, they clearly explain what the
effect of confinement on health is people and their immune system. " (RM Summary). In this link there is a summary
video with subtitles in Spanish. THE LINKS OF THE VIDEO HAVE BEEN CENSORED ON YOUTUBE: -> Here is
another link to the entire video (ALSO CENSORED). -> Here ANOTHER TRY <---. ----- -> AND ANOTHER MORE, just
in case <---

SWEDEN: Counterexample where they have not locked up people, they take it as a flu and have fewer deaths per million inhabitants
than in Spain

1. Stockholm, November 19. This video is intolerable to murderers talking about the virus. Nothing they say can fight this. You
don't need anything more than this video.

2. Epidemiologist Johan Giesecke interviewed on May 1 (In English). "Statistics are problematic because of how deaths are
counted at each site" (...) "Now everyone is getting closer to the Swedish model." (...) "I don't think anything is learned from
this: neither from a medical point of view nor from another point of view. This will be totally forgotten."

3. THE BLOGMIRE: "Is confinement essential? Comparing the Swedish experience with the Imperial College model suggests
otherwise. The Imperial College model is the one that served as a justification for the confinement in the UK and the USA, and
was in line with the WHO catastrophic predictions: This model predicted that if people were not locked up, half a million
people would die in the UK. In this analysis of this blog (done by an Englishman) those Forecasts to Sweden (where effectively
they have not locked up people, and therefore serves to see what the model was true). 
Even if you do not understand English, just go and see the very clear graphic that they have made on the page (it is the
personal website of an uncle, and how wise! If you compare it with all the confusing information in the media): It is the
Graphic titled: "An estimate of what the Imperial College model would have predicted for Sweden under ...". There are three
bells there. They represent the number of deaths (per 100,000 inhabitants) over time, in three different scenarios. Blue: It is
the prediction of the Imperial College model of what would happen in Sweden if they did absolutely nothing of confinement.
Cream color: It is the prediction of the model about what would happen in Sweden if they did a moderate confinement. Red
color: is the number of real dead in Sweden. With seeing the figure,

4. Comparison between a country with and without a confinement (In English). The comparison is made on April 11 between
Sweden and the United Kingdom: There are hardly any differences between the figures of the two countries. In other words,
the confinement is useless. There is also talk of the pressure that Sweden receives to lock up people like other countries.
(Obviously, this is a scandal and an immediate denunciation of the uselessness of the confinements).

https://t.me/counterpropaganda20/1618
https://youtu.be/XnTJxcX5X9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wl13UNyDaL8
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https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/29/watch-dr-erickson-covid19-briefing-censored-by-youtube/?fbclid=IwAR1UII7uyEaOSMtyn8AT8T30z1fg3ItiSvUuf1ZjlRG29Agr0Chq9KHZqe8&__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=0bec1cf991523c3e074f0de09a292b8199ea4ff4-1588177960-0-ARzyVTj23pS4B6rYnF1m48GUCnk_CB4swsgR8ytxDgL4cypl3MuAUJV2RvvFWhbq2tg8B8AUfaKp72yOUW1yg94gOd3m5eJQ4yl072t5Bt6UpZG1_Y_qbC5_tT_PnuA6TD9bRr1Q50eZkZtB940IZKBlmluFfzHaM_HLAmTDdgS3bZl9QZwzSDR-Wx7PG7FzDztbBPTj8QH7Hw_HP655M-VKfxAX4dKz_pRY8_Wk2deyknblCM8c-Ga0Ge_HGujydEjzsw3HcyFOjtaHEARo5sek3eayYmrVQEYeq0fneYEolEqkuDX1LOlt-vf5oFhv7brP3YeQVk1zNK-wYBOqoIGAP4AIRys9coeYN-IBKETtspiu4Bu9Zojj6f78p85QIkYiCj4DT2AafJfvDAZPUUgiNmE7BGEgyFXKlu5mBvCVZ3M5RB7uYaUg229GnqzPZEXSRi145hHW0e5RSpFOEXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcF1iARCvG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CajLDNg-Fb4
http://www.theblogmire.com/is-lockdown-essential-comparing-the-swedish-experience-with-the-imperial-college-model-suggests-otherwise/
http://www.theblogmire.com/a-comparison-of-lockdown-uk-with-non-lockdown-sweden/


5. Sweden has no excess of mortality and they are not locked up (In English). Chart by country: "Despite the absence of strict
confinement, Sweden has no excess mortality. All countries with high or very high excess mortality have strict confinements in
place."

6. Swedish epidemiologist Johan Giesecke talks about what they have done in Sweden. He considers that the confinements do
not prevent any death and that this is like a flu in a strong year that comes. Interviewed (In English). Here with subt. in
Spanish .

7. Official page for numbers in Sweden. It is in Swedish, but they are graphs and numbers. Sjukdomsfall = Clinical cases;
Intensivvårdade = Intensive care; Avlidna = Deaths; Kvinnor = women; Män = man; Tidsserie = Time series; Sjukdomsfall per
dag = Clinical cases per day.

8. Interview with Anders Tegnell (In English). He is the Swedish medical officer responsible for ensuring that no one has been
locked up in Sweden, that schools are still open and that no one wears a mask anywhere.

HELPFUL TESTIMONIES

1. Italy: Man in the street answering the cowed neighbors who mess with him.

2. A woman burns herself to avoid catching it.

3. Testimony of May 1 of the doctor González Bayona from Rio de Janeiro (Video in Spanish). He does not speak as a doctor, but
as a witness. It is very good and it is appreciated that you do not shut up, friend.

4. Cleaning worker in a nursing home.

5. For your own good. Testimony of a neighbor who tells how the State harasses a woman to protect her, until she is forcibly
removed from her house amid the screams and cries of the woman who resisted. The next day they say he died of "heart
damage."

6. Data in the US state of Indiana (In English). Since the lockdown was decreed, the number of calls to the mental health phone
(which includes people with suicidal thoughts) has increased by 2,500% and calls to addiction phones have increased by
700%.

7. April MacDonald's testimony in a Youtube comment: "I think the saddest thing I have heard is from a friend who works
cleaning in a nursing home ... She said that the elderly in the nursing home could not hang out with each other (at least in this
residence) and said that you heard their moans and cries asking to be let out of the rooms ... how sad.

8. Messages from "Lola, doctor and woman." Revealing testimonies appear of the chaos that from above they have created in
hospitals with these measures to crush people.

9. In Michigan, USA: Groups in the street against the confinement. Video in English and German about this shot of the streets in
Michigan. It lasts two hours.

10. Images of the street in Geneva on June 1. People are normal.

11. Psychological traits of the people, according to the Regime.

12. Aida Alian, in Colombia. He denounces how his father has been falsely included as dead from the virus and how they have
prevented the family from taking care of him and burying him.

13. Carmen Paris speaks against the kidnapping of old people in residences. (In Spanish). He speaks very clearly against the
bastards who are at the service of Money.

14. The lord of the hat.

15. Copenhagen video of a walker: No one with a mask or "distance".

16. Russia: Children return to school without muzzles and without distance.

17. Images from Stockholm on September 3. All normal on the street. There are no masks.

18. Streets of Bulgaria on September 17. Everything is normal.

19. Images of Estocolomo on September 22.

20. Testimony of how they charge people. Who doesn't know not one, but many such cases firsthand? These are deaths that the
"Covid" makes, because the Covid consists of Faith. And Faith needs a constant defense. They lock up people for that Faith
(those who lock them up and treat them do it for Faith) and the deaths of those people who make up the Faith, turn back into
more numbers that are used to reinforce the Faith. So, neither elites world, no milk. It is the Lord (who now has his new
epiphany in Money) who does this. And those of "the elites" neither live better nor plan anything personally, the poor. So
neither elitists, nor freemasons, nor spiritualists, nor Zionists, nor Quakers, nor diabolics, nor communists, nor Catholocoids:
is it that any of any sect, hidden or not hidden, can or wants to lift a finger against the Faith? in the Money ?: No. They are
your brothers, your children, your parents, yourself, yourself personally in your work, I personally quiet to prosper and to give
a Future to my children. No to the Money Regime, whoever falls! (One personally is the first to fall. Fortunately, there is
something else around here besides me: 'person' which means 'mask', that is, 'muzzle').

21. IKEA in Sweden. Everything is normal.

22. Atocha station. Madrid, October 23. Just by seeing this, nothing can be sustained.

http://inproportion2.talkigy.com/swede_no_excess_16Apr.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfN2JWifLCY&t=1s
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23. Juan Muñoz: "I'd rather die of covi than of disgust." The comedian Juan Muñoz says at the end of this 2 minute video that
they are killing us with disgust. That is what really happens. Everything else he says before is not valid. That the boys do not
make bottle? And because? Without going to the heart of the matter, nothing is done: Is there a killer virus or not? Has there
ever been one or not? Even if there is: who can, in the name of Health, prevent whoever wants to go out, touch, speak, sing,
laugh? Money, Science and Authorities are against people, and they are doing all this against life. Money is against life. You
have to go against Security. We don't want to be sure. We must end the doctrine of Protection and Security. If not, there's
nothing left to do.

24. Stockholm November 3. This alone is enough to see what Science is doing with us. To see the thousands of dead, depressed,
suicidal, terrified and traumatized children. To see that the death of life, as always, are stories. The Future is always the same
story: "Now don't live: you will live in the Future."

25. Testimony of a nursing assistant in Bilbao. Medicine against the people. And always, always, always the same: No talking!

26. "Take vergonha na cara" (In Portuguese). Irene Martins, a Portuguese florist, is up to the petals, and asks those who send
"shame on the face." He does not know that to command precisely one must not be ashamed.

EFFECTS OF THE ENCLOSURE

1. Comparison of deaths that are officially assigned to the virus by countries and per million inhabitants: 1) Here is the graph for
the whole world. 2) Here the graph only for Africa. Note that these are official deaths from the virus. To this must be added, in
the countries that lock up people, the deaths (many thousands) that these confinements do directly and that have nothing to
do with the virus and that do not appear here.

2. The Document of the German Official. Analysis of a senior German official of the Ministry of the Interior was expert in risks.
Tell what the confinement entails. It is the clearest there is so far. Keep in mind that the confinement in Germany is being
considerably less harsh than in Spain.

3. THE ENCLOSURE IN SPAIN HAS HAD AS MUCH EFFECT AS PLOWING THE SEA, ACCORDING TO WITTKOWSKI.

4. Thomas AJ Meunier "Total lockdown policies in Western European countries have no obvious impact on the COVID-19
epidemic".Article appeared May 1 on medRxiv. This is the translation of the summary with which it begins: "This
phenomenological study evaluates the impacts on the reduction of the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020 of the total closure
strategies applied in Italy, France, Spain and the United Kingdom. Comparing the trajectory of the epidemic before and after
the closure, we did not find any evidence of any discontinuities in the rate of increase, doubling time and numerical trends of
reproduction. By extrapolating the pre-closure trends of the rate of increase, we give estimates of the death toll when there is
no lockdown policies, and we show that such strategies may not have saved any lives in Western Europe.

5. April 15: London Times Article: "Record Weekly Deaths As Fearful Patients Avoid Hospitals." It begins like this: "England and
Wales have had a record number of deaths in a week, with more than 6,000 above the average for this time of year. Only
half of this excess is attributed to the coronavirus. Experts have said that they are particularly surprised by the increase in
deaths not due to Covid-19 and expressed concern that the lockdown could have unexpected consequences on people's health.
" Below it is read that the professor of new infectious diseases, Martin Hibberd said that:"We know that for some situations,
we may be overestimating the role of Covid-19, for example when it is mentioned in a death where it has been able to play a
minor role. In other situations, in a death the coronavirus may not be mentioned although it may having contributed,
possibly due to indirect consequences of the confinement and the busy health services ".

6. "2,500 more deaths not due to Covid in a week! Collateral damage from the confinement?" (In English). It is an article about
the United Kingdom, where those deaths are highlighted as possibly caused by the confinement. It begins like this: "In the
latest edition of the ONS mortality statistics (dated April 3, 2014 [sic]) there was a sudden increase in deaths. It is not
surprising that many of these excess deaths are attributed to COVID-19, about 3,000 What is surprising is that, compared to
the average of the last 5 years, there have been 2,500 additional deaths not related to COVID. "

7. More than 1,800 dead in residences in Lombardy without the reasons being clear (In English).

8. Analysis in Great Britain concludes that some 2,000 people in this country die each week at home without the virus (In
English). "Because they can't or don't want to use the healthcare system. These are mainly emergency patients with heart
attacks and strokes, as well as people with chronic diseases." (PiensaChile Review)

9. A 2019 document from the World Health Organization "Found little or no scientific evidence of the efficacy of measures such
as 'social distancing', travel restrictions and curfews." (PiensaChile Review)

10. Raphael BONELLI, Austrian psychiatrist, talks about masks (Video in German).repeatedly washing hands or wearing gloves is
a common part of neurosis and obsessive compulsive disorder, so it can aggravate and trigger them. For all these reasons, the
mask can have a very damaging effect on mental health. "(Black Sheep Review)

11. England. In two weeks of confinement there were 7,500 more deaths than usual (In English). But only 1,500 of those deaths
are associated with the virus. In hospitals, fewer people are dying without the virus than expected (that is, almost everyone
who dies is associated with the virus). But in nursing homes there are more than twice the normal number of deaths, and in
people's homes, more than 70%.

12. The effect of the closure on epidemics is zero. This graph for England compares (very sensibly) deaths from respiratory
diseases (flu and pneumonia) this year with those of other years. It is seen that since the closure is decreed there is no impact
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on the line of deaths from flu that are not covid and respiratory diseases with respect to the trajectory of previous years. If the
lockdown were to be effective in stopping the spread of these infections, there would have to be a drop in the line for deaths
from non-covid flu and infectious diseases this year. But there isn't. Which indicates that the confinement does not stop these
epidemics. At the same time, it is seen that from the confinement, the total number of deaths increases, which shows once
again the "collateral" consequences

13. Spain: the strictest confinement in the world. A news of April 16. To this day, military fighters fly over the Mariña in Lugo,
locked up.

14. Stay at home!

15. Dr. Paulo Costa: "Mortality, confinement and Stockholm syndrome" (Translated into Spanish by EAR) . Very good and
clear article in which Dr. Costa focuses especially on deaths from any cause. The confinements and the treatment or lack of
treatment of the sick are highlighted as the main cause of deaths not assigned to the virus. Deaths in Portugal and Sweden are
within the margins of seasonal flu. The monstrous cases of Spain and Italy are also mentioned. This is the article in
Portuguese.

16. England: Weekly death totals reveal large number of 'collateral' deaths (Graph in English)."The graph shows the proportion of
weekly deaths due to Covid-19 out of the total deaths in the same time period during 1999/2000 - another bad flu /
respiratory disease season. The April 2020 peak is actually lower than January 2000 (with totals adjusted to reflect
population growth of 14%). In the long term, there will be a huge price to pay for closure in terms of damage to the economy
and effects on health and mortality. Everyone expects this. However, it may be that the impact of the lockdown is already
having a measurable negative impact on mortality. At the end of the outbreak, compared to the five-year average, there were
more than 15,000 deaths in excess (compared to the five-year average)not attributed to Covid (dark blue in graph). Are some
of these excesses of deaths not attributed to Covid the result of a reduction in the provision of normal hospital services due to
the confinement? Thousands have already paid for the confinement with their lives? "(Translated from"
inproportion2 ").  
Always bear in mind that many of the deaths attributed to Covid have nothing to do with it, but are simply dead with the
positive test. On the other hand, the confinement in the The United Kingdom is much softer than in Spain, which is the most
brutal in the world and where the "collateral" deaths are in proportion much more.

17. Dr. Jorge Almeida, Director of the Internal Medicine Service at Hospital de São João (1 minute in Portuguese). It seems that
there is a high mortality in Portugal in the last 15 days, why ?: "People [chronically ill] cannot postpone what is inevitable
because of the fear of catching a disease that is not serious, or that at least we know how to treat it. "

18. Iain Davis: "Deaths from the confinement, not deaths from Covid" (In English). Article that begins by saying this:

"COVID-19 has been in circulation for at least a year and yet there was no appreciable increase in non-
seasonal mortality anywhere until confinement regimes were imposed between the end of February and the
end of March 2020. Allow me to repeat it: Across the sites, the overall mortality data ("from any cause")
consistently tell us the same thing: There was no appreciable deviation from the statistical norm in any
country until the lockdown measures were imposed. "

19. Prof. Dr. Franz Ruppert "Effects of the Corona pandemic on mental health" (Video in German with Spanish subt.). Dr.
Ruppert is one of the doctors of the ACU association of Germany. This 40-minute talk has already been censored on YouTube
(you have to see why), and this is one of the copies that currently subsist in Spanish.

20. Homburg, S. and Kuhbandner, C.: "The 2 illusory effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions for Covid-19 in Europe" (In
English). These authors comment on the article presented in Nature by Flaxman and others (2020, Nature,
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2405-7), in which they calculate the millions of lives that the confinements have saved
in Europe. The contradictory ridiculousness of the calculations in that article is revealed by the authors of the comment in the
opening paragraph. It should be noted how a nonsense like this is published with great fanfare in one of the most prestigious
magazines in the scientific world, and serves to try to justify the thousands of deaths and the endless suffering that the Regime
is doing on the people. This is Science.

The monotonous decrease is due to the fact that the number of individuals susceptible to infection but not
yet infected decreases as the virus spreads. Of course, the R (t) function can be influenced by non-
pharmaceutical interventions (NPI), as well as voluntary changes in behavior. However, in the case of a finite
population, the number of effective reproduction automatically and necessarily decreases over time, since the
number of infections would otherwise diverge.

The model of Flaxman et al. contradicts this elementary view. They estimate R (t) from the daily deaths
associated with SARS-CoV-2 using as a prior restriction that R (t) can only change on the dates that the
interventions become effective. This approach does not demonstrate that non-pharmaceutical interventions
have been effective, but rather implies the result, that is, it implies a circular logic. The true effective
reproduction number is continually decreasing, and when its estimates are allowed to change only at
intervention points, it is clear that deep discontinuities will emerge which they attribute to strong effects of
interventions. Flaxman et al. (P. 2) conclude that while most NPIs had unidentifiable effects, the running of
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the bulls instantly reduced the number of reproductions by 82%. Taking the UK as an example, Fig. 1
illustrates the ineffectiveness of social distancing, etc. in Flaxman's analysis, as well as the enormous effect of
the closure as of March 23. "

21. Dr. Michael Tsokos, Medical Examiner (In German with Spanish subt.). 2 minute video from German public TV, NDR. Dr.
Tsokos says that from the beginning, autopsies were forbidden. What is serious are the collateral effects of the confinement.
That what is being found over and over again are decomposed corpses of people who have not wanted to leave their home
anymore. That continues to happen and they continue to manufacture it right now. Orense, eg you are locked up and they say
that someone who lives alone cannot hang out with anyone. They are torturing us. Stop! No casseroles. On the street!

22. Death of Mario García Fernández (In Spanish). One more case of the chaos, the lies and the ineptitude of Medicine. They have
no idea what happens to people and they order all kinds of nonsense by force.

OLD IN ASYLUM AND OTHERS LOCKED UP

1. Helga: "I'm not afraid of the coronavirus" (Translated into Spanish) . Helga is 86 years old and is kidnapped and isolated.
Freedom!

2. A 104-year-old woman asks for freedom.

3. Manuel Sánchez writes from an asylum (In Spanish). He says things like these: " We want and need to seek solutions and
shed light on the harsh reality that we live in our centers, which have become prisons for us. We are innocent prisoners, we
have not died from Covid but our loneliness is going to kill us. and worth it.There is another thing: that just as your desperate
cry for help reaches us, it also does much more: it not only serves to denounce the jail in which the Law has you imprisoned
and isolated. It not only serves to ask for your freedom, but also at the same time to help us (those of us who are not in the
asylums) to be disappointed in what they say from above that happens, and that that cry of Freedom! talk about us too. It also
serves and shouts the freedom of other people. So your voice does much more than anyone knows, Manuel. Don't stop talking
to free us too. Hugs, poise and Freedom !, friend. It not only serves to ask for your freedom, but also at the same time to help
us (those of us who are not in the asylums) to be disappointed in what they say from above that happens, and that that cry of
Freedom! talk about us too. It also serves and shouts the freedom of other people. So your voice does much more than anyone
knows, Manuel. Don't stop talking to free us too. Hugs, poise and Freedom !, friend. It not only serves to ask for your freedom,
but also at the same time to help us (those of us who are not in the asylums) to be disappointed in what they say from above
that happens, and that that cry of Freedom! talk about us too. It also serves and shouts the freedom of other people. So your
voice does much more than anyone knows, Manuel. Don't stop talking to free us too. Hugs, poise and Freedom !, friend.

CHILDREN

1. A girl and another girl.

2. Stop torturing children! Pilar Baselga speaks on August 15th. This is the website of Infancia y Verdad.

3. Dr. Gerard Delépine and Dr. Nicole Delépine: "The mandatory use of the mask in children is child abuse!" (Translated to
Spanish). "Article of August 21 published in FranceSoir against the use of children's masks now that the beginning of the
school year is approaching in many countries and the issue is highly topical. They are not ambiguous: the measures that
governments want to impose on minors (masks, social distance, confinement, distance learning ...) constitute mistreatment
of children and are clear abuses of minors. They provide numerous studies that show that children are not contagious and
that the contagion in them is practically null."(Review and translation of RRG). They also review the studies that supposedly
support the use of masks, against all the scientific literature to date. They end the highly documented article with things like
this: "Everybody knows today that the epidemic is over, that the virus, if it is circulating, has mutated and hardly threatens
serious colds, that if this famous wave returned against all expectations, there will be an effective economic treatment even
if its existence is not to the liking of multinationals. Let's not sacrifice our children for this ended pandemic and for the
financial appetites that manipulate our media. Here is the original article in French.

4. Message from Dr. Guido Hofmann (In German with Spanish subtitles). 2-minute video in which this doctor denounces the
enormous damage caused by the irrational fear that has been induced in children.

5. In Spain, the average age of deaths with Covid-19 is three years older than the general life expectancy.

6. Protests in Greece on September 6. While in Spain there are children who have remained confined since March because of the
fear that has been put in their parents and while the unions plan protests to demand even more sanitary control measures in
schools and institutions, thousands of Greeks took to the streets the day September 6 in Athens, Thessaloniki and many other
cities to protest against the mistreatment of children in schools due to the pandemic. What the posters of the convocation said,
which coincides with the banners and the things that people shout in the video, was: "Demonstration throughout Greece
against barbaric measures in schools. Our children do not touch each other. . No to the mandatory tests. No to the mandatory
mask in school. "

7. Dr. Yves Oberdörfer talks about children and masks (In German with Spanish subt.).Five minute video must see. Support Dr.
Bodo Schiffmann, who is being attacked and pressured not to speak about the dead children. He supports it, of course, by not
saying anything like eg "We are all Bodo Schiffmann" and so on. She supports him by reasoning against the lies they spill on
TV that the mask is even good for health, and speaking especially about children. You have to deny the official Science and the
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Science of TV (which are the same). Doctors in general, in the service of Money, have become a plague. They are the enemies
of the people. Teachers too. One should only go to those jobs to operate head-on to what Power (Money) is doing or if not, not
go; no parent should take children to these institutions.

8. "A DOCTOR CONFIRMS THAT IN AUSTRIA THERE ARE 10 CHILDREN ADMITTED FOR PULMONARY INFECTION OF
FUNGI DUE TO THE USE OF THE MASK. SADICIANS PSYCHOPATS CRIMINAL KILLERS. UNTIL WHEN ARE WE
GOING TO TOLERATE IT?" (Information from Resurgente2020).

9. Out of school in Tanzania (1 minute video). The president of Tanzania (who is himself a chemist by profession) is the one who
ridiculed the little magic tesseurs that are serving to torture people.

10. Dr. Eugen Janzen, pediatrician (in German now with Spanish subtitles) , explains how extremely dangerous masks can be for
children, to the point of causing them to die. We remember that in Germany we know that at least three children have died
from masks.

11. Pamphlet not to take children to school.

12. Dictation that they send a child to school (Translated into Spanish).

THE DOCUMENT

1. The Document of the German Official. Analysis of a senior German official of the Ministry of the Interior was expert in risks.
Tell what the confinement entails. It is the clearest there is so far. Keep in mind that the confinement in Germany is being
considerably less harsh than in Spain.

2. The Leaked Document of the German Official. 93 page version (In German).

3. Summary of the Document of the Official of the German Ministry of the Interior (Translated into Spanish). (You can see here
the translated article that the rubikon.news website published about the Document.)

HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE

1. Scientific article of May 8. Study on 932 patients in New York treated with Hydroxychloroquine. The study compares covid-
patients treated with Hydroxychloroquine and with azithromycin, some with treatment without zinc and others adding zinc to
treatment. The results say that those treated in addition with zinc, have a much greater chance of improving before or not
dying (about 44% more chances). The conclusion of the abstract is just as vague: "This study provides the first in vivo evidence
that zinc sulfate in combination with hydroxychloroquine may play a role in the therapeutic management for COVID-19."

2. Bo Yu et al. Scientific article of May 15. Study on Hydroxochloroquine in critically ill patients in Wuhan. The study is a
retrospective analysis of 550 critically ill patients treated in Wuhan. 48 of them were treated, in addition to the "basic
treatment", with low doses of Hydroxychloroquine. The result says that 47.4% of severe patients not treated with
Hydroxychloroquine died, while of those treated with this substance, 18.8% died. He concluded, of course, that
hydroxychloroquine should be used in treatment.

3. Comparison of the information to the user that the US government had been giving on Hydroxychloroquine since 2016, with
the one it began to give on April 15, 2020. It seems that this is a medicine that has been used for more than 50 years in
millions of patients. It is a very well known and very cheap medicine. Aside from the introductory warning about covid-19,
there are two major changes:

1. The diseases for which it is prescribed: It was included in the group of drugs called antimalarials. Now that
information disappears. It was also said: "This medicine may also be prescribed for other uses; ask your doctor or
pharmacist for more information." This has been removed. If you think about it, it is very rare that such a phrase can
be removed.

2. Side Effects: It was said that "Although the side effects of hydroxychloroquine are not common, they could occur . "
But now they have changed it to: "Hydroxychloroquine can cause side effects. Talk to your doctor about eating
grapefruit (grapefruit) and drinking grapefruit juice while taking this medicine." . In other words, the side effects of
something administered for more than 50 years were not common. They are supposed to be common now all of a
sudden. And, above all, side effects are added that were not previously: 1) "Mental" changes. 2) Decreased
consciousness or loss of consciousness. 3) Thoughts about hurting yourself or killing yourself!

The description of a Spanish Vademecum can be seen below.

4. Vademecum Vidal group: Hydroxychloroquine. 2016. It seems like a drug with few problems.

5. Didier Raoult et al. Scientific article from May 7: "The efficacy of Chloroquine derivatives in COVID-19: a meta-analysis based
on the first available reports" (In English). Meta-study on published studies on the use of chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine
as a treatment for Covi-19. Here is the conclusion: "A meta-analysis of the available reports shows that chloroquine derivatives
are effective and improve clinical and biology outcomes and, most importantly, reduce mortality by a factor of 2 to 3 in
patients infected with COVID-19 ".

6. On the article by Tang et al .: "Suppressed data favorable to Hydroxychloroquine" (In English and French). The IHU shows us
how data favorable to hydroxychloroquine have been suppressed between the first released version and the final version of
this scientific study.
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7. Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, physician from New York, interviewed (In English with Spanish subt.).Dr. Zelenko has released the
results of the treatment of 1,450 patients with Covid19. 405 of them high risk, who were treated EARLY with
Hydroxychloroquine + Azithromycin + zinc. The results were 2 deaths. 4 in respirators that have survived and the rest fully
recovered. He asks him why he thinks there is this resistance to such an effective treatment. Give these reasons 1) Political:
Because as it is an election year in the US and Trump has spoken well of this treatment, the more the drug is discredited, the
more Trump is discredited. 2) The big pharmaceutical interests: Some pharmaceutical companies try to implant their
medicines, such as Remdesivir or vaccines. And when this treatment goes global, these pharmaceutical companies will lose
95% of their market share. 3) The arrogance of academics and researchers, who cannot tolerate that an ordinary doctor, not
even a researcher, is the one who comes out with such an effective treatment. 4) Because of the doctors' fear of the
consequences and the possibility of being sued. Thevideo on youtube is censored. After seeing it, it is advisable not to stop
thinking about what the Dr. says to censor him.

8. Del Bigtree summarizes the scandal of "The Lancet", one of the most prestigious scientific journals in the world (Video in
English).It is curious to see how the authors of a scientific article blame the company that gives them the data and how the
editor of the magazine does the same (when they are supposed to be articles reviewed by independent people). In other words,
it is seen that it is an article commissioned by someone and that those who sign it (the scientists) do not know anything.

9. Dr. Didier Raoult talks about the "Lancet" scandal (In French). Says it's kind of funny. That one thing is to present a study that
is done with data on the computer without having seen any patient, and another is, as in your case, to present some results of
the patients who have been visiting, a study of 3,800 patients in which More than 7,000 electrocardiograms have been
performed, more than 2,000 radiological tests, etc.

10. Dr. Harvey A. Risch "Early outpatient treatment of symptomatic high-risk Covid-19 patients, which must be intensified
immediately as key to the pandemic crisis." (In English). Dr. Risch is in the department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology at
the Yale School of Public Health. This is the summary that heads this scientific article of May 29:Early outpatient illness is
very different from advanced inpatient illness, and the treatments are different. The evidence for the use of
hydroxychloroquine alone, or hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin in hospitalized patients, is irrelevant regarding its
efficacy in the early stages of the disease with high-risk outpatients. Five studies, including two controlled clinical trials,
have shown significant efficacy of outpatient treatment. Hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin has been used as a standard
of care in more than 300,000 older adults with multicomorbidities, with an estimated proportion of diagnosed cardiac
arrhythmias attributable to drugs of 47 per 100,000 users, of which the estimated mortality is less than 20% : 9 out of
100,000 users, compared to the 10,000 Americans currently dying each week. These drugs need to be widely available and
promoted immediately for prescribing by doctors. "

11. From the Bigtree on Hydroxychloroquine (June 17) (Video in English with Spanish subtitles).After the scandal of "The Lancet"
(a super-study that served so that the WHO condemned the treatment with Hydroxychloroquine, and that it was discovered
that they did it with invented data), now there are two studies against this effective and cheap drug: both are promoted by
pharmaceutical companies that want to impose a worldwide vaccine against the virus on us. These studies are designed to test
hydroxychloroquine with a very high dose (such as 4 times more than normal for any pathology), but above all, a dose that the
WHO itself in 1979 studies recognized as a lethal dose. In other words, studies are not only made to fail, but to kill patients.
What is serious, moreover, is that the US health administration vetoes the use of hydroxychloroquine based on these studies.
This is the original video without subtitles.

12. Dr. Meryl Nass: "WHO" Solidarity "and UK" Recovery "Clinical Trials of Hydroxychloroquine using Potentially Fatal Doses".
Article that analyzes the studies on Hydroxychloroquine of the World Health Organization and of the pharmaceutical
companies that want to impose their vaccines. In these two studies, Hydroxychloroquine is tested in patients, but in life-
threatening doses.

13. Dr. Meryl Nass: REMAP-Covid: Study of potentially lethal hydroxychloroquine in patients near death (In Spanish trans.
English). Article by Dr. Mery Nass translated from the "antraxxvaccine" site. It is an addition of June 19 to his investigation
and complaint of the clinical trials that the pharmaceutical companies and state health agencies were doing (the first two have
paralyzed them) and continue to do in covid-19 patients, in which they were patients with life-threatening doses of
hydroxychloroquine. In "contraelenciero" we have translated Del Bigtree's programdealing with Dr. Nass's report on the first
two reported clinical trials: Recovery and Solidarity. Dr. Nass is now publishing this addition with another similar clinical
trial: REMAP-Covid.

14. Iain Davis: "The Hydroxychloroquine Scandal" (In English). Article that summarizes this scandal of the biggest counterfeit
known in a scientific journal to date to discredit a drug with almost no cost that has good results.

15. End of May interview with Dra. Violaine Guérin (In French with Spanish subt.). Dr. Guérin is one of the founders in France of
the collective "Covid-19: for the freedom of prescription" : two months ago it already had 1,200 doctors. For the first time in
the history of the legislation, family doctors have been prohibited from prescribing what they consider appropriate: They have
prohibited the prescription of Hydroxychloroquine with three successive decrees. This is the real war.

16. "White Paper" on Hydroxychloroquine (In English). The doctor Simone Gold gives a detailed explanation with references on
the effectiveness and safety of this drug, and above all, on the campaign against it, including falsification of studies, censorship
and prescription bans in many countries.

17. Martin, J. et al. "Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and spread". Scientific article of the year
2005. As you can see, it is published by the US government. This is what the Abstract at the top of the article says:

https://bittube.video/videos/watch/7cb65234-76f9-4ac8-bb11-e7ccf9930984
https://youtu.be/358Gnp196Ok?t=2103
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q41F11PzB-A
https://youtu.be/zUbiYhknaK0
https://academic.oup.com/aje/advance-article/doi/10.1093/aje/kwaa093/5847586
https://www.brighteon.com/93a629ad-8e59-4b50-afc8-766878f8d964
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBI_pobBfck
https://www.ageofautism.com/2020/06/who-solidarity-and-uk-recovery-clinical-trials-of-hydroxychloroquine-using-potentially-fatal-doses.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/06/remap-covid-estudio-de.html
https://anthraxvaccine.blogspot.com/2020/06/even-worse-than-recovery-potentially.html
https://www.brighteon.com/93a629ad-8e59-4b50-afc8-766878f8d964
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/the-hydroxychloroquine-scandal
https://youtu.be/LbFq5ttCpdA
https://stopcovid19.today/
https://www.hospicepatients.org/white-paper-on-hcq-from-americasfrontlinedoctors-com-2020.2.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318/


Background: Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is caused by a recently discovered coronavirus
(SARS-CoV). There is currently no effective prophylactic or post-exposure treatment available.

Results: However, we report that chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on SARS-CoV infection in
primate cells. These inhibitory effects are seen when cells receive the drug before or after exposure to the
virus, suggesting both prophylactic and therapeutic advantage. In addition to the well-known functions of
chloroquine, such as elevations in endosomal pH, the drug appears to interfere with terminal glycosylation of
the cell receptor, the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2. This can negatively influence receptor-virus binding
and nullify infection. , with new ramifications due to the elevation of the vesicular pH, which leads to the
inhibition of the infection and the spread of SARS-CoV in clinically tolerable concentrations.

Conclusion: Chloroquine is effective in preventing the spread of SARS-CoV in cell cultures. Favorable
inhibition of virus spread was observed when cells were treated with chloroquine before or after SARS-CoV
infection. In addition, the indirect immunofluorescence assay described herein represents a simple and rapid
method to test for SARS-CoV antiviral compounds.

INFLATE DEATHS DUE TO THE VIRUS

1. Dr. John Lee: (In English). Dr. John Lee is a professor of pathology. In this article, among other things, he says: (1) That the
cases of death from the virus are overestimated. It is one thing to die with the virus and another due to the virus. (2) That mr.
who made the famous Imperial College prediction that in the United Kingdom half a million people would die (from this
information the confinement of people was established in the country), and that later the figure was lowered to 20,000 dead,
has now said that two-thirds of those deaths would have also occurred without the virus. (3) That the rate of infected has been
greatly underestimated. (4) That the mortality rate of this virus is at the same level as that of influenza or less.

2. Wolfgang Wodarg: What does the test measure? (Translated to Spanish).

3. Wolfgang Wodarg: Fake corpses pave the way for Covid statistics. (Translated to Spanish).

4. Video with Dr. Scott Jensen (In English with Spanish subt.). It is a live interview on a US television. It tells how the American
government is forcing doctors to certify deaths from the virus without any proof.

5. Video in which Del Bigtree explains in detail how cases of the virus have officially increased in the US (In English).

6. Circular of the American government where they change the concept and label of the cause of death. Knut Wittkowski
responds to those who say that their predictions do not match current data (they only see data from TV): "The US has changed
its definition of" death from COVID means ... "twice. First they changed die FROM the virus to die WITH the virus and then
changed to die IN THE TIMES of the virus. This change in definition (similar to what they did in China) was not predictable.
In any case, no one has been able to manipulate the data to that fit with the government's original prediction of millions of
deaths. "

7. Dr. Annie Bukacek from Montana, USA (Video in English). He begins by saying that right now "telling the truth is considered
a threat to national security." Denounce and explain how the US government is manipulating death certificates to inflate the
death toll from the virus. His previous introduction is very interesting, where he explains that many times doctors do not
know what someone has died of, but are forced to declare something.

8. Italian MP Vittorio Sgarbi speaks in the Chamber of Deputies (Video in Italian with Spanish subtitles). He talks very pissed
off. Says Science in March declared this to be little short of the flu. It says that 96% (again it says 60%) of the deceased have
died from other pathologies, not from the virus. He says the false numbers are given to terrorize Italians and establish a
spoiled dictatorship.

9. Aida Alian, in Colombia. He denounces how his father has been falsely included as dead from the virus and how they have
prevented the family from taking care of him and burying him.

NEWS FROM SPECIALIZED MAGAZINES, BLOGS AND PRESS

1. Australian newscast (sky news) directly attacks this mega-event of the virus and recognizes that it is like the flu (In English).

2. The German Pharmaceutical Journal (In German). "He noted that in the current situation, patients often" fall seriously ill,
even die, without first developing respiratory symptoms. "Neurologists suspect that corona viruses could also damage nerve
cells. Another explanation, however, would be that these patients, who often require nursing care, die due to great stress. "
(PiensaChile Review)

3. The British Medical Journal (BMJ). "It reports that, according to the latest data from China, 78% of newly tested positive
individuals show no symptoms. This is yet another indication of the relative safety of the virus and raises the question of
whether the short-term increase in pneumonia in Wuhan may have had other causes, including very heavy winter pollution. "
(PiensaChile Review)

4. A simple article that talks about flu-like viruses and the doubts that there are about their real intervention in diseases.

5. Washington Times: "Covid-19 turns out to be the biggest hoax the media has ever carried out." (In English).

6. Children under 15 years of age are more likely to be killed by lightning than the virus. This, according to a study from the
University of Cambridge. These are statistics that can and could be done easily with official data. They just take them out now

https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/how-to-understand-and-report-figures-for-covid-19-deaths-?fbclid=IwAR0MleLdxb-ElIyh7NjyjS8Ow2nlodh3o9bb7I4J_sv52HojX8ROywa8st4
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/que-es-lo-que-mide-el-test-wolgang.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/cadaveres-falsos-empedran-el-camino-de.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyLLvioMM5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2KtgSnk3XE
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvss/coronavirus/Alert-2-New-ICD-code-introduced-for-COVID-19-deaths.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5wn1qs_bBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n5JcPAA5mU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ht7wpR6Ybwk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7J3gWwG_ty4
https://www.pharmazeutische-zeitung.de/atemstillstand-koennte-auch-zentrale-ursache-haben-116664/
https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m1375
https://www.redaccionmedica.com/secciones/neumologia/vinculan-virus-respiratorios-y-gripe-con-el-aumento-de-muertes-en-invierno-3054
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/apr/28/covid-19-turning-out-to-be-huge-hoax-perpetrated-b/
https://evidencenotfear.com/school-age-children-more-likely-to-be-hit-by-lightning-than-die-of-coronavirus-analysis-finds-the-telegraph/


because the UK government wants to open the schools, and so they have this published. We add to this type of statistics an
important thing: that this is when there was the wave of the virus, which seems to last about four weeks and ended two
months ago.

7. Bill Mahler: We cannot stelirize the universe (Video in English with subt. In Spanish). 5-minute program of this American
journalist.

8. "An unjustified sanitary terror" (In Spanish). This is the title of a book about to come out in the publishing house "Ediciones el
Salmón". Here you can read a presentation.

9. Renée Parsons: "What is the true purpose of the confinement?" (Translated to Spanish). Newspaper article from the United
States. In addition to some interesting data, it gives a glimpse of how things are being imposed in that country.

10. "Prestigious experts say that Sars-Cov-2 is not a killer virus and denounce the media campaign to create fear." (In Spanish).
Magdalena del amo article.

11. State of Kansas and the orders of masks (Translated into Spanish). The 90 Kansas counties without a mask order had a lower
rate of coronavirus infection than the 15 counties with the order. To hide this, the Kansas Department of Health attempted a
manipulation in the presentation of the data.

12. Harald Wiesendanger: The Crown-jail (Translated into Spanish). Article translated from the Rubikon website . Translation
appeared in RESURGENTE 2020.

13. "New normalized" talks about the virus (Video in Spanish). It draws many contradictions from the excuses they give to defend
the virus. In the end, it falls short of why all this happens. It is the Money (in capital letters) that is doing it (not the little
money that is distributed above).

14. "There is no evidence to show that asymptomatic patients are contagious", by Dr. Dan Macías Flores (In Spanish).And no
article published about COVID19 has managed to prove that theory. In fact, they have not been able to clarify whether those
infected in these studies acquired the virus through contact with another member of the community, who had clear symptoms.
"

15. 8-minute ARD -German public television- October 5 report (In German with Spanish subt.). In this report the virus is
downplayed (they say that, ultimately, there has been no excess mortality in Germany). It is compared with deaths from other
causes, with very clear graphics (so that it is seen that they are very few) and it is said that the increase in "infections" is not
important. What sons of bitches!

16. Contradictions in everything they say.

17. It was the flu! "It is a Twitter thread divided into 19 messages (numbered) plus a tagline, each one with its graphs, which can
be expanded if you click on them. The uncle has taken the data from the WHO FluNet website corresponding to The years
2019 and 2020 (get them here ), week by week, have been added together, and have observed that the flu has fallen by 98%
worldwide since CoViD appeared. I have checked some data and they are correct. CoViD, then, was the flu, but he, in message
4, although he acknowledges the possibility and does not rule it out, does not dare to admit that it is a relabeling of the flu (he
thinks it is 'sinister'). " (Ricardo's review).

18. Dead from skipping curfew. "The strange death of Cristóbal in the dungeon after being arrested for skipping the curfew".
Police say he hanged himself in the dungeon with the rope from his sweatpants.

19. Jeff Harris: "Nine facts about covid-19: a pandemic of scaremongering and ignorance" (Translated into Spanish). Article with
a brief summary of official facts. The author still has a lot of faith in these facts. But even better to highlight the sinsetido of
this massacre. (Translated by JS). Here is the original in English.

20. Ernesto S. Pombo: "The pandemic is a troll" (In Spanish). Article of November 7 in La Voz de Galicia. It's very good. Anyone
notices from the bottom that all this is a trick of those above to crush us.

21. In Scotland the average age of the COVID dead is greater than life expectancy.

22. Jeffrey A. Tucker: "A study reveals that not even a military-imposed quarantine can stop the virus" (Translated into Spanish).
This article presents the very important study that shows that the strictest possible isolation of people has no effect on the
contagion of the supposed new virus or its supposed disease (Ricardo's translation). To send by e-mail, here it is in pdf format.
Here is the original of the article in English.

23. Documentary "The virus or life?" (In German with not very good Spanish subtitles). "Very good ARTE TV video: The virus or
life? Security versus freedom. Compare three different national responses to the virus: the Swedish, the French (which is
basically the same as the Spanish) and the German. Voices are heard For and against confinement and other measures. It
seems a very balanced vision that certainly leans towards the Swedish or German model, never the French one and does not
overwhelm with excessive data. " (RRG Review).

24. "Masks do not stop the spread of Covid: 10 experts criticize" the worrying lack of evidence "to justify wearing a mask after a
large Danish study shows that it does not protect the wearer" (In English).

25. Doshi and Topol: "These coronavirus tests do not give the answer to the only thing we need to know." (Translated to Spanish).
Translation by Ricardo. Newspaper article whose original in English can be read here.

GENERAL DOCTORS and SPECIALISTS

https://bittube.video/videos/watch/1edab229-4fa4-49a2-aeb8-948159d89b10
https://www.edicioneselsalmon.com/2020/06/02/un-terror-sanitario-injustificado/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/cual-es-el-verdadero-proposito-de-los.html
https://www.periodistadigital.com/politica/opinion/20200717/expertos-prestigio-dicen-sars-cov-2-virus-asesino-denuncian-campana-mediatica-crear-miedo-noticia-689404341659
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/mas-enganos-el-kdhe-oculto-datos-para.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/la-corona-carcel-por-harald.html
https://www.rubikon.news/artikel/der-corona-knast
https://youtu.be/TXW7TFDKGGM
https://cienciaysaludnatural.com/no-hay-pruebas-que-los-asintomaticos-contagian/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePf56kyfxS4
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/10/contradicciones-en-cada-cosa-que-dicen.html
https://twitter.com/kylamb8/status/1317186379483406337
https://www.who.int/influenza/gisrs_laboratory/flunet/en/
https://apps.who.int/flumart/Default?ReportNo=12
https://www.elmundo.es/cronica/2020/10/31/5f9d8b0a21efa099058b4658.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/11/nueve-hechos-acerca-del-covid-19-una.html
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2020/october/28/nine-covid-facts-a-pandemic-of-fearmongering-and-ignorance/
https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/opinion/2020/11/07/pandemia-trola/0003_202011G7P17992.htm
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/11/en-escocia-la-edad-media-de-los-muertos.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/11/un-estudio-revela-que-ni-una-cuarentena.html
https://archive.org/download/tucker-2020-11-13/Tucker%202020-11-13.pdf
https://www.aier.org/article/even-a-military-enforced-quarantine-cant-stop-the-virus-study-reveals/
https://www.arte.tv/es/videos/098118-000-A/coronavirus-seguridad-vs-libertad/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8966883/Masks-DONT-stop-spread-Covid-experts-criticise-troubling-lack-evidence.html
https://archive.org/download/doshi-topol-2020-09-22-1/Doshi%20-%20Topol%202020-09-22-1.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/22/opinion/covid-vaccine-coronavirus.html


1. Doctor and Senator Scott Jensen speaks (In English). This senator from Minnesota (USA) and doctor speaks again. It tells
how Money works among US doctors normally and how it is doing especially with this virus. It seems that when the doctors
speak, the Regime bothers a lot, a lot. Science is crushing people. Science, knowledge, is at the service of Money. In other
words, it is there to command the people, as theology was in the previous form of the Regime. That is why those who speak of
their tricks (especially from within) are the ones who do the most damage and attack them the most.

2. From APRIL 5: Thesis document on the SARS-CoV-2 / Covid-19 pandemic. Dr. Schrappe and others. (In German). He comes
from the University of Bremen and says clearly that the more effective the confinement, the more danger there is of "a second
wave". The link below is the translation of the abstract.

3. Summary of the thesis paper on the pandemic by SARS-CoV-2 / Covid-19 of Dr. Schrappe and others. (Spanish translation of
the abstract). There is talk of the dangers of confinement and it is said that it is inefficient.

4. Dr. JUAN GERVÁS
1. Dr. Juan Gervás. April 11: Covid. Spain. Guilty with impunity. (In Spanish).

2. Dr. Juan Gervás. March 14: "Measures against the coronavirus: so drastic that they can cause more damage than they
prevent." (In Spanish).

3. Dr. Juan Gervás: "Do you know that there are countries without cases and / or deaths from Covid19?" (In Spanish). One
of the few voices in Spain that does not write to defend what is on TV. It also brings useful data.

4. Juan Gervás: "The flu vaccine in times of covid19. Fifteen questions." (In Spanish). Questions answered briefly, but very
well documented with studies. It is something devastating against this vaccine that is not worth any good. And the
health system of Spain, which refuses to attend to patients, who speaks to them in the last case by phone, overturned
with the media in trying to make everyone put on this plague!

5. Dr. NATALIA PREGO
1. Public message from Dr. Natalia Prego (Audio in Spanish).

2. In Spain: Dr. Natalia Prego and the lawyer Luis de Miguel (In Spanish): Reasons against the mandatory use of masks.

3. Dr. Natalia Prego (Video in Spanish of 5 minutes). He talks about masks and the doctoral thesis he did on their use by
the surgeons Ulrike Butz (University of Munich). The thesis can be read at this link (in German).

6. Open letter from Dr. Karmelo Bizkarra: Dead of fear (In Spanish).

7. Dr. David Katz (Yale) Is our fight against coronavirus worse than the disease? (In English).

8. Dr. BODO SCHIFFMANN
1. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann (Video in German). It places special emphasis on the immediate health disasters of the

confinement: suicides and all kinds of disorders, as anyone can imagine.

2. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann: "Without words" (In German with Spanish subt.). "The German doctor Bodo Schiffmann shows
us the real human damages caused to real people by the so-called Covid measures. As politics continues with this
madness, the fabric of society is being destroyed. Please show this video to people who still they believe the lies of
politicians about the pandemic and the restrictive measures adopted. " (Translation and review of Counterpropaganda).

3. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann speaks in Berlin on August 29 (In German with Spanish subt.). He talks about the censorship of
his Facebook accounts and so on and calls on people to stand up against this tyranny.

4. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann on the death of two children (In German with Spanish subt.). "The bus driver explains to the
children what happened to the two 13-year-old students who died from the masks."

5. OCTOBER 1: Third child killed in Germany by the muzzle (In German with Spanish subtitles). "Dr Bodo Schiffmann
informs us in tears that a third child has just died in Germany due to the muzzle. Anyone who is silent now is an
accomplice. They are putting children in mortal danger to earn money with their damn vaccines and implement a
dictatorship . ENOUGH NOW! " (Translation and review of Counterpropaganda, which continues to translate things for
those of us who barely speak Spanish). Dr. Schiffmann talks about the third dead child ( Now subtitled ).

6. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann - 3 DEAD CHILDREN (In English with Spanish subt.). This was said, among other things, by
Bodo Schiffmann (on a bus tour in Germany) on October 6: "It is grotesque, it is perverse, the coronavirus is a myth, a
fairy tale. Today an" insider "has told us that one of the largest laboratories in Germany cannot really identify if it is
a Covid infection or a type of flu. It is all a lie, and it is hard to believe, it is hard to believe that this is the biggest lie
that has ever been told humanity. Please wake up, protect the children. "

7. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann (In German with Spanish subt.). On his bus tour of German towns, Schiffmann speaks ON THE
STREET. One of the things he discovers is that he has proof that the German government buys shipments of used PCR
tests.

8. In Germany 5,000 ICU beds have been removed since July (In German). Dr. Bodo Schiffmann teaches us the statistics
of ICU beds in Germany. "On July 24 we still had almost 33,000. Since then the intensive care beds are being
dismantled non-stop, ALMOST ABOUT 5000 !!!! During the greatest catastrophe of all time ... someone around here
would like us to the beds weren't enough. " (Translation of RESURGENTES 2020).

9. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann, en route through Germany against the Regime. Youtube censors and deletes its channels. These
are some of their channels: Channel in Bitchute . Telegram Channel: https://t.me/alles_ausser_mainstream .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vovKxmAUcG4
https://www.socium.uni-bremen.de/uploads/News/2020/thesenpapier_endfassung_200405.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BtRCT4OOVMCuF96YXi1CQFeNRTnm-ZiU/view?usp=sharing
https://www.actasanitaria.com/covid-espana-culpables-impunes
https://www.actasanitaria.com/medidas-contra-el-coronavirus-tan-drasticas-que-pueden-provocar-mas-dano-del-que-eviten/
https://www.actasanitaria.com/sabe-que-hay-paises-sin-casos-y-o-sin-muertos-por-covid19
http://www.nogracias.org/2020/10/08/la-vacuna-de-la-gripe-en-tiempos-de-covid19-quince-preguntas-por-juan-gervas/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWYNQc3b6-Q
https://youtu.be/4kjapWdUaR8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uQJDEww4d4
https://mediatum.ub.tum.de/doc/602557/602557.pdf
https://www.zuhaizpe.com/por-un-sistema-de-salud-saludable/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/20/opinion/coronavirus-pandemic-social-distancing.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CD5WLQdxjrQ
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xD9F1wqmcUgQ
https://www.facebook.com/102156248283032/videos/914218895768693
https://www.bitchute.com/video/H9t157TWKoMw/
https://t.me/counterpropaganda20/1932
https://t.me/counterpropaganda20/1965
https://www.brighteon.com/53bfabad-8b0e-4c25-b64c-610c780627ed
https://youtu.be/i3vIJS35YjM
https://t.me/resurgente2020/7045
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/alles_ausser_mainstream/
https://t.me/alles_ausser_mainstream


9. Prof. Yoram Lass, former Israel Minister of Health (In English). He says that governments cannot stop viruses, and that
lockdowns are going to kill more people than the virus itself.

10. Dr. Ned Nikolov makes a comparison of the estimates made in the USA of the hospital means against the virus in relation to
the actual use they have. The overestimation of hospitalizations has been 8 times greater than the real one. The overestimation
of intensive care beds: 6.4 times higher than the real one. The overestimations of respirators: 40.5 times higher than the real
one.

11. Chemical Researcher Dr. Richard Capek: "Corona ... The killer virus that hardly kills? There are between 30 and 80 times
more Danes infected with SARS-CoV-2 than previously assumed" (In German). In this post, Dr. Capek reviews the study of the
Danish Health Authorities on April 7 (In Danish): "As a consequence of this document, it can be deduced that the death rate of
Covid-19 would be between 0, 07% and 0.19%. ", That is, something extremely low. It should be noted that, however, neither
in the document itself (according to what we have been able to trace in it) nor on the page of the Danish Health Authorities,
this data of such low mortality is expressly given. In fact, the WHO data is still given in the English version of its website. (See
section 3. "How serious is the disease?").

12. Dr. Escudero gives us good news. He presents us with the testimony of another virologist who says that the virus is like the flu.
(Here we have tried to find some useful input from that virologist, but unfortunately in none of them - in the media - does he
speak clearly against this event, which is what is needed, rather in favor). Dr. Escudero says things as clear as this: "Peace of
mind and ... to ignore the media, which have turned something insignificant, a vulgar flu, a very slight flu, into a biological
weapon through terror" . In the end, Dr. Escudero says goodbye very sympathetically. Cheers man!

13. Dr. ENRIQUE COSTA VERCHER
1. Enrique Costa Vercher, doctor (Video in Spanish). This doctor speaks openly against the violent measures imposed by

the state, he is surprised at how easily they have arrested people from one day to the next, and he also speaks against
the false doctrine of the killer virus, among other things of interest. CENSORED by Youtube. -> Here another link.

2. Interview with Dr. Enric Costa (In Spanish). Interview done in the first week of September. It is 30 minutes and Dr.
Costa speaks very clearly about the most important things: If there is no coronavirus, what have people died of? Can
vaccines have side effects after months? Do you recommend getting a flu shot? What about the coronavirus vaccine?
Can they force people to wear it? What is an asymptomatic patient?

3. Dr. Enrique Costa Vercher gives an extensive interview explaining the deception of vaccines in general (In Spanish). It's
an interview from 2016.

14. Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai, scientist and engineer. Interview (In English with Spanish subt.). He talks about how the deaths of the
virus inflate and the detriment of confinement and "social distance" for health and how the authorities in the US are spreading
such bad ideas for the people.

15. Dr. SCOTT W. ATLAS
1. Article by Dr. Scott W. Atlas: "Here is the data: Stop the panic and end total isolation." (Translated to Spanish). Dr.

Scott W. Atlas is a Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University and a former chief of neuroradiology
at Stanford University Medical Center. The original article in English is at this link.

2. Dr. Scott W. Atlas, interviewed on TV (In English). Dr. Scott W. Atlas is a Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution at
Stanford University and a former chief of neuroradiology at Stanford University Medical Center. He says things like
"We are creating a catastrophic situation in health, because the idea of   stopping Covid-19 at all costs is the cause of not
seeking medical help for serious and often urgent cases. (...) In addition, isolation is there preventing the development
of group immunity. "

16. Dr. ANDREW KAUFMAN
1. Dr. Andrew Kaufman speaks with Maya Washington (In English with Spanish subtitles). Very common sense, the

doctor and the girl: they both see clearly in the examples that put how the sick and the doctors are put into the wheel of
Money.

2. How to Talk to the More Believers: Dr. Andrew Kaufman (In English with Spanish subt.).Always quite wise this doctor.
Of course there are no recipes to speak well (it is not known how to speak well. It is not known. It is something that is
tried without knowing how). But nothing prevents us from talking about how it is spoken. Also there that common
sense will do, if it visits us, what it always does: deny lies. It seems that in reality reason appears to us doing things such
as making clear the contradictions of what is being said or assumed. Or also, like making us see that sometimes lies
come from or are supported by other lies; that is, the lies are in solidarity with each other. Ultimately, however, no lie
has a cause or explanation (neither logical, nor "natural", nor biological, nor historical, nor psychological, nor
evolutionary, nor social, nor personal), because if it were so; if it had reason to be,

3. Dr. Andrew Kaufman speaks with Del Bigtree (Dubbed into Spanish). It is a piece of the interview in which Dr.
Kaufman talks about the non-isolation of the virus and how what the tests look for are fragments of RNA that it is not
known what they are, but that it is known that they are in components such as microbes, human cells and more.
Explication of what they call bacteriophages and exosomes. He talks about the nonsense of the PCR test being used, and
more things like "environment theory" and "pleoformism". The article mentioned by Dr. Kaufman can be read here in
translation.

17. Dr. LEONARDO GONZÁLEZ BAYONA
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1. Testimony of May 1 of the doctor González Bayona from Rio de Janeiro (Video in Spanish). He does not speak as a
doctor, but as a witness. It is very good and it is appreciated that you do not shut up, friend.

2. Letter from Dr. Leonardo González Bayona. Letter published in the Argentine newspaper "La prensa", which the author
reads here in a radio program (at the beginning of this reading it has the link that we put). Earlier on the program,
cardiologist Cecilia López also reads the letter that she also published in that newspaper. From what we have heard,
they then make interventions as clearly against as their letters. It is important what Dr. González Bayona says about the
idiocy of many doctors, who are fundamentally dedicated to complying with the "protocols", that is, to obeying what
comes from above, against common sense and clinical practice habitual.

3. Dr. Bayona on November 8 (In Spanish). Dr. Bayona speaks very accurately from a demonstration on November 8. It is
sad to see people muzzled and "estranged", pretending to protest. It is assurdo. You have to go out to the streets and not
leave them!

18. ANDREW MATHER
1. "The spontaneous lie": Mathematician Andrew Mather analyzes the epidemic figures in graphs (In English). It is a

presentation with 180 graphics. It shows that the data that existed before the confinements clearly showed that the
virus does not spread spontaneously, but normally. It has many details and stops to see a popular science article that
was made to defend the spontaneous thesis and in what way the author himself presents the thing biased to deceive.
There are people who do not shut up and it is a joy. On his YouTube channel he has many more presentations.

2. Andrew Mather: "Does this make sense?" (In English). Presentation read about "contact tracing" applications. It is full
of common sense and brings to light all the assurdes that this attempt at control implies.

19. Dr. José R. Loayssa: "You cannot kill Covid-19 with hammer blows." (In Spanish). José R. Loayssa is a family and emergency
physician in Navarra.

20. Dr. Antonio Miclavez (In Italian with Spanish subt.). Interview with Dr. Miclavez where he gives an overview of what they
have called a pandemic, viruses, criminal organizations of the WHO and pharmaceutical companies and more.

21. MICHAEL LEVITT (Nobel Prize)
1. Prof. Michael Levitt, Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013: "The confinement is a big mistake" (In English).This prof. From

the US, he recounted in the interview that, as he happened to be in China when the virus started there, even though he
was not an epidemiologist, he was interested in analyzing the numbers that were coming out (therefore, he analyzed
them very early). By analyzing those numbers, he made some predictions of how the epidemic was behaving. When
later, already in the US, he heard the official catastrophic predictions of millions of deaths, he came out to publicly
contradict them with his analysis (as the real data now contradict them). Most interesting of all, is this: that when he
publicly denied those official predictions, his family and colleagues got angry with him! They did not want to admit that
contradiction and considered it in some forbidden way to say (that is, that the information of the seriousness and
obligatory nature of the greatness of this had arrived beforehand). He also says that since he appeared in an interview
on Fox network explaining his analysis, CNN no longer wanted to interview him. That also says that the confinement is
a big mistake, is the least.

2. Prof. Michael Levitt, Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013: "The running of the bulls is a big mistake" (In English with
Spanish subt.). 10 minute translated excerpt of this interview with Professor Levitt.

3. Nobel laureate Michael Levitt: In which mathematical function do the data fit? (Video in english). In a very simple
explanation and using the data from the epidemics (which have already ended) it shows in which functions the
contagions of the epidemic fit. It uses some computer program that does that of trying to fit the data (a type of program
that is sometimes called Artificial Intelligence). It says it fits into a function known as the Gompertz function. This
function never grows spontaneously, but it does decrease spontaneously.

22. This is Dr. Ángel Ruiz Valdepeñas, from the Emergency Service of the Hospital de Formentera (In Spanish). 5 minute video.
The pandemic is over, and the muzzle is of no good use.

23. Dr. Sandra Félix speaks (In Spanish). Ten minute explanation on the matter. (1) The flu vaccine appears to be the cause of the
severe cases: they have inoculated the virus with this vaccine in massive quantities. (2) The transmission between people (of
the same virus: it has not mutated) is a slight thing: normally the body defends itself against it without problems. (3) Chlorine
diosside treatment is demonized, which seems like a good remedy.

24. Coronavirus crisis in France: epidemic ended versus organized panic. Why? (Translated into Spanish).By Nicole Delépine,
French MD, pediatrician and oncologist, published in FranceSoir on July 31. Although he refers to France, what he says can be
perfectly extrapolated to the situation in our country, where a stricter confinement was practiced than the French one. The
attitude of the French press is significant, which, unlike the Spanish, gives rise to dissenting voices from the official discourse
such as that of Dr. Delépine, as can be seen in her critical and well-documented article and in the reflections she makes at the
end of he about how once the epidemic in France (and in Europe) is over, instead of being happy about it, fear continues to
spread from governments and the media, promoting the harmful use of masks and the prohibition of social events in order to
ensure the submission of the people. The original articlecan be viewed here. (RRG translation and review).

25. Dr. Daniel Rodenstein "Pandemic is confused with deadly threat." (Translated to Spanish). Professor Daniel Rodenstein,
retired pulmonologist, published on July 29, 2020 in the Belgian weekly magazine Le Vif an interesting opinion article
entitled “Pandemic is confused with mortal threat”, denouncing the situation in Belgium, which does not differ much from the
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Spanish, so his analysis is perfectly valid for our country. It also highlights the mass psychosis and hysteria, which make no
sense when hospitalizations and deaths decrease day by day, although the measures taken by governments against the disease
"generate and will generate disastrous consequences." The original article can be read here. (RRG review and translation)

26. Dr. LUIS DE BENITO
1. Something not entirely anticipated on TV:One of the Regime's propaganda programs connects with a hospital to verify

the collapse it is entering and to advertise a book in favor of a vaccine: The interviewed doctor, Luis de Benito,
contradicts the presenter constantly: 1) That there is no collapse. 2) That doctors are not on alarm, but on vacation, like
the government. 3) That the "cases" are not sick, but healthy people. That what they give by the media as an increase in
cases, is simply due to the increase in evidence: that what it is about is the normal circulation of viruses. 5) That no
vaccine is necessary, because as you can see, most people have already passed the infection. Worthy of analysis is the
small altercation with a journalist who first paternally threatens the doctor. In the urgency of the discussion, the doctor
tells the journalist: "Have you signed death certificates?" and the journalist (that is, the media) unwittingly says what
the media really want: "Unfortunately, I'm not that lucky." Here is the video in another link.

2. Message from Dr. Luis de Benito (Video in Spanish).

3. Dr. de Benito reports on Youtube. A transmission to the Network of Dr. de Benito on September 15. Try to speak against
it without being blunt. Is not easy.

4. "Finished the virus, now the hard thing begins" (In Spanish). Broadcast made by Dr. Luis de Benito on YouTube on
September 29. It lasts 40 minutes and more than half is answering people's questions. Also, reply to comments. For
example, in one of those comments he says something so simple: "The virus will coexist with humans like many other
germs do. And nothing happens. Nor does it require a vaccine of any kind."

5. Dr. Luis de Benito: More about the deception of the PCRs.

6. Luis de Benito speaking on November 3. Summary made by "elinvestigador.org".

7. Dr. Luis de Benito: "Are health workers beginning to be concerned about COVID? (In Spanish).

27. Dr. GERARD DELÉPINE
1. Gerard Delépine: "Balance of the international health policies against Covid-19. Toxic confinement, effective

chloroquine" (Translated into Spanish). "Dr. Gerard Delépine writes this article in FranceSoir, one of the few critical
French media. He takes stock of health policies against covid-19. His conclusions are in view of the data that presents
that the indiscriminate confinement of the entire This population has been counterproductive, in the face of the
selective confinement of the sick, and the early treatment with chloroquine, which the generally poorer countries have
carried out with some success, effective ". (Review and translation of RRG). Here is the original article in French.

2. Dr. Gerard Delépine and Dr. Nicole Delépine: "The mandatory use of the mask in children is child abuse!" (Translated
to Spanish). "Article of August 21 published in FranceSoir against the use of children's masks now that the beginning
of the school year is approaching in many countries and the issue is highly topical. They are not ambiguous: the
measures that governments want to impose on minors (masks, social distance, confinement, distance learning ...)
constitute mistreatment of children and are clear abuses of minors. They provide numerous studies that show that
children are not contagious and that the contagion in them is practically null."(Review and translation of RRG). They
also review the studies that supposedly support the use of masks, against all the scientific literature to date. They end
the highly documented article with things like this: "Everybody knows today that the epidemic is over, that the virus, if
it is circulating, has mutated and hardly threatens serious colds, that if this famous wave returned against all
expectations, there will be an effective economic treatment even if its existence is not to the liking of multinationals.
Let's not sacrifice our children for this ended pandemic and for the financial appetites that manipulate our media.
Here is the original article in French.

3. Gérard Delépine "NatureGate and the Fable of General Confinement" (Translated into Spanish).Dr. Gérard Delépine,
who with his wife - also Dr. Nicole Delépine - have been fighting for 40 years to improve the situation of cancer patients
and inform the population about the current state of science based on proven facts, denounces in this article the
prostitution of the once prestigious international scientific journals The Lancet, NJEM (New England Journal of
Medicine) or Nature, now discredited, to the pharmaceutical industry. In particular, they look at the articles that have
tried to justify the confinements in the countries and show how these confinements have not only not stopped any
contagion, but have caused more deaths. They are set in countries like Holland, Sweden, Spain, Italy and France.
(Review and translation of RRG). Here is the original article in French.

4. Gerard Delépine: "Covid-19: The epidemic is over in Europe and there will be no second wave. STOP blind PCR tests."
(Translated to Spanish). "Francesoir publishes today a tribune by Dr. Gerard Delépine. Despite the fact that the
epidemic has ended in Europe and there is no second wave, they continue to fuel panic and subject people to masks,
PCR tests and confinements and continuous bombardment of figures of "positive" cases and manipulated data. "
(Review and translation of RRG). Here is the original article in French.

5. Dr. Delépine: "I'm a doctor, I'm 74 years old and I'm not getting a flu shot this year!" (Translated to Spanish). "Before
deciding to get vaccinated or not, you should read it. Delépine is 74 years old, is a doctor and will not be vaccinated this
year. His reasons are in his documented article, where he concludes that flu vaccination, far from being a remedy,
seems to increase the mortality from the coronavirus. If supposedly health authorities recommend it to us, what do they
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want? " (RRG translation and review). Here is the original article in French in the French newspaper FranceSoir . A pdf
version of the translation for mailing can be downloaded here.

6. Gérard Delépine: "The closure of schools: factor that aggravates the negative consequences of confinement" (Translated
into Spanish). It deals with how the closure of schools and universities during the first confinement and during the
current one, has considerably aggravated the negative consequences, already quite serious in themselves, of the
confinement. This closure was decided out of fear, without any scientific evidence, and as the author reasons, fear "does
not prevent danger, but on the contrary, by paralyzing reflection, it can lead to or aggravate the catastrophe that is
feared." (RRG translation and review). Here is the original in French.

28. Dr. Walter Weber interviewed (In German with Spanish subt.). He is interviewed by Dr. Sabine Helmbold from Doctors for
Enlightenment in Germany.

29. Dr. Olivier de Soyres: "Let's not make this virus a terrorist" "I enclose this short article by a French intensive care doctor from
Toulouse, Olivier de Soyres, which is a first-rate testimony that puts the virus in the place that It corresponds to him, and it is
a plea of   common sense, where he denounces the "moral censure" of some medical colleagues, the application of exaggerated
health measures that imply a renunciation of our traditional ways of life, and a call to hear the voice of reason and freedom. "
(Review and translation of RRG).

30. "International doctors against the Corona Mafia" (In German with English subtitles). Dr. Heiko Schöning talks about the
international congress of doctors in Hungary on August 21st. Down with subt. in Spanish.

31. "International doctors against the Corona Mafia" (In German with Spanish subtitles). Dr. Heiko Schöning talks about the
international congress of doctors in Hungary on August 21st. REDACTED. Another link.

32. Dr. Joaquim Sá Couto: Open letter to Portuguese doctors (In Portuguese). It says things like these: "The statute of the OM
[Order of Physicians] states that it must" contribute to the protection of the health of citizens and the rights of patients. "By
ignoring the truth about the coronavirus epidemic and the consequences of containment measures, OM may be violating its
own statutes. We are faced with a crisis in which "keeping silent is collaborating with the greatest abuse that has ever been
perpetrated on the Portuguese population." Thousands of doctors from all over the world The world is questioning their
professional associations, questioning the implicit coverage they have been giving to government measures; it is necessary
to put an end to this complicit passivity. "

33. Dr. Pasquale Mario Bacco speaks in the Italian Chamber of Deputies, invited by Deputy Sara Cunial (In Italian with Spanish
subtitles). He speaks very clearly about murderous medical procedures, the sold press and the doctors themselves. Here is the
transcript of his speech. And here is another link to the subtitled video. Here the whole session in the chamber with other
participants (In Italian).

34. DR. RAFAEL GAZO LAHOZ
1. Answer by Dr. Rafael Gazo Lahoz on TV (In Spanish).

2. Dr. Gazo, a good doctor who continues to be a good doctor after retiring, talks about a diagnosis at the 12 de Octubre
hospital in Madrid (in Spanish). "I am tired of being polite and condescending, I am older, and I have worked all my life
in a dignified and wonderful profession, which now some unpresentable colleagues, thousands of them, with their
silence sometimes and with their complicity many others, are destroying. "

35. DR. RAPHAEL BONELLI
1. Raphael BONELLI, Austrian psychiatrist, talks about masks (Video in German).repeatedly washing hands or wearing

gloves is a common part of neurosis and obsessive compulsive disorder, so it can aggravate and trigger them. For all
these reasons, the mask can have a very damaging effect on mental health. "(Black Sheep Review)

2. Dr. Bonelli: About people who say "The mask doesn't bother me at all." Psychiatrist Raphael Bonelli has a one-minute
observation on this.

36. Dr. Yves Oberdörfer talks about children and masks (In German with Spanish subt.).Five minute video must see. Support Dr.
Bodo Schiffmann, who is being attacked and pressured not to speak about the dead children. He supports it, of course, by not
saying anything like eg "We are all Bodo Schiffmann" and so on. She supports him by reasoning against the lies they spill on
TV that the mask is even good for health, and speaking especially about children. You have to deny the official Science and the
Science of TV (which are the same). Doctors in general, in the service of Money, have become a plague. They are the enemies
of the people. Teachers too. One should only go to those jobs to operate head-on to what Power (Money) is doing or if not, not
go; no parent should take children to these institutions.

37. Dra. Margarita Griesz-Brisson, neurologist (In German with Spanish subt.). Public statement in a video. Speak common sense.
This is what you would expect to hear from any doctor.

38. Dr. CRISTIAN DURÉ
1. Dr. Natalia Prego interviews Dr. Cristian Duré in Stockholm. Very interesting, because he is an Argentine doctor who

works in an emergency hospital in Stockholm. Only this serves to see that all this has nothing to do with any disease.
This is the website of Dr. Cristian Duré.

2. Interview with Dr. Cristian Duré. This doctor continues to speak, giving double testimony of the lie told by those above:
they live normally in Sweden (this is where he lives) and the measures they take against the people are based on nothing
more than the effort to crush people. It places special emphasis on the torture of children.
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39. Dr. Juan Diego Areta Higuera.A doctor who asks himself some questions, what less! ... but not others. For example, when you
say that there is a pandemic, you are not asking if there is a pandemic or what is a pandemic. And when he says that there are
two sides, and that he does not want to be part of either, he is not right either. There are no two sides with different opinions.
Money is imposing its lies on people, who are not any side. As he takes care of himself a lot about talking about himself or how
they will judge him from above, we have to tell him not to worry so much about that. If you take care of that, you won't be able
to speak well. Is there a killer virus? Is it a new virus? Is there any evidence of their isolation? Has anyone "sequenced" this
virus without inventing it from the sequences of the genetic databases? What validity, if so, do you have the PCR test being
done? Does it make any sense to make diagnoses or talk about "cases" with that test that tests positive, as you can see, in 10%
of any population? What sense, then, does these murderous measures imposed manu militari have? Talking about all this has
nothing to do with sides, or with his friends withdrawing his word.

40. Statements by Dr. Mike Yeadon, former vice president and chief science officer of Pfizer (In Spanish). Article on the
statements of Mike Yeadon. Here you can hear his statements in a minute (In English).

41. Dr. Elke de Klerk (In English).Dutch doctor at the ACU meeting in Berlin. “There is no medical pandemic, nor is there an
epidemic… Covid-19 should not be on the A list, as we now know that it is a common flu virus. We have also started a legal
claim against the State of Holland together with a very large group of doctors and nurses. We are in contact with 87 thousand
nurses who do not accept the vaccine that is being prepared nor do they want to be anyone's guinea pigs ... I wonder: If there is
no pandemic, why are our children wearing masks at school? ... They are trying make its use mandatory, and we are fighting
against that measure together with our lawyers. I invite you to do the same in your countries. Find lawyers. I assure you that
there are absolute constitutional rights that cannot be violated for any medical reason…. There is no reason to panic. Panic is
created by false-positive PCR tests ... so doctors should stop using those tests. It's very important. And you have to be calm. In
the Netherlands, the press is already publishing that PCR tests do not work. I am very happy about it. There is hope."
(Translation from trikooba.com).

RESEARCHERS AND JOURNALISTS

1. JOSÉ ANTONIO CAMPOY
1. Interview with José Antonio Campoy (Video in Spanish). Enrique de Vicente interviews José Antonio Campoy, who is

the director of Discovery Salud magazine, on July 2. The long interview is worth listening to. REDACTED. Here another
link.

2. Scabelum interviews José Antonio Campoy , director of the magazine Discovery Salud. It talks about many things: the
non-isolation of the virus, the PCR test, the censorship and more. Very sensible and clear. The interviewer insists on the
stereotypical question "What needs to change (in Health, in Journalism ...) so that this does not happen again?".
Obviously, no answer comes out, because the question itself asks for a solution within the Regime. And he does not get
any answer because he feels that this is what the Regime itself consists of. The root of this is Money itself. Without
analyzing what Money consists of ("analysis", which is properly "dissolution") there is nothing to do. This is the form
the Lord has taken. You have to try to attack him. It is the fight of what is here alive against the Faith.

3. José Antonio Campoy explains the situation (Video in Spanish). Interview in October of Plural-21.

2. JON RAPPOPORT
1. "COVID: It is not a single thing, it is not a single disease." (Translated to Spanish). Article of April 1, 2020 by Jon

Rappoport. In the cases and deaths that are labeled as 'covid' cases and deaths, very different things are confused:
pneumonia, flu, heart problems, kidney problems, old age, damage caused by medication, deaths caused by respirators,
PCR positives of perfectly healthy people, etc. Here is the original in English.

2. Why aren't researchers doing a proper study to find out if the Covid virus is there? (Translated to Spanish). By Jon
Rappoport.

3. "The Pattern of a Pandemic: How the Illusion Is Built." (Translated to Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. The original in
English can be read here .

4. Uncovered: There is a new federal court that will handle all COVID vaccine injury lawsuits (Translated into Spanish).
By Jon Rappoport. This is the original in English.

5. When will hysterical advocates of "science" face the slaughter the US medical system is causing? (Translated to
Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here is the original in English.

6. The false coronavirus and the missing study: the secret in sight (Translated into Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here
is the original in English.

7. Another case of the disappeared virus: they have lied and they have locked up the world (Translated into Spanish).
Article by Jon Rappoport, where he brings to light one of Dr. Drosten's technical articles that shows how they have done
the infamous PCR tests: without having the virus they have created a "validated diagnostic workflow for 2019- nCoV. "
Here is the original in English.

8. "If the virus is not there, why do you think it is?" (Translated to Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here is the original in
English.

9. "But I have spoken with my virologist friend and he says that ..." (Translated into Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here
is the original in English. A new blow of common sense from this researcher who has been denouncing the lies of the
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Science sector (economic sector at the service of Money) for many years. It draws, as is not surprising, the words of the
scientist who most thoroughly dismantles this whole shebang: the virologist Stefan Lanka (See the translation from the
German that Contra el Encierro has published of one of his articles: Stefan Lanka: "The error of the interpretation of
viruses II: Beginning and end of the coronavirus crisis " ).

10. "The virus that is missing, genetic sequencing and the magic trick" (Translated into Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. A
clear explanation like this is key to understanding the "genetic sequencing" hoax. Reading is highly recommended. Here
is the original in English.

11. Jon Rappoport: "The revelation made about the COVID vaccine sinks like a stone ... disappears" (Translated into
Spanish). It says things like this: "The trials are designed to show efficacy in preventing mild cases of COVID, which no
one should worry about, because mild cases run their course naturally and cause no harm." Here is the original in
English.

3. James Corbett speaks (In English with Spanish subt.). In an 8 minute video, he talks about the faith that he is trying to
establish that being together is criminal action. He wants to make it clear that that faith is being established. That is the
principle of the attack on any Faith: bring it as clearly as possible here in front (not letting it catch us without realizing it from
behind, which is what any lie is properly trying to do).

4. JESÚS GARCÍA BLANCA
1. Explication of Jesús García Blanca on the non-isolation of the virus (In Spanish). Article that simply tells what is meant

by isolating a virus and the problems that this has. This is the heart of the matter, because everything else comes from
there: the possible tests, proving that this new virus causes a disease, etc.

2. Enrique Costa Vercher, physician, and Jesús García Blanca interviewed. (Video in Spanish). Very clear denials. In
addition, it speaks very simply about how professionals are transmitted and trained from above, teaching them the
same jargon and doctrines (as in general happens with "management" and with multinational "consultants" of all kinds,
which make the reports governments). However, insisting on the difference of money, whether public or private, is not
wise. There's no difference. It is the same as the WHO is financed by laboratories and by states. This distinction, false, is
promoted by the Regime itself. (NB: García Blanca, speaking of the year 2004-2005, confuses at one point the total
deaths with the deaths from influenza in Spain, as he himself warns in a comment).

3. Jesús García Blanca: "The scam is confirmed: the PCR does not detect SARS-CoV-2" (In Spanish). Article of the month
of November in the magazine Dsalud.

TOTAL DEATHS

1. Total deaths in Spain in the last six years.

2. Overall graph: "Overall mortality in Europe is better than it was in 2016/17". See below in this link the graph with the title
"Overall European Mortality is better than it was in the 2016/17".

3. Counting dead. By Virginia (In Spanish). Analysis of the matter, paying special attention to the total deaths in Spain and the
inexplicable appearance on May 27 of some 12,000 new deaths assigned half and half to March and April.

4. Graph of "excess deaths".In many countries, predictions of expected deaths are made (in which flu epidemics are not usually
expected, for example). They call "excess deaths" the number of deaths that are counted in a country above that expected
number. These graphs are concerned with painting the excess deaths of the countries in question. The first graphs you see on
this page represent the deaths officially assigned to the virus (in red) in each country, the expected deaths (dotted line), and
the rest of deaths not assigned to the virus in gray. It can be seen that, for example in Spain, there are 15,000 excess deaths
that are not caused by the virus, which can only be caused by the confinement. The harder the confinement, the more it has
killed (It can be seen in Sweden, that there has been no confinement, that there are no excess deaths other than those assigned
to the virus). In Spain they continue at it: persecuting people, forcing them to wear terrible masks against their health and
terrorizing the media with the lie that there really is a killer virus. 
Keep in mind that these graphs (where the dead that undoubtedly have made the confinements are seen with the naked eye)
are made with the dead that are officially assigned to the virus. But we know that as a rule any deceased who tests positive in
the tests is assigned to the virus, although clinically it is known that this death has nothing to do with the virus, so the deaths
that have made (and continue to do) the confinements there are many more than those that appear in these graphs.

5. Dr. Paulo Costa: "Mortality, confinement and Stockholm syndrome" (Translated into Spanish by EAR) . Very good and
clear article in which Dr. Costa focuses especially on deaths from any cause. The confinements and the treatment or lack of
treatment of the sick are highlighted as the main cause of deaths not assigned to the virus. Deaths in Portugal and Sweden are
within the margins of seasonal flu. The monstrous cases of Spain and Italy are also mentioned. This is the article in
Portuguese.

6. England: Weekly death totals reveal large number of 'collateral' deaths (Graph in English)."The graph shows the proportion of
weekly deaths due to Covid-19 out of the total deaths in the same time period during 1999/2000 - another bad flu /
respiratory disease season. The April 2020 peak is actually lower than January 2000 (with totals adjusted to reflect
population growth of 14%). In the long term, there will be a huge price to pay for closure in terms of damage to the economy
and effects on health and mortality. Everyone expects this. However, it may be that the impact of the lockdown is already
having a measurable negative impact on mortality. At the end of the outbreak, compared to the five-year average, there were
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more than 15,000 deaths in excess (compared to the five-year average)not attributed to Covid (dark blue in graph). Are some
of these excesses of deaths not attributed to Covid the result of a reduction in the provision of normal hospital services due to
the confinement? Thousands have already paid for the confinement with their lives? "(Translated from"
inproportion2 ").  
Always bear in mind that many of the deaths attributed to Covid have nothing to do with it, but are simply dead with the
positive test. On the other hand, the confinement in the The United Kingdom is much softer than in Spain, which is the most
brutal in the world and where the "collateral" deaths are in proportion much more.

7. Iain Davis: "Deaths from the confinement, not deaths from Covid" (In English). Article that begins by saying this:

"COVID-19 has been in circulation for at least a year and yet there was no appreciable increase in non-
seasonal mortality anywhere until confinement regimes were imposed between the end of February and the
end of March 2020. Allow me to repeat it: Across the sites, the overall mortality data ("from any cause")
consistently tell us the same thing: There was no appreciable deviation from the statistical norm in any
country until the lockdown measures were imposed. "

8. Mortality in Portugal in the last 10 years.

9. Official survivors of the official COVID-19 pandemic

10. Update of total deaths in Spain in the last six years - Official data from November 2, 2020 (In Spanish).

THE FLU COLLAPSES HOSPITALS

1. Article of the year 2017: "Why does the flu mean collapse in Spanish hospitals?

2. El Mundo, January 12, 2017: "The flu collapses hospitals in half of Spain."

3. El Mundo, January 13, 2017: "Diseases: Flu epidemic: Emergency Physicians of the Toledo Hospital denounce the collapse of
the center to the judge" "It is absolute chaos. I am talking about trench medicine, pure and hard field medicine" . This is how
the situation of the Hospital Virgen de la Salud de Toledo defines one of the doctors of the Emergency Service who has
denounced the situation of the center in a letter that has been sent to the Guard Court of this Castilian-Manchega city, to the
Sescam (Health Service of Castilla-La Mancha) and the College of Physicians of Toledo.

4. El País, March 19, 2019: "Peaks in La Paz emergencies with 53 patients for 18 beds" "We have had a peak of influx. We are
adjusting the resources in relation to the care pressure so that the situation normalizes as soon as possible possible, "said a
spokeswoman for the hospital. As for the closure of beds, according to the hospital, these are beds that were destined to the
Emergency Department during the flu campaign; once finished, they need to return to other services. "

5. March 2019: "The Madrid hospital in La Paz, collapsed: the unions bring to justice the elimination of beds." "The emergency
rooms of the Hospital de La Paz in Madrid are collapsed. According to the unions, they have more than twice the number of
patients than their capacity allows. They assure that this is a consequence of the continuous closure of beds and floors and
they believe that someone has to take actions."

6. El País, January 14, 2015: "Collapse in hospitals." "The saturation of the emergency room due to the flu forces Health to open
150 beds."

7. USA. Time Magazine, January 2018: "Hospitals Collapsed by Flu Patients" (In English). Alabama declared a state of
emergency for the flu season.

8. January 2018: "Milan, Intensive Care collapsed by the flu" (In Italian).

MASKS

1. Dr. Denis G. Rancourt "Masks Don't Work. A review of science relevant to COVID-19 social policy". Scientific article
comparing the best bibliography on masks for respiratory infections such as influenza and corona. The bottom line regarding
masks not working is this:"No RCT (Randomized Controlled Trial) study with verified results shows any benefit in wearing
masks or respirators for healthcare personnel or for members of nursing homes. There are no exceptions. Similarly, there
are no studies showing any benefit from a general policy for wearing the mask in public. Also, if there is any benefit to
wearing a mask (due to blocking power against aerosol droplets and particles) then there should be more benefit to wearing
a respirator (N95) compared to a surgical mask. However, various meta-analyzes and all RCTs also prove that this relative
benefit does not occur. Masks and respirators do not work. " Below is in Spanish

2. Dr. Denis G. Rancourt "Masks do not work: Review of relevant scientific knowledge in relation to social policy on COVID-19"
(Translated into Spanish). Scientific article comparing the best bibliography on masks for respiratory infections such as
influenza and corona. The abstract at the top of this article says this:

"There have been very large randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies and meta-analysis reviews of
RCT studies that all show that masks and respirators do not work to prevent flu-like respiratory illnesses or
respiratory illnesses that are believed that are transmitted by droplets or aerosol particles.

What's more: the relevant physical and chemical knowledge, which I review here, is consistent with
masks and respirators not working. It would be paradoxical if masks and respirators worked, in view of
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what we know about viral respiratory diseases: the main route of transmission is aerosol particles with a
long residence time, whose size is less than 2.5 µm. These aerosol particles are too fine to be blocked, and the
minimum infectious dose is smaller than an aerosol particle.

This article on masks illustrates the extent to which governments, mainstream media, and institutional
propagandists may decide to operate in a scientific vacuum or to select only partial scientific studies that
serve their interests. This recklessness is the same that is taking place in the case of the current global
confinement of more than a billion people, an experiment unprecedented in medical and political history. "

   This study has been censored on the scientific platform "ResearchGate". Here you can read the censorship process they have
used on the platform, justifying the elimination of this scientific article with two contradictory emails. In one they said they
did not consider it scientific. In another, rectifying, that it could cause harm to people (That is, that people find out what
scientific studies say about masks, it can cause harm!).

3. Interview with Dr. Denis Rancourt from Canada ( In French with Spanish subtitles ). He talks about the scientific article
that can be seen in Dr. Rancourt's list: "Masks don't work" and its censorship. This video is now available with Spanish
subtitles.

4. Dr. Denis G. Rancourt: "Face masks, lies, damn lies, and public health officials:" A growing body of evidence. " August article
titled " Face Masks, Lies, Damn Lies, and Public Health Officials: "A growing body of evidence." "This is how the article
begins:

A wicked new mantra is on the lips of every public health official and politician in the global campaign to
force universal use of masks on the general public: "There is a growing body of evidence." This propaganda
phrase is a vector designed to achieve five main objectives: (1) To give the false impression that a body of
evidence now proves that masks reduce the transmission of COVID-19. (2) Falsely assimilate comments made
in scientific places with "evidence." (3) Hide the fact that decade-long policy evidence proves the opposite: that
masks are ineffective against viral respiratory diseases. (4) Hide the fact that there is now direct observational
evidence that cloth masks do not prevent the exhalation of clouds of suspended aerosol particles; not up, not
down and not through masks. (5) Disregard the considerable damage and known risks due to face masks
applied to entire populations.

5. WHO says NOT to wear masks. (One minute video in English with Spanish subt.). But they force people to take them for
humiliation and submission.

6. Masks are a joke (From Bigtree) (4 minute English video). One of the things you notice in this video is this: In the mask
packages comes this warning for use: "Attention: this mask is not used to prevent contagion by covid-19".

7. The mask is bad.

8. "Mask test shows that they are cough for children" (Video in English). CO2 and Oxygen measurements within a mask. Testing
with an 11-year-old boy and interview. --- REDACTED on youtube --- HERE IT IS ON Bitchute. (See what they forbid!).

9. "Against the mandatory mask" (In Spanish). Paper that you can also find here in PDF and that circulates on the net with this
presentation:"If you are one of those who takes a bath in the sea with a mask and gloves on; or if you are one of
those who puts the mask on the four-year-old child; or if you are one of those who considers that wearing
the mask eight, ten, twelve or fourteen hours in the workplace is a right of workers and not an attack against
their health and dignity; or if you are one of those who thinks that wearing a mask is to be a good citizen; or
if you are one of those who go to the manifesto against cuts, against racism or against the gag law with the
mask on; or if you are satisfied that tomorrow the obligation to wear it always comes into force in Catalonia,
even if there is a safety distance; or if you are simply of those who do not understand why you have to put it
on by force and on top of that, believe that it can be good for something ...then you may be interested in
reading this sheet, which gives SOME REASONS AGAINST THE MANDATORY MASK. 
If it seems appropriate and useful for whatever it is, spread it and distribute it in the way that seems best to
you.

10. Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi talks about masks (In German with Spanish subt.). Three-minute snippet from an interview with
Professor Bhakdi: He says that masks are useless and harmful, especially for the old and for children.

11. Assorted masks.

12. Response from the Pontevedra medical college. "Trota Poker" talks to the Pontevedra medical college asking about masks. You
have to hear it. It is also good later to think about why this video has been censored by YouTube.

13. The head of infectious diseases at the Carlos III University Hospital speaks. This is what Dr. José Ramón Arribas says: "The
masks are not valid to protect ourselves from the coronavirus in our routine life. When we go down the street there is not
enough circulation of the virus for these masks to be useful."

14. Pamphlet "LET US LIVE. LET US BREATHE". Pamphlet to read and distribute, against what he does not want us to live or
breathe.

15. The Governor of Georgia orders that there be no mandatory mask (Translated into Spanish).
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16. Mask use exemption document. Here you can download this document to present, in extreme case, when they mess with you
for not wearing the masks that are worthless and do not let you breathe.

17. Xiao J. et al: "Nonpharmaceutical Measures for Pandemic Influenza in Nonhealthcare Settings — Personal Protective and
Environmental Measures". May 2020 study of the American CDC itself on masks and other measures to prevent the spread of
the flu. It shows that the masks do not work: They have no effect on the minor or major transmission of the
influenza virus . The article summary begins like this:

"There were 3 influenza pandemics in the 20th century and there has been 1 so far in the 21st century.
Local, national and international health authorities regularly update their plans to mitigate the next influenza
pandemic in light of the latest available evidence on influenza. effectiveness of various control measures to
reduce transmission Here, we review fundamental evidence on the effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical
personal protection measures and environmental hygiene measures in non-sanitary settings, and discuss their
possible inclusion in plans for pandemic Although mechanical studies support a possible effect on hand
hygiene or face masks,the evidence from 14 randomized controlled trials of these measures did not support a
substantial effect on transmission of laboratory-confirmed influenza. "

It brings a section dedicated to masks, which reads this:

"In our systematic review, we identified 10 RCTs that reported estimates of the efficacy of masks in
reducing laboratory-confirmed influenza virus infections, based on literature published between 1946 and
July 27, 2018. In In the pooled analysis, no significant reduction in flu transmission was found with the use of
face masks. "[...]

"Disposable medical masks (also known as surgical masks) are designed for use by medical personnel to
protect accidental contamination from patient wounds, and to protect the wearer from splashes or sprays of
bodily fluids. There is limited evidence for its effectiveness in preventing the transmission of the influenza
virus, either when worn by the infected person to control the source or when worn by uninfected people to
reduce exposure. The systematic review found no significant effect of masks Facials in Laboratory-Confirmed
Flu Transmission. "

18. "Stop masks: Scientific justification" (In Spanish). Article in Spanish with enough information about the uselessness and
harmfulness of these terrible devices against people.

19. Dr. Ted Noel Steam Demonstrates That Masks Don't Work (English Video). He says that the virus is even smaller than those
vapor specks and, as you can see, that vapor passes through any mask. It is normal that in the technical literature all the
studies and meta-studies say the same thing: that there is no difference in the transmission of these viruses when wearing the
mask than when not wearing it. Here you can see one of these meta-studies (Xiao J. et al.). You can also see the interview with
Dr. Denis Rancourt where he talks about his research on the studies of masks and the consequent censorship.

20. "Analysis of the guidelines published by the WHO regarding the generalized use of masks" (In Spanish). This detailed analysis
is sent by Ricardo. It is only necessary to see that the enemy of the people (WHO) does not lie so much as to say that there is
evidence of the usefulness of these muzzles among the people. They are quite daring to go against the entire bibliography up to
the date on which it is said otherwise, and to censor their own spokesmen what was well known until now: that someone who
is not sick is not going to infect another.

21. Dr. Natalia Prego (Video in Spanish of 5 minutes). He talks about masks and the doctoral thesis he did on their use by the
surgeons Ulrike Butz (University of Munich). The thesis can be read at this link (in German).

22. Pediatrician call for a six-year-old boy.The pediatrician (on the phone, it is not known why he does not see the patients, an
essential thing in the trade he seems to be doing), says that the six-year-old should wear a mask; and that neither he nor any
doctor can give him a certificate that frees him. He also says that more than a medical question, it is a question of education
(that is, that the child is rude). He says many more nonsense to justify that we must obey (as he obeys against the health of the
people, starting by obeying not seeing, feeling or hearing his patients, continuing with the defense and confirmation of the
unhealthy prescription that they give from above for each child). "Required Last Name" comments the call very well. It serves
as a good testimony for those who still trust doctors (or health workers, as they say); in which they will open their mouths
against this massacre. No. Nothing is going to come from there. It will be the people who take to the streets against the cults,
the teachers, the judges, the journalists, the scientists and other types of office workers, who are there to serve the Money that
death administers to us. People will take to the streets without being summoned by anyone. So, it is not simply the "political
class": it is every daddy and every mommy of every one of the little children who go to the University to get higher in the
"social" pyramid, as they say. Reach higher by keeping quiet and lying, as you can see what Dad has to do. It will be what is
below those interested; what's left of people, of town, down there. Common reason; common sense against the reasons of the
wise. Common reason that simply says 'no' to their lies, to their knowledge, to their Future. And those who want to save
themselves (save their person, their position, their country and other tricks), they have nothing to do but obey the Lord, who is
the one who creates them, maintains them and the one who "guarantees their Rights" , as they say).

23. Masks in some European countries. September 29.

https://archive.org/download/exencion-del-uso-de-mascarilla/Exencion_del_uso_de_mascarilla.pdf
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article
https://www.conlasaludnosejuega.org/blog/?stop-mascarillas-justificacion-cientifica
https://youtu.be/P_iQM5x9wF8
https://youtu.be/7HmJY1eG7WE
https://archive.org/download/20200828_20200828_1025/OMS_mascarilla.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uQJDEww4d4
https://mediatum.ub.tum.de/doc/602557/602557.pdf
https://youtu.be/_o0W_ccIbdk
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/mascarillas-en-algunos-paises-de-europa.html


24. Another study on face masks censored at ResearchGate's. The authors are B. Borovoy, C. Huber, and M. Crisler. Here are the
articles (in English) in two parts: Part 1 and Part 2 . Here you can see the censorship note that they sent to the authors.
Translated, it says this:“We are writing to let you know that we have removed from ResearchGate the content titled“ Masks,
False Security and Real Hazards, Part 2: Microbial Attempts from the Masks. ”Discussions and inquiries ultimately advance
the Science. Generally, we sin by Excess supporting freedom of expression. However, if we have any reason to believe that
content on our platform has the potential to cause harm, we reserve the right to remove it. In this case, your report was
arguing that masks are not effective and consequently discouraging its use. This is against the advice and / or public health
authorities of credible governments and agencies. We have therefore made the decision to remove the content. Kind regards,
Alex.RG Community Support ".

25. "Are the masks effective?" (In Spanish). List of studies on the ineffectiveness of masks updated October 25 on the site
swprs.org. To see it in Spanish there is a button above to choose language.

26. Masks: German Legal Insurance (In German with Spanish subt.). The German Legal Insurance has ruled in a letter
recognizing that legally, in any case, in a job you can only wear a mask at most two hours in a row, and that afterwards there
must be half an hour to breathe freely. In addition, that the mask can only be applied if the personal opinion of a doctor allows
it. This means that all the measures for workers and students of these months in Germany are illegal.

CENSORSHIP and INFORMATION. THEY PURSUE WHO HE SPEAKS. TERRORIZATION.

1. Doctors killed in Italy. A good example of how the Regime produces the emergency.

2. Prof. Michael Levitt, Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013: "The confinement is a big mistake" (In English).This prof. From the
US, he recounted in the interview that, as he happened to be in China when the virus started there, even though he was not an
epidemiologist, he was interested in analyzing the numbers that were coming out (therefore, he analyzed them very early). By
analyzing those numbers, he made some predictions of how the epidemic was behaving. When later, already in the US, he
heard the official catastrophic predictions of millions of deaths, he came out to publicly contradict them with his analysis (as
the real data now contradict them). Most interesting of all, is this: that when he publicly denied those official predictions, his
family and colleagues got angry with him! They did not want to admit that contradiction and considered it in some forbidden
way to say (that is, that the information of the seriousness and obligatory nature of the greatness of this had arrived
beforehand). He also says that since he appeared in an interview on Fox network explaining his analysis, CNN no longer
wanted to interview him. That also says that the confinement is a big mistake, is the least.

3. Prof. Michael Levitt, Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013: "The running of the bulls is a big mistake" (In English with Spanish
subt.). 10 minute translated excerpt of this interview with Professor Levitt.

4. BBC: Informing or terrorizing? (In English) Visual comparison of BBC News headlines and news between the highest week of
deaths during the flu epidemic of 2018 and that of 2020. Very clear.

5. News from a Spanish newspaper about Belarus, a country where the government has done nothing against the people.It is
curious to see the news. All of it is determined to insinuate that the official data from Belarus are false (it is not known why,
rather than because it should not be like that), and above all, they speak of Belarus (where people have not been prohibited
from going out, nor see each other, or talk, or touch, or kiss) describing it as if it were the other way around, as a place where
people are locked up and cannot find out anything, and where no one wants to go out on the street (yes, there is no one who
believe it) by distrust in the government! This is told by the journalist from Spain, where nothing is known at all but the things
that are shown on TV and the totally controlled media, and you cannot even look at the portal without being chased by the
police or even the army. The impudence is total.

6. Images of the streets of Belarus perhaps on April 9.

7. Audio of an interview with Dr. Joel Kettner on Canadian radio. (In English). Very good example of how the media brings its
purpose of what the interviewee (in this case an epidemiologist) should say. The journalist cuts to the expert who begins to
speak directly against this whole matter: The Dr. begins by saying that he has lived through 30 epidemics like this and nothing
has ever happened in the media. The journalist cuts it once to try to redirect the interview within what is commanded, asking
what he had planned: if "social distance" is very effective or not, and when - as he should do - the Dr. attacks again to the root
thing, the journalist cuts him off and dismisses him abruptly.

8. AltCensored site. "altCensored.com is an unbiased catalog of more than 41,000 videos censored by YouTube."

9. An ER doctor from Canada. English interview). He says very normal things. What is most striking is that he does not want to
give his name nor does he want to be known. What happens so that something so simple cannot be spoken openly? It only
says that it is a cold virus, as there are others. That it is not the first Corona virus they deal with. And that the hospital is
empty.

10. Carmen Paris page on facebook. This company is allowed to censor people's videos and also claim that it is "false information,
verified by independent information verifiers." Information verifiers? What is that? Independent of what? Of money? From
the state? And what is the interest of those independent verifiers in going around verifying what people say with the
censorship result? Is it independent of who asks you to do that? Who asks an "independent verifier" to verify, is it
independent? Do you verify the information of large companies? Do you verify the information of the State? Do you verify
what the media says? Do you commission independent verifiers to verify what the TV says?

https://pdmj.org/Mask_Risks_Part1.pdf
https://pdmj.org/Mask_Risks_Part2.pdf
https://twitter.com/ColleenHuberNMD/status/1318967763587641344
https://swprs.org/face-masks-evidence/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cs-NOO_1KcA
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/04/medicos-muertos-en-italia.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl-sZdfLcEk
https://youtu.be/yqxmVWasXxg
http://inproportion2.talkigy.com/inform_scare.html
https://www.elperiodico.com/es/internacional/20200412/el-presdente-de-bielorrusia-ignora-el-coronavirus-no-tocar-7920862
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OA_5tD34YBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbx6Xwmxn4E
https://www.altcensored.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-ToeX7HoDg&feature=emb_logo
https://es-es.facebook.com/carmenparisoficial


11. Dr. Jensen is attacked for speaking (Video in English). The US medical authorities open an investigation against Dr. Jensen
for telling what they themselves order doctors to do. Looking at the censorship and the attack on those who speak is the best
way to be disappointed that this has nothing to do with public health. It is a war against the lives of the people.

12. Radical censorship of doctors in the US: July 29: The major platforms (YouTube, Twitter, Facebook) have censored the group
of doctors in the US that has appeared this week under the name of americasfrontlinedoctors against all this. In one day they
had more than 17 million visits. The website of the group has also been removed, we still do not know by whom. Tightrope,
one of the few uncontrolled emissions, is under the same threat. Here you can see the video (almost in code) where they warn
about it.

13. Something not entirely anticipated on TV:One of the Regime's propaganda programs connects with a hospital to verify the
collapse it is entering and to advertise a book in favor of a vaccine: The interviewed doctor, Luis de Benito, contradicts the
presenter constantly: 1) That there is no collapse. 2) That doctors are not on alarm, but on vacation, like the government. 3)
That the "cases" are not sick, but healthy people. That what they give by the media as an increase in cases, is simply due to the
increase in evidence: that what it is about is the normal circulation of viruses. 5) That no vaccine is necessary, because as you
can see, most people have already passed the infection. Worthy of analysis is the small altercation with a journalist who first
paternally threatens the doctor. In the urgency of the discussion, the doctor tells the journalist: "Have you signed death
certificates?" and the journalist (that is, the media) unwittingly says what the media really want "Unfortunately, I'm not that
lucky." Here is the video in another link.

14. Madness is everywhere (In English with Spanish subt.). English writer Vernon Coleman simply describes things.

15. The censorship claims another victim (Translated into Spanish). Article by Robert Kennedy Jr.

16. Dr. Bodo Schiffmann speaks in Berlin on August 29 (In German with Spanish subt.). He talks about the censorship of his
Facebook accounts and so on and calls on people to stand up against this tyranny.

17. Demonstration in the Media.

18. Editing in Holland (In Italian with Spanish subt.). Italian journalists make a report to try to make believe that in the
Netherlands the use of the mask is widespread. The video is very good because it perfectly shows how they do the "street"
reports, as if it were all spontaneous, and also you can see how nobody is really wearing masks. All in a minute.

19. The global nurse.

20. Censorship of Prof. Mark Crispin Miller (In English). This New York University professor has started to be persecuted and
censured for encouraging his students to investigate things about the virus on their own, giving a course on "Propaganda".
Here his case is told and also collects signatures. Maybe someone wants to translate that page into Spanish, if they see it of
interest to people.

21. Entrance to "Against the Encierro" that perhaps is not yet censored on facebook and other companies of the genre (companies
created in their day to make people work on their own personal definition, instead of living so quietly without knowing how it
is one).

22. "The journalists tell me that they are forbidden to record the hunger queues" (In Spanish). Interview with Conrado Giménez,
president of an NGO that distributes food in Madrid. In addition to finding out that more and more people are lining up for
this, we see how the media works, which can never say anything about what really happens.

THE PCR TEST AND THE SEROLOGICAL TESTS

1. Positive tests on papayas and goats in Tanzania.

2. The President of Tanzania recounts the tests they have done (In their language with English subt.). He says that something is
wrong here. That the scientists of the world have not done their job. Here it is also with subt. in Spanish.

3. Positive tests on cats in New York. Wolfgang Wodarg breaks the news on his blog that after testing the test on cats in New
York, there have been positive results. Therefore, he says that "the test has no valid basis for either treatment or action in
relation to epidemics." And also that: "If the test also reacts positively in animals, then it is not specific for what it is looking
for: SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, it seems, it also gives false positives for other viruses of respiratory diseases that Mr. Drosten
hadn't even had it in mind. Other than that, the PCR test is by no means a sufficient basis for a medical diagnosis. "

4. Lua Català, homeopathic pediatrician. "Virus, an act of faith II" (Video in Spanish). Give some very clear basic explanations. It
says that the virus is not proven to be isolated. Therefore the tests cannot make good sense. It is bringing out contradictions.

5. Mystery at sea: Fishing boat "Echizen Maru" (In Spanish). You have to watch this 1 minute video.

6. PCR and cycles (In Spanish. 5 minutes). Dr. Martínez Albarracín again briefly explains the assurdos of this test and also
speaks of the "cycles" that are being used.

7. Incredible document from the Ministry of Health of Spain. Interesting parts can be seen underlined. Here is the page on the
Ministry's website.

8. Jochen Mitschka: ACU part 7. About PCRs "(Translated into Spanish). Article about one of the sessions in which the German
Research Committee (ACU) dealt with the PCR tests. You can see on what bases it is mounting all this of the virus and its
testing. (The revised translation is below. This is the original article. )

9. Jochen Mitschka: ACU part 7. About PCRs "(Translated into Spanish). Article about one of the sessions in which the German
Research Committee (ACU) dealt with the PCR tests. You can see on what bases it is mounting all this of the virus and its

https://twitter.com/drscottjensen/status/1280179994128457729
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mQMXKrL58k
https://www.wodarg.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anvlNwNFl9c&feature=emb_logo
https://youtu.be/PHe2wRuFioM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rliLMElu-A
https://archive.org/download/ministerio-de-sanidad-sobre-el-test-pcr/Ministerio_de_Sanidad_sobre_el_test_PCR.pdf
https://www.mscbs.gob.es/ciudadanos/ene-covid/faqs.htm
https://kenfm.de/comite-de-investigacion-de-la-corona-parte-7-por-jochen-mitschka/
https://kenfm.de/corona-untersuchungsausschuss-teil-7-von-jochen-mitschka/
https://archive.org/download/acu-7/Acu_7.pdf


proof (Translation revised by Ricardo) This is the original article.

10. Dr. Peter El Baze: "The great hoax of PCR tests: 90% of positive cases are not sick or contagious." (Translated to Spanish). "It
is revealed that the mass PCR tests that are being carried out and deciding the confinement of those who are positive, as well
as their contacts, may be, if they are not, a sham: ninety percent of the positive cases with those who alarm us every day are
not sick or contagious. Yet they are treated as if they had the plague. " (Review and translation of RRG). Here is the original
article in French.

11. Document from the CDC of July 13 where they acknowledge that there is no isolation of the virus (In English) . At the end of
page 39 of this document you can read: "Since no quantified viral isolates of 2019-nCoV are currently available, assays
designed for the detection of 2019-nCoV have been tested [PCR tests] with characterizations already stored full-length RNAs
transcribed in vitro (N gene; adhesion-GenBank: MN908947.2) of known titer (RNA copies / µL), which were introduced in
a diluent consisting of a suspension of A549 human cells and medium of viral transport (VTM) to simulate the clinical
specimen . "

12. Dossier Dra. Martínez Albarracín: "STUDY OF ANALYTICAL TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF SARS-COV-2" (In Spanish).
A good attack on PCR tests (and the rest of the antigen and antibody analysis): it is in Spanish and brings detailed and written
information quite plainly. It is the best we have seen. One of the things that he looks at is the null mathematical correlation
between positive PCR tests and excess deaths: that is, these tests (which nobody knows the meaning of) cannot have anything
to do with any fatal illness (not even with something flu-like). In this link, you can see Dr. Martínez Albarracín explaining this
study to the friend José Miguel of "Last Name Obligatory".

13. Apple Juice: Positive test.

14. Dr. Tom Cowan: About PCR tests and cycles (In English with Spanish subt.). Dr. Cowan gives an explanation on how to
understand PCR tests and, in particular, talks about the number of cycles or times the genetic material is duplicated. Talk
about 60 cycles, any test is positive. Elsewhere you read that 45 or 50 is always positive.

15. Reiner Fuellmich: "The sole purpose of the Test is to terrorize people" (In German with Spanish subtitles). Two minute video.

DEATHS FROM MEDICAL TREATMENT

1. New York Doctor Testimonial: Says He's Seeing Never Seen (English Video) 
      It's Interesting Testimonial: Says Many Patients Are Being Treated With Ventilators Or Ventilators, And Many End Up
Dying Asphyxiated: Those respirators are designed for patients who do not have the strength to breathe (he says) and he
believes that many patients do, and then these devices are harmful to the lungs. He says he doesn't know what it is, but it
seems to him another kind of illness, like when someone climbs a mountain, they run out of air, or something like that. 
      This testimony can be interpreted as follows: (1) "Never seen before". Of course, this obsession and panic created from the
TVs and the states, due to its greatness, is something totally new, never seen before. This doctor is attending one of the fruits
of this mega-event. (2) The information, which comes from above, moves the pieces: (a) Patients who would never go to the
hospital in normal situations, go. Or, patients who would never be treated as severely respiratory ill are treated that way. (b)
Booster respirators that were never ordered arrive at the hospital. (c) The last move is clear: put those two pieces together. (In
addition, of course, there are the usual seasonal patients who do suffer from respiratory diseases, and who also suffer all this
mega-emergency, but in their own way; that is, 
      In the video below, Dr. Scott Jensen, denouncing the swelling of deaths that the US government makes with the virus, also
says that the government has ordered that "if a patient with the virus enters a hospital, the The hospital receives $ 13,000, but
if that patient goes to respirators, the hospital receives $ 39,000. "

2. Dr. Scott Jensen (Video in English). Interviewed about the swelling in the statistics of deaths from the virus carried out by the
US government. It also speaks of the "extra" money the hospital receives if a patient is put on respirators.

3. Doctor in Pharmacy STEFANO MONTANARI, expert in nanopathology and medical research. Interviewed (In Italian with
Spanish subt.). He speaks very clearly: 1) The virus was before 2020. It is not very dangerous, like the flu. 2) Many deaths have
been due to the own intervention of the doctors, when applying respirators or oxygen. 3) The vaccine doesn't make any sense.
The previous interview they did with him had more than 2.5 million visits, and was censored by YouTube. Detailed interview
summary is here (by EAR)

4. Dr. Montanari: Summarize in 15 minutes the medical history of the thing (In Italian with Spanish subt.).

5. Testimony of nurse Nicole Sirotek from New York. It tells very clearly the chaos of order: "They are murders, it is not the
virus." Here another link.

6. Erin Marie Olszewski, a nurse at a "COVID" hospital in New York, interviewed by John Kirby (In English with automatic
English subtitles). Here with subtitles in Spanish . Here is another link . This 37-year-old nurse has been in hospitals
since she was 16. It tells from within how patients are murdered through orders from above. It's creepy, sure. The reason that
always comes out is: Money. The way these murders are being done (nobody talks about): fear. The justification among
doctors: they are orders that come "from above." Most of the doctors are resident doctors: young people without any
experience, whose guide is to please those above. Erin calls them "order-keepers." At her hometown hospital where nurse Erin
was staying before she was called to go to New York, patients were being treated as such: looking one by one. Covid patients
were treated with Hydroxyloquine and Zinc and there were no deaths in his hospital (it was a large city). Why are they not
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treated with this medicine here ?: "I guess because it works, I don't know." Here no one patient is looked at individually.
Everyone has to follow the "COVID" chain until they reach the respirators and die.

7. From the Bigtree on Hydroxychloroquine (June 17) (Video in English with Spanish subtitles).After the scandal of "The Lancet"
(a super-study that served so that the WHO condemned the treatment with Hydroxychloroquine, and that it was discovered
that they did it with invented data), now there are two studies against this effective and cheap drug: both are promoted by
pharmaceutical companies that want to impose a worldwide vaccine against the virus on us. These studies are designed to test
hydroxychloroquine with a very high dose (such as 4 times more than normal for any pathology), but above all, a dose that the
WHO itself in 1979 studies recognized as a lethal dose. In other words, studies are not only made to fail, but to kill patients.
What is serious, moreover, is that the US health administration vetoes the use of hydroxychloroquine based on these studies.
This is the original video without subtitles.

8. Dr. Meryl Nass: "WHO" Solidarity "and UK" Recovery "Clinical Trials of Hydroxychloroquine using Potentially Fatal Doses".
Article that analyzes the studies on Hydroxychloroquine of the World Health Organization and of the pharmaceutical
companies that want to impose their vaccines. In these two studies, Hydroxychloroquine is tested in patients, but in life-
threatening doses.

9. Dr. Meryl Nass: REMAP-Covid: Study of potentially lethal hydroxychloroquine in patients near death (In Spanish trans.
English). Article by Dr. Mery Nass translated from the "antraxxvaccine" site. It is an addition of June 19 to his investigation
and complaint of the clinical trials that the pharmaceutical companies and state health agencies were doing (the first two have
paralyzed them) and continue to do in covid-19 patients, in which they were patients with life-threatening doses of
hydroxychloroquine. In "contraelenciero" we have translated Del Bigtree's programdealing with Dr. Nass's report on the first
two reported clinical trials: Recovery and Solidarity. Dr. Nass is now publishing this addition with another similar clinical
trial: REMAP-Covid.

10. ACU: Interview with Dr. Claus Köhnlein "Dangerous over-treatment in relation to Covid19" (In German with English
subtitles). Another of the hearings / interviews of the ACU commission of German doctors.

11. Dr Claus Köhnlein. Interviewed about the deadly experiments of the WHO (In German now with Spanish subtitles ). Talk
about the clinical trials they imposed from above with deadly doses of Hydroxychloroquine. Now Dr. Köhnlein looks at them
and gives them as one of the causes of deaths assigned to the virus in some places (where those tests were done). In against
the closure can find the information they were putting on these tests. It is in the section dedicated to Hydroxychloroquine. We
recall that in those trials, doses that have been known to be fatal for at least 40 years were directly prescribed.

12. May testimony in New York (In English with Spanish subt.). There is talk of "murders" in hospitals. The treatments are
deadly.

THEY DO NOT CARE FOR THE SICK. PROTOCOLS

1. You have to give birth according to orders (In Spanish). Everybody knows many cases like this (and worse) of the brutality
imposed by medical "protocols" ("protocols" is a euphemism for "orders"). You have to go against the protocols (against the
orders), and the fundamental way is to ask yourself what they are sending us. What is an "updated PCR"? Which leads to the
question: What is the "Covid" PCR? What is it that if a woman who is going to give birth does not have an "updated PCR" we
cannot give her anesthesia? They are very simple things to ask. You don't have to have any training (rather you have to not
have it). You do not have to have any title. You do not have to have any position. It's just letting yourself speak.

2. Testimony of a nurse in Spain. It tells how the "health collapse" is created and made to believe.

AIDS, FIRST GREAT GLOBAL EVENT OF VIRUSES

1. Interview in 1993 with Kary Mullis (Simultaneous translation).Kary Mullis was the inventor of the now famous PCR Test and
a Nobel laureate in Chemistry. This interview is very significant: it talks about AIDS and the virus that supposedly was its
cause. The same things can be seen reproduced as now (it was the first attempt, quite essitous, to terrorize people worldwide
with a "virus"). Dr. Mullis says it very clearly: Where is the evidence that this virus causes this disease? It is nowhere to be
found. As much as you ask and try to analyze the scientific literature, nothing can be found about it. Money has been moving
around this virus for 10 years and there is no way to find any scientific evidence that this virus causes disease. Further,

2. The Science of Panic (Documentary in Spanish). Documentary about AIDS, its tests and the drugs that have killed millions of
people.

3. Documentary: "AIDS. The doubt" (Dubbed into Spanish). A documentary by Djamel Tahi from 1996.

4. Documentary "The house of numbers" (In English with Spanish subtitles). "The House of Numbers." Documentary about
AIDS and its virus, by director Brent Leung. Year 2009. This is the website they have with information.

5. Documentary: "AIDS, disassembling the cake" (In Spanish). "Lluís Botinas has been investigating and diving into the entrails
of this monster for more than 20 years."

6. Website: "Virus myth" (In English). Site that collects information against AIDS.

7. Documentary: "The Emperor's New Virus? (In English with Spanish subtitles). It is the continuation of the documentary" The
House of Numbers. "It lasts an hour and a half and is dedicated to looking in detail at the isolation and purification tests of
this supposed virus, to know if there is one or not. It is very well done and the research guide (of the denial that there are tests
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of the retro-virus that they have called HIV) is maintained with the interview that they do to the Biophysicist Eleni
Papadopulos-Eleopulos, who heads the group "The Perth Group" , busy since the appearance of this HIV in the media and in
the scientific literature in its criticism. All this is the crux of what is happening.

8. Commentary by the "Perth Group" to the documentary The Emperor's New Virus? (Translated to Spanish). Once the
documentary is released, the Perth Group comments on it in this role, focusing on the responses that experts give in the
documentary. It's a very good thing, because they don't let the answers go by just like that. For example, they do not let one of
the experts (Nobel laureate) make fun of the question "What is to isolate a virus?" (As if asking for the foundation of
something was ridiculous, assuming that those foundations are already well explained in the "testo books").

9. HIV / AIDS Skepticism. Site "Skepticism of HIV / AIDS". It is a live blog with a lot of information against the AIDS troll and
its virus.

10. Nobel Prize winner K. Mullis: "Why did I start to doubt AIDS?"(In english with subtitles in spanish). Kary Mullis recounts how
she started looking for information about AIDS and realized that there was no scientific article to back up the statement "AIDS
is probably caused by the HIV virus." It is noteworthy how this interview ends: Saying that the last thing these great names in
Science want is to be asked directly about the fundamentals of the thing. He says they go to a lot of trouble to avoid that
situation. It is an accurate analysis of what Power does and what Power fears. Fear a simple thing like this that any child does:
ask "What is that?" In this 13-minute video, other scientists and journalists also talk about how the doubt entered them and
how they began to investigate. They are interviews made for the documentary " This is the entire documentary with Spanish
subtitles.

11. Alfredo Embid talks about AIDS and in general about viruses, pharmaceuticals and official Science (In Spanish). Very good
attack against the Faith in Science, which is what is at the base of what they are doing to us. This is what everyone should see:
It does much more than current news or national politics. It looks like a compilation of interviews for the documentary "The
Science of Panic". The "RethinkingAIDS" website you mention in the interview can be viewed here. The site Stakeout AIDS
can be viewed in Spanish .

ATTEMPTED PANDEMIC IN 2009 WITH FLU A

1. Newscast of 2009: a similar attempt with the Flu A. Wolfgang Wodarg also denounced the thing then, AS NOW (you can see it
by clicking here).

2. The doctor and nun Teresa Forcades explains the scandal of the influenza A pandemic in 2009 (Video in Spanish). It tells very
well the whole environment, plans and purposes of the Pharmaceuticals, the WHO and the States, in addition to the
elementary information about what vaccines are like and how they are pressed to be as global and mandatory as possible.
From these attempts and plans comes the current attack against the people and the way of the thing becomes more
understandable. It is highly recommended to see.

3. The flu attempt (One minute video in Spanish). Another testimony on television itself from 2009 about the attempted
terrorization with influenza A. The detailed explanation of how this was attempted is given by Dr. Teresa Forcades in this
video that we already have on the list and that everyone should see .

ANTHRAX

1. Dr. Heiko Schöning tells what the "anthrax attacks" were (in German they are subt. In Spanish). "Dr. Heiko Schöning explains
what really happened to the anthrax attacks that supposedly occurred after September 11, 2001 and makes some interesting
predictions about what would break out on a global scale within a few months of their publication. We advise you to watch this
video to the end. This interview was published on September 11, 2019 on the German independent news channel KenFM ) and
is now available with Spanish subtitles thanks to Carlos, a valued member of the Counterpropaganda team. " (Translation and
review of Counterpropaganda).

SPANISH FLU

1. Eleanor McBean: "Testimony about the Spanish flu" (Translated into Spanish). Ida Honorof and Eleanor McBean are the
authors of the book 'Vaccination, the silent killer: a clear and present danger. (Vaccination, The Silent Killer: A Clear and
Present Danger) ', published in 1977. Eleanor McBean herself witnessed the 1918 disease called "the Spanish flu." This is an
excerpt from the book.

2. Clint Cumaranatung: On the Spanish Flu (In German with Spanish subt.). 15-minute video that talks about the Spanish flu
and is presented as deaths due to mass vaccinations. We remember the testimonies that have been put against the Encierro of
this: Professor Bhakdi believes that the famous Spanish flu could be due to the massive vaccination against typhus ( In this
conference, after minute 30 ). Here we have at the Vaccination Information Network ,a compilation of documentation in this
regard. Encouraged by the fact that when you Google the name "Eleanor McBean", the first thing that appears is a site where
she is ridiculed (a site that seems to be made mainly to insult and discredit those who fight against pharmaceutical
companies), we translate his testimony about the Spanish flu in a 1977 book.

Vaccinations
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1. "Vaxxed". Documentary in English (With English subtitles). Documentary about vaccination and its relationship with diseases
such as autism. Actor Robert de Niro, who is the father of an autistic child, and is the organizer of a film festival, gave in to
pressure and withdrew this documentary from the festival in 2017. They also removed it from amazon sale and more. And
here with subtitles in Spanish.

2. "Vaxxed II". It is the second part of the previous one. Documentary in English (With English subtitles).

3. Documentary "Vacunados II: The truth of the people" (Vaxxed II) (In English with Spanish subt.). Second documentary of
"Vaxxed", in which parents throughout the United States talk about the deaths and terrible damages that vaccines have done
to their children, against everything that governments and Pharmaceuticals say from above. We believe that this has to be
seen by everyone. Perhaps it is the most shocking and discoverer document that we have seen in the counterattack. We ask
that it be shared; That it be copied and uploaded in any channel (we remember the email contraelencierro@protonmail.com
for anything in this regard). The first Vaxxed documentary can be seen here (also subtitled).

4. Robert Kennedy and Del Bigtree discuss vaccines and pharmaceuticals in general (In English with English subt.).

5. "Vaccination. The hidden truth." 1998 Documentary (In English with Spanish subt.).

6. Study on the Fluzone flu vaccine. There are hardly any studies on vaccines. Here's a study on one from the flu, where it is said
that 0.6% of those who took it (were over 65) died shortly after.

7. 2020 UK Health Statistics. 1 in 25 school-age children in Northern Ireland is autistic. In the case of boys, 1 in 16.
Approximately 400% more than in 2009.

8. Robert Kennedy interviewed in London Real (In English). Here with English subtitles.

9. Site of journalist Jeremy R. Hammond (In English). Articles and reports that attack the lies told by the media and public
institutions about vaccines.

10. Site "Children's Health Defense" (In English). Site of the organization founded by Robert Kennedy that especially attacks
vaccines and the damage and deaths they are doing to children. It has a lot of information in general and also from scientific
studies.

11. Official YouTube channel of Vaxxed -the documentaries about the harm of vaccines to children. It is a lively movement and
against pharmaceutical companies and official organizations, who want to impose terrible vaccines at all costs. Lots of
testimonials (In English). And here is the Vaxxed website: More than 7,000 testimonies of people damaged by vaccines
have been collected to date.

12. TrustWHO. 2018 ( Now dubbed into Spanish ). Lilian Frank's documentary about the World Health Organization and how
the great world industries control it. This documentary was censored by Vimeo when the virus campaign began. The
production company OVALmedia tells here how this censorship has been. It is also in this link.

13. Dhiman, R. et al. "Correlation between Non-Polio Acute Flaccid Paralysis Rates with Pulse Polio Frequency in India". This
scientific article studies the relationship between polio vaccination campaigns and the increase in paralysis in Indian children
between 2000 and 2017. One of the things you read in the results of the study is this: "We have calculated the number of
children paralyzed each year exceeding the predicted number (an NPAFP rate of 2 / 100,000 is assumed) and the results are
shown in Table 2. A total of 640,000 children developed NPAFP [became paralyzed] between 2000 and 2017, which suggests
there were an additional 491,000 paralyzed children over and above the numbers we expected for children with NPAFP. "

14. Dr. Enrique Costa Vercher gives an extensive interview explaining the deception of vaccines in general (In Spanish). It's an
interview from 2016.

15. Interview with pediatrician Isabel Bellostas in Nov. 2016 (In Spanish). The adventures in Spain of this doctor who investigated
and discovered that the hepatitis B vaccine is directly related to epidemic bronchitis in children are recounted. It also has the
prohibition by the heads of Public Health to warn parents of the presence of DNA from human fetuses in other vaccines.

16. Polio Vaccine (2-minute video in English with Spanish subt.). Robert Kennedy summarizes the results of the polio vaccine in
India.

17. Recent interview with Dr. Enrique Costa Vercher (Video in Spanish). He talks about the theory of infection, vaccines, the
diseases they cause and the blame for the viruses they take for it (for example, AIDS). It is highly recommended to see.

18. "Beneficiaries of fear, a virus under debate" (in French with Spanish subt.). Documentary about the previous attempt (more or
less unsuccessful) of the pharmaceutical companies, the WHO and the states, to do something similar to what they are doing
now.

19. Dr. Alan Palmer: "Truth will prevail" (In English). It is a document that references more than 1,200 studies ordered by topic,
with the corresponding summaries and links to read the entire studies. These studies are showing how harmful vaccines are
for health, and especially the plague of childhood autism. It is a 700+ page pdf document that Alan Palmer continues to
update and is doing his best to ensure that it is used and disseminated.

20. Transverse Myelitis in Vaccines. It is a 7-minute video report from Children's Health Defense, in which they summarize the
appearance of this and other related diseases due to vaccines (in contrast, sclerosis and Guillain-Barré syndrome).

21. What do vaccines contain? (In English with Spanish subt.). In 2018, a person involved in the vaccine business testified in the
US Senate.

22. 352 adolescents die in Europe after being vaccinated with Gardasil and Cervarix (In Spanish). Article by Jesús García Blanca
in Discovery DSalud of 2016 in which the mother of a girl devastated by the vaccine is interviewed, and who once formed an
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association of affected people: Affected by the Papilloma Vaccine (AAVP).

23. Testimony affected by vaccine (In Spanish, 1 minute). Dr. Liliana Szabó tells of her own experience with the BCG tuberculosis
vaccine that she had to get for work reasons.

24. Science and Natural Health Web. Site in Spanish with a lot of information. Especially a lot of information about vaccines.

FLU VACCINE

1. "Possible Cause of the Coronavirus Pandemic: Immune Interference Between POLYSORBATE 80 from the adjuvanted flu
vaccine and SARS-CoV-2." (In Spanish). Researchers report from the Hospital de Barbastro, in Spain. It is a report that has
been released on the networks, in which it is claimed that the possible cause of the pandemic is a flu vaccine. Other
testimonies of this have been appearing in the mouths of virologists and doctors almost from the beginning. It is worth
reading this report, because it is clearly written in simple terms and explaining things very plainly, as a fact to circulate on the
networks and that people will find out as much as possible. Some means of communication gives an account of him. For
example here:You can see how the information is given: marinated with a presentation that says that it is being used by the
"conspiranoids" (what is that?) And the anti-vaccines, and accompanied by statements by one of the authors in which he says
that the report is not definitive and that it does not say anything against vaccines and things like that (it seems mandatory in
any public statement to make that clear: that vaccines are sacred). Despite that, the report does say things that those at the top
cannot allow. It should be noted that the link that that newspaper gives to the report itself is censored for readers to see (I
don't know what they put it for). In other words, readers are not allowed to read the report that they care so much about
establishing what it says and what it does not say.

2. The flu vaccine and Covid-19 (Translated into Spanish). Study that appears in Home Vaccine Education Work (In English),
and that analyzes the relationship between populations little or very vaccinated against flu and COVID deaths, and where the
very strong statistical relationship between the two is demonstrated. In addition, it analyzes data on excess deaths from past
years also based on the percentage of flu vaccination, and also shows the same correlation. In other words, it seems that the
"Covid-19" mark on the deaths that are normally called flu is not necessary for this explanation of excess deaths. In addition,
in the original site in English -in continuous update- they list and analyze the studies that appear lately trying to deny this
relationship.

3. Dr. Delépine: "I'm a doctor, I'm 74 years old and I'm not getting a flu shot this year!" (Translated to Spanish). "Before deciding
to get vaccinated or not, you should read it. Delépine is 74 years old, is a doctor and will not be vaccinated this year. His
reasons are in his documented article, where he concludes that flu vaccination, far from being a remedy, seems to increase the
mortality from the coronavirus. If supposedly health authorities recommend it to us, what do they want? " (RRG translation
and review). Here is the original article in French in the French newspaper FranceSoir . A pdf version of the translation for
mailing can be downloaded here.

4. ALARM IN SOUTH KOREA: The South Korean medical association urges suspension of flu vaccination after the death of 25
patients.

5. South Korea Sticks to Flu Vaccination Plan Despite Safety Fears After [At Least] 25 Deaths (Translated into Spanish). Reuters
information, October 22.

6. At the moment 48 deaths in Korea from the flu vaccine (In English). Deaths from the flu vaccine continue to rise in Korea.
Singapore, as a precautionary measure, has suspended vaccination, but Korea appears not to. This other source speaks of 59
dead (In Spanish).

7. There are already 83 deaths in Korea from the flu vaccine (In English).

8. Maria José Martínez Albarracín: The flu vaccine and covid 19 (In Spanish). Analysis of the studies on the efficacy of the flu
vaccine and also its relationship with "covid 19". As always, María José Martínez Albarracín is well aware of the studies and
knows how to select and explain them. It is fortunate for the people who speak Spanish that this voice assists us. The detailed
Fluzone prospectus can be found listed in Against the Lockdown. One of the studies mentioned by Dr. is this: EBMPHET
Consortium: "COVID-19 severity in Europe and the USA: Could the seasonal influenza vaccination play a role?" (In English).
Another of the studies that he uses, but that he does not expressly mention, is translated into Against the Confinement: The
flu vaccine and Covid19.

9. Juan Gervás: "The flu vaccine in times of covid19. Fifteen questions." (In Spanish). Questions answered briefly, but very well
documented with studies. It is something devastating against this vaccine that is not worth any good. And the health system of
Spain, which refuses to attend to patients, who speaks to them in the last case by phone, overturned with the media in trying
to make everyone put on this plague!

10. "Influenza Vaccine-Associated Interstitial Pneumonia". The respectful summary of this case documentation with the all-
powerful (yet ineffective and dangerous) flu vaccine says this:"Although the flu vaccine is relatively safe and effective, in rare
cases serious complications can arise. We found two cases of interstitial pneumonia that developed after vaccination during
the 2014-2015 flu season. In total, nine cases, including the two presented here, have been recorded in PubMed and the
Cochrane library; eight patients were treated with corticosteroids and all nine survived, suggesting a good prognosis.
Interstitial pneumonia is rare; however, we found an increase in its incidence after 2009. Therefore, clinicians should be
aware of the possibility of this complication and properly educate all patients in advance. "
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11. Christian Wehenkel: "Positive association between COVID-19 deaths and influenza vaccination rates in elderly people
worldwide". Epidemiological article titled: "Positive Association Between COVID-19 Deaths and Flu Vaccination Rates in
Older People Worldwide." Yet another article that shows that the higher the percentage of vaccinated, the higher the number
of deaths labeled "COVID-19". This is why they are so interested from above in getting everyone vaccinated against the flu.
Medicine is against people's health. They want this to be an ongoing emergency at all costs. For this, as in all the wars that
have always been promoted from above, it is necessary to annihilate and bring death to millions. And it is what they do.

VACCINES AGAINST CORONAVIRUSES

1. Robert Kennedy talks about Corona virus vaccines (In English with Spanish subt.). 5-minute video showing the failed and
fatal attempts to make a vaccine for these viruses so far.

2. Dr. Carrie Madej talks about the vaccine (In English with Spanish subtitles).

3. The MODERN vaccine company filed a patent in March 2019 expressing concern over an "accidental or deliberate release of
the SARS coronavirus," as revealed in the London Real interview with David E. Martin. Here you can see something about it
(In English).

4. A participant in the Covid-19 vaccine trials develops neurological symptoms. AstraZeneca suspends trials (Translated into
Spanish). Jeremy Loffredo article appeared in Children's Health Defense. This is the article in English.

5. Prof. Bhakdi talks about transverse myelitis cases that have appeared in the vaccine tests (In German with Spanish subt.). Two
minute video. New case in the tests of the vaccine of the company AstraZeneca for transverse myelitis. On the one hand, it
makes one think that this information is coming out in the mass-media that govern this entire circus (perhaps fights between
the vaccine sellers). On the other hand, since they start to give information, it is surprising that these companies calmly refuse
to give any information about those vaccinated and sick, their medical evolution, etc. In other words, it seems that the
television cameras do not go there to make reports of those sick with the vaccine. Or that the states do not send their armies
with "trackers" to find out where those sick are and why they are like that (the "trackers" pursue only healthy people to crush
them).

MICROBES, VIRUSES, BACTERIA

1. Dismantling the contagion theory (Video in Spanish). On infectious diseases: Pasteur, Koch, and homeopathic medicine.

2. Dr. Zach Bush interviewed by Del Bigtree (Video in English with Spanish subt.). An interesting interview by this doctor who
speaks of viruses and tiny bugs as something not scary, explaining his own disbelief over the years as he approached what is
called "body". Now someone has subtitled it in Spanish for anyone to see. It's okay.

3. The case of the measles virus (Video with subt. In Spanish). The presentation of this video reads: "The [German] virologist
Stefan Lanka who is recognized for the discovery of the Ectocarpus silicosus virus, denies that the measles virus has ever been
isolated in laboratory tests. Lanka offered a prize of € 100,000 to who demonstrated the existence of the measles virus with
laboratory tests. Barnes, a young doctor presented 6 external studies and a German Court of First Instance ruled in his favor.
The international media outcry ridiculing Lanka was notorious. However, none of the 6 Studies showed the "virus isolated" in
the laboratory, so Lanka appealed to the German Supreme Court and won the case. No major media published the new
verdict. "

4. Dr. Stefan Lanka "Dismantling the virus theory" (Translated into Spanish). Article of the year 2015 where Stefan Lanka tries
what he says in the title, and also talks about the challenge he launched to other virologists to prove that there is a measles
virus. In this challenge, as is known, the Supreme Court had to recognize that, indeed, it has not been proven that there is any
virus that causes measles, despite the fact that they have been manufacturing, selling, promoting and putting vaccines all over
the place for decades. the world, based on the hypothesis that there is such a virus. Here is the original article in English.

5. Stefan Lanka: "The error of the interpretation of viruses II: Beginning and end of the coronavirus crisis" (Translated into
Spanish). Virologist Stefan Lanka criticizes this attack against people from the very foundations of the matter: He says that no
virus has been isolated and explains what the PCR tests that have been invented mean then. Says Dr. Lanka that "From many
short genetic sequences, virologists can only imaginatively build long genetic chains with the help of computer programs." The
translation of the link is sent by Ricardo. Here you can find another Spanish translation, and the article in German can be read
here.

6. Stefan Lanka: "The Missconception called Virus" (In English). Article of the year 2020 by this virologist to disillusion people
and other virologists of what a virus is.

THE VIRUS IS NOT NEW

1. Wastewater study in Barcelona (In English).A study of wastewater (which is kept frozen) in Barcelona finds the virus in
samples from March 2019, that is, one year before the arrival by plane that tells of the virus. How can everything they tell on
TV be compatible with this? How could they have filled what they call the Mariña de Lugo yesterday with the Police and the
Civil Guard, locking up a lot of town halls and making the mask mandatory even on the beaches where there may be 40
degrees of temperature? How can they be locking up healthy people in their homes manu militari and forcing them to expose
the people they have been with so that they can lock them up? How does Power, with the excuse of this "new killer virus", can
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impose a state of siege on a region that was beginning to rise up (with a general strike on July 1, which was followed mostly)
against the closure of the Alcoa company, without anyone knowing that what they fear is any possibility of an uprising from
the people? (Of course, the collection of healthy people who test positive in the tes and the consequent house arrest of known
people in a chain, this can be done from above in any place that suits them and without there being even a sick person, with
which they can put in a state of siege any place where any protest starts). How can people continue to be terrorized with the
"new killer virus"? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave home
for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave
home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to
leave home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not
want to leave home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do
not want to leave home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that
they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances -
that they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion? without anyone knowing that what they fear is any possibility of
uprising people? (Of course, the collection of healthy people who test positive in the tes and the consequent house arrest of
known people in a chain, this can be done from above in any place that suits them and without there being even a sick person,
with which they can put in a state of siege any place where any protest starts). How can people continue to be terrorized with
the "new killer virus"? How many people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave
home for fear of contagion? without anyone knowing that what they fear is any possibility of uprising people? (Of course, the
collection of healthy people who test positive in the tes and the consequent house arrest of known people in a chain, this can
be done from above in any place that suits them and without there being even a sick person, with which they can put in a state
of siege any place where any protest starts). How can people continue to be terrorized with the "new killer virus"? How many
people do we receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion? the
collection of healthy people who test positive in the tes and the consequent house arrest of known people in a chain, this can
be done from above in any place that suits them and without there being even a patient, with which they can put in a state of
anywhere any protest starts). How can people continue to be terrorized with the "new killer virus"? How many people do we
receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion? the collection of
healthy people who test positive in the tes and the consequent house arrest of known people in a chain, this can be done from
above in any place that suits them and without there being even a patient, with which they can put in a state of anywhere any
protest starts). How can people continue to be terrorized with the "new killer virus"? How many people do we receive direct
news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we receive
direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion? ? How many people do we
receive direct news - through acquaintances - that they do not want to leave home for fear of contagion?

2. Los Angeles Times: "The Coronavirus may have reached Los Angeles even before the outbreak in China was announced."

3. Apolone, G. et al. "Unexpected detection of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in the prepandemic period in Italy". This technical article
published on November 11 is entitled "Unexpected detection of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in the pre-pandemic period in Italy".
It assumes, of course, that there has been a pandemic and that there is a new virus that causes it. He says things like this. In
the summary:"Specific antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 RBD were detected in 111 of the 959 (11.6%) individuals, since September
2019 (14%), with an accumulation of positive cases (> 30%) in the second week of February 2020 and the highest number
(53.2%) in Lombardy. This study demonstrates an unexpected very early circulation of SARS-CoV-2 among asymptomatic
individuals in Italy months before the first patient was identified and clarifies the onset and the spread of the 2019
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pademic. Finding SARS-CoV2 antibodies in asymptomatic people prior to the COVID-19
outbreak in Italy may reconfigure the history of the pandemic. " Towards the middle of the article:an estimate almost 5
times above what the official figures reported. [...] At the international level, there is consistent evidence from two other
studies. A first article reported the case of a patient hospitalized for hemoptysis without etiological diagnosis in an intensive
care unit in Paris, France, in December 2019. Retrospective molecular analysis on the saved nasopharyngeal smear
confirmed the diagnosis of SARS-CoV- infection. 2. A second study conducted by Harvard University showed a significant
increase in hospital traffic in the Wuhan region, as assessed by satellite images, and searches related to COVID-19
symptoms in search engines, since the fall of 2019.The last paragraph reads: "Our results indicate that SARS-CoV-2 was
circulating in Italy before the first official cases of COVID-19 were diagnosed in Lombardy, long before even the first official
notifications by the Chinese authorities, which sheds new light on the onset and spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. "
(Ricardo's translation).

ORIGIN OF THE VIRUS

1. Plandemic: the virologist Judy Mikovits speaks in this documentary (In English with Spanish subtitles). It assumes an origin
manipulated in the laboratory and related to vaccines. Whether it was intentionally released or escaped, you don't know. He
says that any vaccine for this virus will be destructive. They have failed in many decades to create a vaccine for an RNA virus.
It is seen that it is close to the thing; who knows very well what things are done, what institutions, etc. Speaks clearly how
Science is at the service of Money.

2. Luc Montagnier, Nobel Prize-winning virologist interviewed (In French with English subtitles). The virus comes from a
laboratory and has genetic insertions of the HIV virus (the AIDS thing). He says he has no doubt. That is a fact. (Montagnier
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was the first to isolate the HIV virus). He says that he was not the first to discover this. A top-notch Indian researchers did it
earlier in a scientific paper on February 2, but they received a lot of pressure and withdrew the paper. Below is that retired
article. This very interview has also been removed from YouTube by the television station that made it, presumably also due to
pressure. Here a good part of the interview is dubbed into Spanish.

3. Prashant Pradhan et al. "Uncanny similarity of unique inserts in the 2019-nCoV spike protein to HIV-1 gp120 and Gag".
Scientific article published on February 2, coming from researchers from the Kusuma School of Biological Sciences in New
Dehli. The translated title is "Astonishing similarity of a unique insertions in the spike protein of 2019-nCOV with HIV-1
gp120 and Gag [are two examples of HIV-1 virus]". The abstract of the article reads at the end: "The finding of 4 unique
insertions in 2019-nCoV, all identical or similar to amino acid residues in key structural proteins of HIV-1, is unlikely to occur
by chance in nature." The article was withdrawn by the authors themselves after receiving a lot of pressure to do so, according
to Luc Montaigner.

4. Interview virologist Nikolai Petrovsky from Australia on Sky news on May 24 (In English). This virologist has done a study on
the origin of the virus. "It is as if it was designed to infect humans," he says. Although very prudently he does not want to
assure anything, but the things he says are those that many said first: that it is manipulated in a laboratory.

VIRUS ISOLATION

1. Explication of Jesús García Blanca on the non-isolation of the virus (In Spanish). Article that simply tells what is meant by
isolating a virus and the problems that this has. This is the heart of the matter, because everything else comes from there: the
possible tests, proving that this new virus causes a disease, etc.

2. Na Zhu et al .: "A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with Pneumonia in China, 2019". Scientific article of January 24, 2020. It
is the reference that the WHO gave as scientific proof that a new virus had been isolated. Curiously, in the article itself it is
expressly read that this research does not comply with Koch's postulates. There are already virologists who when reading the
article say that they do not prove that anything has been isolated, and that therefore it is not proven that there is a new virus.

3. "Scientifically, the COVID19 PCR Test does not make any sense" (In English). Now here translated into Spanish.
Scientific journalistic investigation in detail. The four scientific articles that somehow claim to have identified the virus, it
turns out that they have not isolated or purified it, according to the authors once they have been consulted.

4. 12 official requests for information (In English). Here are the results of 12 official requests for information made in Anglo-
Saxon countries, under a legal figure that wants to guarantee that any citizen can access the information. The request is to
request the documents evidencing the isolation of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. All requests have been answered saying that they
have no document in this regard. This is the specific wording of what is requested:

"All records in possession, custody or control that describe the isolation of a SARS-COV-2 virus, directly
from a sample taken from a sick patient, where the patient sample was not first combined with any other
source of material genetic (i.e. monkey kidney cells -vero cells-; liver cancer cells).

Please note that I am using "isolation" in the everyday sense of the word: the act of separating one thing
from everything else. I'm not asking for records where "SARS-COV-2 isolation" refers to other things like:

- the cultivation of something, or

- performing an amplification test (i.e. a PCR test), or

- the sequencing of something.

Please also bear in mind that my request is not limited to records authored by that Institution or that
pertain to the work carried out by it. My request includes any type of record, for example (but not limited to)
any published record of any peer-reviewed study that they have downloaded or printed.

If any record matches the above description of the requested records and is currently available to the
public elsewhere, please provide me with enough information about each record so that I can accurately
identify and access each of them (i.e. title , author (s), date, magazine, where it can be publicly accessed). "

5. The false coronavirus and the missing study: the secret in sight (Translated into Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here is the
original in English.

6. Another case of the disappeared virus: they have lied and they have locked up the world (Translated into Spanish). Article by
Jon Rappoport, where he brings to light one of Dr. Drosten's technical articles that shows how they have done the infamous
PCR tests: without having the virus they have created a "validated diagnostic workflow for 2019- nCoV. " Here is the original
in English.

7. "If the virus is not there, why do you think it is?" (Translated to Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here is the original in
English.

8. "But I have spoken with my virologist friend and he says that ..." (Translated into Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. Here is the
original in English. A new blow of common sense from this researcher who has been denouncing the lies of the Science sector
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(economic sector at the service of Money) for many years. He draws, as is not surprising, the words of the scientist who most
thoroughly dismantles this whole shebang: the virologist Stefan Lanka (See the translation from the German that Against the
Encierro has published of one of his articles: Stefan Lanka: Beginning and end of the coronavirus crisis ).

9. Only the kidney cells of poisoned monkeys "raised" the "virus" (Translated into Spanish). Article by Dr. Tom Cowan in which
he analyzes an article by about 20 virologists published by the CDC. Again, it is discovered that they do not have the virus and
that they have "sequenced" it with a computer, looking at only 37 bases out of 30,000. But it is also that, in their culture tests,
they only get "that" (whatever it is) to grow in poisoned monkey tissues and NOT IN HUMAN TISSUES.

10. "The virus that is missing, genetic sequencing and the magic trick" (Translated into Spanish). Jon Rappoport article. A clear
explanation like this is key to understanding the "genetic sequencing" hoax. Reading is highly recommended. Here is the
original in English.

PHARMACEUTICAL

1. Josep Pàmies Website (In Spanish). Many articles where the crimes and propaganda campaigns of the pharmaceutical
companies and the states are compiled and denounced. In other words, the crimes of Money.

2. Teresa Forcades: "The crimes of the big pharmaceutical companies" (Book of 44 p. In Spanish). The medical doctor and
Benedictine nun Teresa Forcades published this booklet in 2006. You read things like these:even when they are not
disease (such as the proliferation of anti-aging “drugs”); and 4) force national and international legislation
to favor their interests, even at the cost of the lives of millions of people. "

3. The pharmaceutical company Novartis will pay 678 million to the US Justice for having continually bribed doctors for more
than a decade (In Spanish).

4. ... and to shut up they give pills.

5. Peter Rost, former vice president of Pfizer (Dubbed into Spanish). This former director of the multinational pharmaceutical
company tells in two minutes how Science works.

6. Pfizer paid the Nigerian government $ 75 million in 2009 to avoid prosecution for killing 11 children in their trials.

7. Pfizer 2008: Smoking Cessation Drug Causes Heart Attacks, Suicides, Psychotic Disorders, Paranoia, etc. (In Spanish).

8. 2018: Pfizer, 19 killed in the United Kingdom by viagra (In Spanish).

9. 2011: Pfizer and Sanofi vaccines related to the death of 4 babies (In Spanish).

10. "A study links high doses of Lyrica (Pfizer) with suicidal behavior" (In Spanish). This article from "Medical Writing" that gives
an account of a study on almost two hundred thousand patients of the terrible effects of this drug, is made, as you can see, to
defend and distort the very study it reports. The study can be read here, and it does not speak at all that the terrible effects -
such as suicides or serious suicide attempts in more than 10,000 patients - have to do with an overdose of the drug (that is,
doses beyond those indicated by the manufacturer ). Quite prudent is the study itself: but it seems that the "Medical Writing"
have to try to hide what the study does say. Here you can see other information where this "Lyrica"   thing relates to 30 dead in
Northern Ireland.

11. Pfizer 2018: Pays $ 24 Million to Resolve Bribery Case (In Spanish).

12. 2007: Nigeria denounces Pfizer for using 200 children as guinea pigs (In Spanish).

13. Dr. John Virapen , former director of Eli Lilly and Company (In English with Spanish subt.). It says, among other things,
that pharmaceutical companies are big criminal companies. Their hands are stained with blood. He tells, for example, how he
bribed the Swedish government to legalize Prozac. Pharmaceuticals kill more people than wars. He gives several terrible
examples. There are three parts: Part 1 , Part 2 and Part 3 .

14. Scabelum TV program from November 12th. Editorial denouncing Pharmaceutical Companies and medical associations, such
as the Spanish Pediatric Association, which makes pseudo-scientific reports praising vaccines and even masks for children.

CUSTOM CONTROL

1. Andrew Mather: "Does this make sense?" (In English). Presentation read about "contact tracing" applications. It is full of
common sense and brings to light all the assurdes that this attempt at control implies.

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS AND POLITICAL STATEMENTS

1. Official government document English (Public Health) (In English). On March 21, this official document says that Covid-19 is
no longer considered as an HCID (High Consequence Infectious Disease). He says that on that date much more is known
about Covid-19 and that the Public Health bodies in the United Kingdom have reviewed that information, which is against the
criteria required for an HCID: In particular, that there is much more information on their mortality rate (generally lower). The
Dangerous Pathogens Advisory Committee (ACDP) is also of the opinion that Covid-19 should no longer be classified as HCID.
(On March 23, the closure of the people is declared in the United Kingdom).

2. Los Angeles authorities review a new study from the University of Southern California (In English). It seems that the results
coincide with the Stanford University studies, in the sense that the virus is very widespread among the general population,
which means that its mortality rate is very low.
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3. "COVID-19 epidemic". From April 17. Protocol of the Superior Institute of Health of Rome (In Italian). "The latest figures from
Italy show (pages 12/13) that 60 of almost 17,000 doctors and nurses who have tested positive have died. This implies that the
death rate from Covid19 is less than 0.1% for those under 50 years of age, 0.27% between 50 and 60 years, 1.4% between 60
and 70 years, and 12.6% between 70 and 80. Even these figures are probably very high, since those are deaths with and not
necessarily due to the corona virus In general, the values   are in line with those such as South Korea, and give mortality for the
general population in the range of influenza. " (Translation of the review of "A Swisss doctor on Covid19").

4. Italian MP Vittorio Sgarbi speaks in the Chamber of Deputies (Video in Italian with Spanish subtitles). He talks very pissed
off. Says Science in March declared this to be little short of the flu. It says that 96% (again it says 60%) of the deceased have
died from other pathologies, not from the virus. He says the false numbers are given to terrorize Italians and establish a
spoiled dictatorship.

5. Italian MP Sara Cunial speaks in Parliament (Video in Italian with Spanish subt.). "You continue to anesthetize minds based
on purchased media, disinfectant and Gross Domestic Product; with words like 'regimen', 'consent' and 'allow'. They even
allow us to regulate our meetings and feelings and certify our affections. (. ..) We have already understood that one does not
die only from the virus, from now on, thanks to you, it will be possible to suffer and die according to the law due to misery and
poverty and, as in the best regimes, all the blame will be discharged only and exclusively about us citizens. "

6. Austrian MP and physician Dagmar Belakowitsch speaks in parliament (Video in German with Spanish subt.)."President and
colleagues: The apocalypse has been suspended: I know it hurts you madly and that is why they are telling us all day about a
supposed second wave of deaths from covid19. The health minister (and of course the president too) want a second wave to
justify what they have done to this land (...) Leave the people alone:   It's over. It's over. Give people back their lives. (...) Make
sure people don't have Than to wear a muzzle. Eliminate those things, because they are harmful to children (...) The only
purpose of the mask is to protect your script, just to make people believe "Oh my God, we are in a terribly dangerous situation.
"And we are not, ladies and gentlemen: we are finally getting to the truth.

7. Herbert Kickl, Austrian MP and former interior minister, speaks in parliament (Video in German with Spanish subt.). It
describes the entire campaign of terror mounted: with false catastrophic predictions, piles of coffins concentrated in hockey
fields, etc. It is seen how the same informative strategy of terrorization and deception of the masses has been followed in all
places to the millimeter.

8. Burundi authorities push WHO out of the country. "Burundi has ordered the expulsion of the country's main representative
of the World Health Organization (WHO) and of three other experts who coordinate the response to the coronavirus, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs said in a letter that AFP could see on Wednesday. 
   In a letter dated May 12 and addressed to the WHO headquarters in Africa, the Ministry of External Affairs said that the
four officials "are declared personae non gratae and as such must leave the territory of Burundi" before Friday. The
directive spurs the highest WHO official in Burundi, Dr. Walter Kazadi Mulombo, the country's coronavirus coordinator,
Dr. Jean Pierre Mulunda Nkata, the head of contagious diseases, Dr. Ruhana Mirindi Bisimwa, and the laboratory expert in
testing for COVID-19, Professor Daniel Tarzy. 
   "They are expelled and the health minister has totally excluded the WHO, accusing it of unacceptable interference in its
management of the coronavirus." The letter does not provide a reason for the decision. Diplomatic and administrative
sources told AFP that the Foreign Ministry aborted a similar attempt to expel the same four officials a month ago. The
announcement comes just days before Burundians go to the polls on May 20 to elect a new president, parliamentarians and
local officials. "

9. The president of Burundi, dead. The president who expelled the representatives of the WHO from the country, who did not
take any action against the people due to the virus and in whose country, according to the WHO, there has only been one
death from the virus, died on June 8 suddenly and unexpectedly .

10. World leaders repeating the same words like parrots.

11. "Coronavirus and Regime Change: Coup d'etat by Covid." (Translated to Spanish). Article about Burundi in recent months
appeared in Off-Guardian on July 14.

12. The grotesque.

13. Published by WHO in September 2019: "Preparedness for a High-Impact Respiratory Pathogen Pandemic" (In English).You
can see the plans of the Regime (of Money) to protect us and how they fulfill them. Protection is the death of life, which does
not want to know anything. They protect children, therefore they forbid them to leave the house, they forbid them to play
(they change it for planned and monitored activities, such as terrible summer camps). They protect the "natural" islands,
therefore they fill them with surveillance, ecological plans and massive and massively guarded tourists, and thus no one can go
to enjoy themselves in them. They protect health, and therefore they do not let people come together, love, touch each other:
they promote the universal plasticization of cocks (if not the universalization of plastic cocks), etc, etc, etc. Let no one protect
us. Against protection, life.

14. The President of the Republic of Chile says he has good news for "all boys and girls [sic]".

15. Plans for children in schools (Video in Spanish). Commented reading of the monstrous plans that are being made for children
in the Basque Country. It is necessary to end not with what they are doing, but with what allows this to be done. What is that?
How do you attack that?

https://www.epicentro.iss.it/coronavirus/bollettino/Bollettino-sorveglianza-integrata-COVID-19_16-aprile-2020.pdf#page=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n5JcPAA5mU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=emb_title&v=hHAKw7dXWQA&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=io06P9SQ4S0&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/TMseRgpj2Es?t=12
https://www.vanguardngr.com/2020/05/burundi-orders-who-team-responsible-for-managing-covid-19-to-leave-country/
http://www.africafundacion.org/spip.php?article37827
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXKa2nTu7Rc
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/coronavirus-y-cambio-de-regimen-golpe.html
https://off-guardian.org/2020/07/14/coronavirus-and-regime-change-burundis-covid-coup/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/08/el-esperpento.html
https://apps.who.int/gpmb/assets/thematic_papers/tr-6.pdf
https://mobile.twitter.com/sebastianpinera/status/1293521124123451398
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DffUJx_zZBY


16. Politician Andreas Wilde (In German with Spanish subt.). 2 minute video. He speaks in the parliament of Berlin /
Brandenburg on August 20. Invites to the very prosperous demonstration for freedom in Berlin on August 29th.

17. The World Bank and the IMF offered 940 million to Belarus (In Russian? With subt. In French).It offered this amount on the
condition that Belarus did like Italy: Quarantines, lockdowns and curfews. In this 1 minute video, it also appears on YouTube
just below, what they call "context" (at least when viewed from Spain), which really serves to get in the way with the
information and clarifications of the Regime when the video deals with any of its holy words. In other words, it is a form of
censorship / propaganda. For example, if the video talks about AIDS, they put a "context" underneath telling you what it is, so
that you have no doubts. They don't like us to get in doubt. Well here, too. The holy word that they put is "IMF": International
Monetary Fund. Apart from that, you can see the information in French that appears when presenting the video. The deepl
translator can be used.

18. Heather Scott's intervention at the Idaho House of Representatives in the special session in which the state of emergency was
ended.

19. Resolution of the Parliament of legislators of Idaho (USA) of August 25 by which ends the measures of the Covid and the state
of emergency (In English).

20. Document "How can we take control of COVID-19?" Here is the translation of a paragraph of this chilling document from the
German Ministry of the Interior from March 2020. Here is the entire document in German.

21. The money in action.

JUDICIAL JUDGMENTS

1. Spain: Another court against some of the measures they are trying to impose in Alcazar de San Juan. In Spain this is news,
because the almost total submission of the Officials, the University, the Professors, the Doctors, etc., to the Money, makes any
minimum contradiction to what was ordered surprising. The rebellion, of course, comes from the people, from below.

2. A federal judge rules that the Pennsylvania lockdown is "unconstitutional" (Translated into Spanish). Kit Knightly article
published on OffGuardian.

3. Response to a contentious administrative appeal against masks in Galicia (In official Galician).

4. An appeal court in Portugal declares the quarantine imposed on 4 people illegal (Translated into Spanish). Article appeared on
lockdowneskeptics.org. Here are the introductory paragraphs:the other three were estimated to have had a very high risk of
exposure. Consequently, the Regional Health Authority decided that all four were infectious and a health hazard that
required putting them in isolation. The lower court ruled against the Health Authority and the appeals court confirmed that
ruling "(Ricardo's translation). The sentence in question can be found here . The original in English of the article can be seen
here .

JURISTS

1. This confinement is unconstitutional and illegal. Awake! (Video of "A lawyer against demagoguery" in Spain).

2. Petition to the Ombudsman by Spanish Jurists for the annulment of the confinement because it is unconstitutional. Sergio
Nuño and others. 62 page legal document. At the end you can read the request for annulment of the confinement.

3. Legal models for Spain written by "olexabogados" on masks, fines and others.

4. Reiner Fuellmich: lawsuit for crimes (In English with Spanish subt. With computer translation). The lawyer Reiner Fuellmich
works in Germany and the USA as a lawyer. He is one of the founders of the ACU Extra-Parliamentary Investigation
Commission. Public statement a few days ago on lawsuits for crimes against humanity. Here dubbed into French. Here the
original video on Reiner Fuellmich's channel and in which 800,000 visits have already appeared (probably many more).

5. Scabelum: Useful Documents in Times of War. On this page of Scabelum you can find model documents for these things: 1)
Adult letter to refuse to have the PCR done. 2) Letter children to refuse PCR to children. 3) Letter on sedations to prevent
involuntary sedations. 4) Letter parent masks to avoid masks at school. 5) Request for alternative treatments in hospital or
residence. 6) Letter pcr workers to refuse the PCR in the workplace.

MANIFESTS AND PUBLIC PETITIONS

1. Manifesto against the confinement of the population. Prof. Calaza and others. In Spain.

2. Public petition for repeal of all civil liberties limitations. It comes out of Germany and is based on scientific data. It is
translated into Spanish. As of April 11, it has more than 50,000 signatories, almost all of them from Germany.

3. Appeal of May 7, promoted by the Archbishop and Nuncio in the Vatican, Carlo Maria Viganò. The appeal is signed by a
number of cardinals, doctors, lawyers, and more. It is translated into several languages, including Spanish. It can be supported
by anyone on that website. It says things like "Based on official data on the incidence of the epidemic in the number of deaths,
we have reason to believe that there are forces interested in generating panic among the population with the sole purpose of
permanently imposing unacceptable forms of restriction of freedoms, control of people and surveillance of their movements.
This form of undemocratic impositions prelude in a disturbing way a World Government that escapes all control. "

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXwKMqLdhvk
https://youtu.be/XkuU7Y6IMWQ?list=PL0ZzLfn9ACdptBBYscH7qJR2xaa3LtzEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5F35XphpeCc
https://legislature.idaho.gov/wp-content/uploads/sessioninfo/2020spcl/legislation/HCR001.pdf
https://youtu.be/kQMhvyJ7bhY
https://www.abgeordnetenwatch.de/sites/default/files/media/documents/2020-04/bmi-corona-strategiepapier.pdf
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/10/el-dinerillo-en-accion.html
https://www.abc.es/espana/castilla-la-mancha/abci-otro-juez-anula-prohiba-fumar-y-obligue-usar-mascarilla-alcazar-san-juan-202008231514_noticia.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/un-juez-federal-dictamina-que-el.html
https://off-guardian.org/2020/09/15/federal-judge-rules-pennsylvania-lockdown-unconstitutional/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/10/respuesta-un-recurso-contencioso.html
https://archive.org/download/young-2020-11-16-1/Young_2020-11-16-1.pdf
http://www.dgsi.pt/jtrl.nsf/33182fc732316039802565fa00497eec/79d6ba338dcbe5e28025861f003e7b30
https://lockdownsceptics.org/2020/11/16/latest-news-195/#portuguese-appeals-court-deems-pcr-tests-unreliable
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1iAU2ZBi7yg
https://foroparalapazenelmediterraneo.es/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/200420-Abogados-recurren-Defensor-Pueblo-por-inconstitucional-Estado-de-Alarma.pdf
https://olexabogados.es/modelos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37A9WHtBXBk
https://youtu.be/Nm8s0TSl9Hw
https://youtu.be/kr04gHbP5MQ
https://www.scabelum.com/post/documentos-%C3%BAtiles-en-tiempo-de-guerra-biol%C3%B3gica
https://contraelconfinamientodelapoblacion.wordpress.com/
https://www.openpetition.de/petition/online/derogacion-de-todos-los-limitaciones-de-libertades-civiles-disponidos-en-la-corona-crisis
https://veritasliberabitvos.info/llamamiento/


4. Speech by Dr. Ángel Ruiz Valdepeñas at the June 11 demonstration (In Spanish). Among other things, you can read in this link
the speech of the good Dr. Ruiz Valdepeñas.

5. Epidemiologists, geneticists, doctors and more, address the president of the Argentine government (In Spanish). Letter signed
by dozens of people in Argentina asking crucial questions and serving as a public manifesto.

6. Dr. Christian Zücker, July 22: "Letter to the Swiss Parliament from the doctor and director of the Santé Suisse Association,
Christian Zürcher. It is very interesting because it touches on several points, from the scientist who proves the covid lie,
denouncing the falsified statistics and the false threat of a second wave, among other things, even the politician, demanding
the parliament to repeal all the measures taken and specifically the extension of the state of emergency until 2022 as they have
planned there. " (Summary and translation of RRG). The letter was published on Jean-Dominique Michel's blog. Here is the
original in French.

7. International Alert Message (Translated into Spanish). "Addressed to the governments and citizens of the world by the United
Health Professionals collective (whose list of signatories is periodically updated), where the real danger of the virus, the role of
the WHO, as well as the consequences are reviewed over 24 points of confinement and the use of masks, and all governments
are asked to lift the prohibitions and obligations they impose on the people. " (RRG translation and review). This is the
document in English. --- And here it is in French.

8. Letter to WHO sent at the initiative of Dr. Antonietta Gatti, attorney Robert Kennedy Jr, Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, Dr. Chinda
Brandolino and attorney Reiner Füllmich. It is a kind of question-manifesto that people can adhere to.

9. Cardiologist Dra. M. Cecilia López: Open letter (In Spanish) . "What's happening to us?"

10. Urgent appeal from Dr. Ronald Weikl (In German with Spanish subtitles). Dr. Weikl explains the deliberate and "perfidious"
deception that we are suffering and speaks of the terrible damage of the measures that are being taken and especially of the
harm to children. He asks parents, teachers and officials not to participate in the imposition or tolerance of these measures
and to warn their superiors of their illegality. He talks about the chilling "Strategy Paper" from the German Interior Ministry
"How can we take control of COVID-19?" of which we can see a short video with the translation of some of its paragraphs . The
entire document in German is here .

11. The group of health professionals that gave rise to the "International Alert Message" , which already has almost 1,000
signatories around the world, has launched its own YouTube video chain. This is the first they launch: in a mere two minutes
they express all the misery of this sinister pantomime that has been hanging over us for seven months.

12. Open letter from Belgian doctors to the Belgian authorities and media (translated into Spanish). Now fully translated, not
just the beginning. It is a long letter and does a broad analysis of the thing, including the media and censorship.

13. Declaration of "Great Barrington" (translated into Spanish). Another statement from doctors. This is the one that they have
given some informational support, especially in the US. It is not very forceful and conciliatory. It seems that 12,000 doctors
have already signed it.

14. Interview with the authors of the "Great Barrington Declaration" (In English with Spanish subtitles). "Harvard's Dr. Martin
Kulldorff, Oxford's Dr. Sunetra Gupta, and Stanford University's Dr. Jayanta Bhattacharya propose building and developing
herd immunity, and a 'Targeted Protection' approach to ending the harmful and ineffective confinements of the healthy
population. " (review and translation from elinvestigador.org)

15. Video-manifesto against compulsory vaccination: "We say no" (In English with Spanish subt.). They present it like this:join us
in standing up and demanding that our individual rights and medical freedom be protected forever. The time to be brave is
now. Share this video everywhere. "

16. Statement from doctor Arturo Vinuesa (In Spanish). Statement from this general practitioner. He says things like this: "How
is it that this virus has been able to be decoded in weeks, when the normal is months or years ...? How is it possible that this
virus is the first respiratory virus in history that is transmitted in asymptomatic patients ...? How can this organism affect
so many different organs (from the respiratory mucosa to the vascular endothelium, passing through the epidermis, the
conjunctiva and the myocardium ...)? Why did the WHO advise against doing autopsies if they are the scientific way of
knowing the etiopathogenesis of diseases ...? Why has this institution changed its difficult version 34 times on the forms of
transmission, masks, gloves, prevention, vaccines, etc ...? "

17. It is urgent to change the health strategy of Covid-19 (Translated into Spanish). Article signed by 350 scientists, censored in
the French press. It begins with this notice to the reader:"This column was originally scheduled to appear in the" Journal du
Dimanche "(JDD) newspaper on September 27, 2020. Accepted on Saturday morning by the journalist in charge of the"
Tribuna / Opinions "column, it should appear in its entirety on the newspaper's website and to have an article written in the
print version the following day. The journalist told us that he was satisfied with this because it would allow a contradictory
debate with other very alarmist opinions expressed that day in the newspaper. At 4 pm However, the journalist warned us
that its editor-in-chief had prohibited its publication. Is the certainty that what you say is the truth? Cowardice? Won't the
government displease? We do not know the reasons for this censorship, which nobody believed that it would be helpful (or
just courteous) to explain. "

18. "Confinement is a worse remedy than disease for French society" (Translated into Spanish). "This article is signed by more
than three hundred French personalities, and what is said there that the remedy of confinement is worse than the coronavirus
disease is valid for French society, for ours and for any other, so it can be easily extrapolated. Why do they insist on making us

https://loquepodemoshacer.wordpress.com/2020/06/21/yo-digo-no-11-el-no-del-medico-angel-ruiz-valdepenas/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GPU90Da7APPh1PQ9BhlTQjB0fMVp18Yw/view
https://archive.org/download/carta-abierta-al-parlamento-suizo/Carta_abierta_al_Parlamento_suizo.pdf
https://covidinfos.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/LettreOuverteZurcher.pdf
https://archive.org/download/mensaje-de-alerta-internacional/MENSAJE%20DE%20ALERTA%20INTERNACIONAL.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hghf8Bh3AIUi5HxrnPA8FZeQqo77e_xN/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UPxykKuN1FwXg4maglilaguhBzxDiLLO/view
https://www.internationalfreechoice.com/?fbclid=IwAR1kpW3Js8VmOifSezM9nnngF6Dfm_n0Jhe1BeIRChLTZFiaem3IBly37p4
http://www.laprensa.com.ar/493328-La-dura-carta-de-una-medica-avergonzada-por-las-falsedades-en-torno-a-la-pandemia.note.aspx?fbclid=IwAR1lm90RiACt3PstasJ5Ub2s8LrmcSlbLc2XsYZbtbetxlARLNTDpUPh14Q
https://www.brighteon.com/4bc47f5e-ec8f-4977-b94a-14d7adfaf157
https://youtu.be/kQMhvyJ7bhY
https://www.abgeordnetenwatch.de/sites/default/files/media/documents/2020-04/bmi-corona-strategiepapier.pdf
https://www.abgeordnetenwatch.de/sites/default/files/media/documents/2020-04/bmi-corona-strategiepapier.pdf
https://youtu.be/qRepHQkNiqw
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/carta-abierta-de-medicos-y-de.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/carta-abierta-de-medicos-y-de.html
https://gbdeclaration.org/la-declaracion-de-great-barrington-sp/
https://youtu.be/6sO9jJX2Pj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0y2E7RMQlH4
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/10/declaracion-del-medico-arturo-vinuesa.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/11/es-urgente-cambiar-la-estrategia.html
https://archive.org/download/peor-remedio-que-enfermedad/peor%20remedio%20que%20enfermedad.pdf


believe that the saturation of the hospitals that they say are collapsing now is something of this bug? " (Review and translation
of RRG). Here is the original article in French.

COMPILATION TICKETS

1. Article with a lot of organized information by Javier Aymat (In Spanish).

2. Page in PiensaChile with an article by a Swiss doctor (In Spanish). After the article there is a Supplement with many links to
voices against, preceded by a summary done in Spanish. IT IS VERY USEFUL.

3. Article in the Swiss Propaganda with a lot of information (In English).

4. Off-Guardian gives in three rounds a review of scientists "who criticize the corona virus panic". 1) March 23. 2) March 28. 3)
April 17.

5. Spanish section of the "Ich Bin Anderer Meinung" website. This German website is an association against all this mega-event.
In this section in Spanish there are interesting things, links and above all the clear manifestation that the confinement is
causing a large part of the deaths.

6. Javier Aymat: "The self-fulfilling prophecy." Article of May 26 (In Spanish). Compilation of sources and analysis of the thing.

7. Very useful video where the matter is explained with transparencies and sources (In Spanish). Include links to the sources
cited in the presentation. This is another link in case there is censorship.

8. Overview of the thing by Andrea Barriga and Ariel Petruccelli (In Spanish).They do a general description of the matter in
which they disappoint that there is no killer virus, which is very good. They ask themselves later "How to explain such an
excess?", But in that it seems that they are not right. The word 'society' cannot be used to analyze how Money (that is, Power)
works, because it is a Money word: it is rigged at the root. An analysis that really does what the word says cannot be to say
what something is like, what its parts are. For example, it cannot be to say what society is like in "postmodern capitalism",
even if it is to promote a change in it. Saying "In postmodern capitalism, security is your God, and health your new religion" is
worth little. (In general, accepting the words of cults can only serve to deceive yourself.) Anyone can answer that: "Well, it
seems good to me that Security should come first." And another, "Well, not me", and little else. The attack can never be there.
The attack is always to deny the lies that come from above: to tell them no; that don't tell the truth. There are no majorities, no
minorities, no tastes, no opinions. There the analysis does what the word says: it dissolves the realities of Reality (of Money).
Reality is made by information and consists of information. But these information, these statements, can be denied; you can
ask what they say; the contradictions that his claim to know how things are can be exposed. A child asking "What is dying?"
it's rebellion now. The attack is always to deny the lies that come from above: to tell them no; that don't tell the truth. There
are no majorities, no minorities, no tastes, no opinions. There the analysis does what the word says: it dissolves the realities of
Reality (of Money). Reality is made by information and consists of information. But these information, these statements, can
be denied; you can ask what they say; the contradictions that his claim to know how things are can be exposed. A child asking
"What is dying?" it's rebellion now. The attack is always to deny the lies that come from above: to tell them no; that don't tell
the truth. There are no majorities, no minorities, no tastes, no opinions. There the analysis does what the word says: it
dissolves the realities of Reality (of Money). Reality is made by information and consists of information. But these
information, these statements, can be denied; you can ask what they say; the contradictions that his claim to know how things
are can be exposed. A child asking "What is dying?" it's rebellion now. dissolves the realities of Reality (of Money). Reality is
made by information and consists of information. But these information, these statements, can be denied; you can ask what
they say; the contradictions that his claim to know how things are can be exposed. A child asking "What is dying?" it's
rebellion now. dissolves the realities of Reality (of Money). Reality is made by information and consists of information. But
these information, these statements, can be denied; you can ask what they say; the contradictions that his claim to know how
things are can be exposed. A child asking "What is dying?" it's rebellion now.

9. Web Kollateral.net (In German). Compilation of articles and testimonies on the damages of the confinement.

10. Documents from the Menorca Resiste group. "From the Menorca Resiste group we have been working on the creation of a
directory of documents, with different models and writings, scientific studies and reports, deontological codes, legal
documents ... and other information that we have been collecting throughout this time . The idea of   this directory is to have
the most important information in an organized and easily accessible way. We will update it as we have more documents. "

11. A compilation of information from Melissa Harrison in Australia (In English). Compilation document from Australia. It is
headed thus: "This letter is written to compile research that supports my belief that the declaration of a 'human biosafety
emergency" by the Australian government, and the current enactment and enforcement of the Biosafety Act 2015, may have
been undertaken under a fraudulent premise, and therefore may be an unjustified and illegal act against the Australian
people. " It is over 200 pages long, and from what we have seen, it brings out interesting and clear things about the
multinational institutions that are spearheading this attack on the people.

12. Aeromédica Clinic: Enough of lies (In Spanish) This clinic in La Coruña, Lugo and Oviedo has the honesty and courage to have
translated on its website a summary of the very detailed and precise information that the Swiss Policy has given us Reseach
since the beginning of this war against the people.

ANALYSIS

1. Situation of the thing in May.

https://www.reinfocovid.fr/tribune-le-confinement-constitue-un-remede-pire-que-le-mal-pour-la-societe-francaise/
https://seryactuar.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/la-histeria-interminable-javier-aymat.pdf
http://piensachile.com/2020/03/un-medico-suizo-analiza-la-informacion-que-circula-sobre-el-covid-19/
https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-on-covid-19/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/24/12-experts-questioning-the-coronavirus-panic/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/03/28/10-more-experts-criticising-the-coronavirus-panic/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/17/8-more-experts-questioning-the-coronavirus-panic
https://ichbinanderermeinung.de/OVEJA_NEGRA.pdf
http://diariodetierra.com/la-profecia-autocumplida/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/07/2020-el-ano-del-miedo-fabricado.html
https://lbry.tv/@ElCanalDeQQ:e/2020_-El-A%C3%B1o-del-Miedo-Fabricado-(Documental):d
https://contrahegemoniaweb.com.ar/2020/07/03/la-encerrona/
https://kollateral.news/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BxRiNmeNrnGF-hnwkrfS8-d8MI3DPMcI?usp=sharing
https://www.harrisonpublications.org/uploads/1/2/7/4/127474575/covid-19__pandemic_profit_fallout_1_m_harrison.pdf
https://www.clinica-aeromedica.net/ambiente/covid-19-basta-ya-de-mentiras/
https://swprs.org/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/05/situacion-de-la-cosa-dia-6-mayo.html


2. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo. It's not magic, it's science.

3. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo. Who is rebelling?

4. Simple analysis of the dead. By Mayte.

5. It is time for the handshake, the hug and the kiss. Pedro García Olivo.

6. Analysis in five articles by Vicente Teulera: I II III IV and V.

7. Counting dead. By Virginia (In Spanish). Analysis of the matter, paying special attention to the total deaths in Spain and the
inexplicable appearance on May 27 of some 12,000 new deaths assigned half and half to March and April.

8. JB Handley: "Madness of the Running of the Bulls" (In English). It is a description with detailed information about
the thing and the confinements. It is perhaps the best general document (of good journalism) that can be found. The first
installment was published on June 4 with the title: "Locura de los Encierros: Guide for the person who thinks". On July 7, a
second part was published with the title: "Locura de los Encierros 2.0: Second wave? Not far." On July 30, the third part
appeared: "Madness 3.0: It's over."

9. We are the virus. Analysis where the voice of the people speaks and what is circulating today on the network.

Here it is also in a file to forward by mail and print and distribute.
10. Torture to the population (In English subt. In Spanish).This 5 minute video talks about "torture techniques" used against

people. Other times these things are called "mass psychology" or "war propaganda." It's okay to look at them, because they are
used as stated here and are planned on purpose. But we must not forget that the first thing of all is Faith: making people
believe things, on that any other action of power depends (the motto of the notaries is correct, therefore: "Nihil prius fide" as
analysis of Reality). That is why we must not forget that the fundamental attack against life that we are now suffering acutely
comes from Science, which is what pretends to know how things are and is the creator of Faith. The new form of God is Money
and his theology, of course, is Science. As it was said in the old Regime, that of the priests, when any child raised some
contradiction or some question about the dogmas of Faith: he was told "The Church has Doctors, son." I mean, they, upstairs,
know how things are and down here there is nothing more to talk about.

11. Plandemic 2 (In English). Now here with Spanish subtitles. Second part of this documentary, which is published with the
subtitle "indoctornation". They put a lot of emphasis on the brutal censorship and smear machine against which they speak
out and on planning these pandemics for years by Big Money. It's okay, despite the "documentary" format with its music and
mysterious voice, and they are fooling themselves into believing that there are some people who are pulling the strings of all
this, when they don't paint anything. It is Money that does this. Any of those bullies that appear there as if they command a
lot, if they decided to "repent" and abandon their career, absolutely nothing would happen: Money continues to work and
choosing other expensive figures. which is in this link.

12. Dr. Guido Hofmann (In German with Spanish subtitles). 2 minute video. "The German physician Dr. Guido Hofmann explains
to us that the current situation has absolutely nothing to do with a virus. It is rather the introduction of a world dictatorship."

13. London Real interviews David E. Martin (In English). Dr. Martin is the protagonist of the documentary "Plandemic 2". Many
data on the handling of Money with its patents and its forecasts of a coronavirus pandemic for years.

14. Waiting for that?

15. Summary and comment of the Epidemiological Data as of Sept. 8. by Ivor Cummins (In Spanish). A few days ago we
discovered this very good presentation of data by Ivor Cummins (In English with subtitles in English and Portuguese). Now
we have the summary and comment that Emilio makes about her, which begins like this:"Very interesting and documented
analysis of epidemiological data by ivor cummins, who compares and puts in its proper context a large amount of data, and
therefore, makes the data serve what it should serve: to help understand what is happening and not to terrorize people. it is
shown that the behavior and mortality of the epidemic attributed to sars-cov-2 is exactly equal to the behavior and
mortality of the seasonal flu of the whole life. it is reasoned why the excess mortality due to covid registered in some
countries is to be attributed not to covid, but to the particularly benign seasonal flu of previous years.The decisive influence
of geographical and seasonal factors on the behavior of the epidemic is analyzed.the hysteria unleashed around the pcr tests
and the “positive cases” is analyzed, and the extremely negative effects on people's health of the confinement measures are
reasonedly denounced, as well as the futility of other coercive measures such as compulsory use of masks. " Here it is also in
.pdf format to send people by email.

16. This is not a parody (In English with Spanish subt.). 2 minute video.

17. Roberto Perales: "Study and reflection on the crisis associated with COVID-19" (In Spanish). "In relation to the entry that you
have put" It was the flu ", here you have the best study that refounds that theory, made by a humble Madrid professor, which I
think is incontestable, I wish it had some dissemination: It not only affirms and shows that it is a late flu, but relates the
process to the very hot winter we have had, the pollution and the haze. " (Review by JS)

ANALYSIS OF THE REGIME PRIOR TO THE ENCLOSURE

1. Tao Te Ching. 50: "Leaving is life, entering is death." 74: "If people do not fear death." 20: "Oh loneliness! How long do you
last?" 67: "Everyone says that my sense will be truly great" 29: "Wanting to take over the world and take care of it: I have
experienced that this is going wrong."

2. Agustín García Calvo. March 1989: The fault of the viruses (I) and The fault of the viruses (II).
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https://freedomplatform.tv/david-e-martin-exposing-moderna-the-star-of-plandemic-indoctrination-reveals-the-truth/
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/a-la-espera-de-que-por-mayte.html
https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/10/no-title-specified-page-table-border.html
https://youtu.be/8UvFhIFzaac
https://archive.org/download/ivo-cummings-emilio-modf/Ivo_Cummings_Emilio_modf.pdf
https://youtu.be/sMSYh7jFwNo
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http://el-tao-te-ching.blogspot.com/2016/10/74.html
http://el-tao-te-ching.blogspot.com/2013/03/20.html
http://el-tao-te-ching.blogspot.com/2016/10/67.html
http://el-tao-te-ching.blogspot.com/2013/03/29.html
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3. Agustín García Calvo. 2009 ca . : The yellow plague!

4. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo. July 2015: 'Clean' is a word of power.

5. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo. April 2016: The scandal on TV.

6. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo. September 2019: University 2020.

7. Agustín García Calvo: Who the hell am I to take care of myself?

8. Documentary "The Game of Death" (Video in Spanish). "Here you can see the documentary The Game of Death which
premiered in France in 2010. It is an experiment to study the authority of television and its influence on obedience. It draws
attention to blind obedience and the power of media. The results are as surprising as they are terrible, 80% of the contestants
were willing to torture, or even kill, an unknown person on a television set. In the 60s, Stanley Milgram, carried out a series of
experiments to measure the limits of human obedience. The Game of Death is an adaptation that adds the television variable
to the original experiment. " (Review of Virginia).

9. Agustín García Calvo: "The role of the intellectual". Transcript of the conference and talk of March 13, 2009 in Lleida. Things
like these are said:

- Excuse me again: that the intellectual depends or has to be aware of the force of Capital in the first place
to survive or to put himself at its service ... if he did not do so, the only alternative would not be the one that
Plato drew? : Philosophers are Power, they hold Power, can't this come? ... 

- AGC: From the moment that scientists are privileged employees of Power, they are more than Ministers,
scientists already hold it. Plato's ideal, Plato's damned ideal, is fulfilled. It is accomplished, it is especially the
philosophers who hold Power, and naturally they are the philosophers of lies, because Philosophy was born
precisely to kill the question. That the question, the doubt, can dominate ... is absurd. Doubt is a thing from
below, because from Above there can only be doctrine, Faith, positive Philosophy, positive Science. Plato's
ideal in The Republic is quite fulfilled, […] The fondness that I have for him for how well he knew how to write
dialogue in the attic and for the dialogues [] that he took, and which allow me to remember Socrates, I cannot
say , thus, "all bad",

10. Video in Spanish of 2014: Talk about some possible plans of "the elite". Okay, as long as "the elite" trade for Money. And they
were not hidden plans, as they seem to imply (I suppose to keep the "elite" thing). It is what they have been doing in their
global promotion of Security in all orders, and it is the emergency plans that the States with the big Money (media and
multinationals), with their global institutions such as the UN, WHO, World Summits, etc. they are busy designing and
advertising in style.

11. "How a child is killed to become a man (or a woman)". Transcript of the conference and colloquium of Agustín García Calvo
on September 26, 1989 in Donostia. Things like this are said:

What does this consist of learning Morals or the Law that I present as the fundamental way to kill a boy or
a girl ?: Well, it simply consists of letting them know, and printing them to the bottom, the conviction that it
bad is good; at the same time that, for this, they are convinced, they are impressed that good is bad. Without
this investment, nothing would work in this world and you could not proceed to kill a boy or a girl. This is the
fundamental condition.

12. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo, 2015. Education, what service does it provide to the Regime?

13. Agustín García Calvo : " Profilassis against Health ". Talk on December 14, 2000 at the University of Medicine of Seville
(Audio in Spanish). Part 1 and Part 2 .

14. Dialogues Against Money. Pablo, 2013. For the Power, what is even more essential than obedience?

15. "The health system is a true mafia that creates diseases and kills for money and power" (In Spanish).2003 interview with Dra.
Ghislaine Lanctôt. Description of how the world health system worked and works. It is Money that does this. Everything that
counts is very enlightening and very useful. For example, he realizes one of the deadliest falsehoods that continue to be led to
believe from above: the false distinction between public and private healthcare. This entertainment is constantly promoted by
power to create false debates and false rebellions. On the other hand, what this Dr. says is missing one fundamental thing. It
remains to recognize this so important and so simple: that Money does not need to earn Money. The end of the Money is not
that some multinational makes a lot of money selling vaccines, medicines or treatments. Money (which is the new form that
God has taken) has another purpose. What does the Lord want? What does he expect from you? Without realizing the
supreme reign of this entity of entities; Without analyzing what this astraction of the astractions consists of, any attack against
it is futile, because it is beforehand confirming and supporting the Lord, considering him "natural" and innocent in himself.
The attack and the authentic heresy (against the majority Faith, of course) is the one that says: "What are you, Money? Do you
say that you are" necessary "? Do you say that you give your life? The economy is doing badly for us too? You say we depend on
you? How can that be? Isn't it the other way around, puppet? " because he is beforehand confirming and supporting the Lord,
considering him "natural" and innocent in himself. The attack and the authentic heresy (against the majority Faith, of course)
is the one that says: "What are you, Money? Do you say that you are" necessary "? Do you say that you give your life? The
economy is doing badly for us too? You say we depend on you? How can that be? Isn't it the other way around, puppet? "
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https://hablarycallar.blogspot.com/2016/05/n-xix.html
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https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/08/el-papel-del-intelectual.html
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https://contraelencierro.blogspot.com/2020/09/como-se-mata-un-nino-para-hacer-un.html
https://hablarycallar.blogspot.com/2015/11/n-xviii.html
http://bauldetrompetillas.es/wp-content/uploads/audio/profilaxis1
http://bauldetrompetillas.es/wp-content/uploads/audio/profilaxis2
https://hablarycallar.blogspot.com/2013/12/n-xiii.html
https://www.dsalud.com/reportaje/el-sistema-sanitario-es-una-verdadera-mafia-que-crea-enfermedades-y-mata-por-dinero-y-poder/


because he is beforehand confirming and supporting the Lord, considering him "natural" and innocent in himself. The attack
and the authentic heresy (against the majority Faith, of course) is the one that says: "What are you, Money? Do you say that
you are" necessary "? Do you say that you give your life? The economy is doing badly for us too? You say we depend on you?
How can that be? Isn't it the other way around, puppet? "

WEBSITES

1. Site de Wolfgang Wodarg (In German).

2. Youtube channel of Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi

3. Page from Prof. John Ioannidis at Stanford University (In English).

4. In Proportion2. Site in England created for the analysis of the numbers of all this. It's very good.

5. Lockdown skeptics. England site with various information (In English).

6. Youtube channel of Dr. Natalia Prego Cancelo. REDACTED. New Channel of Dra. Natalia Prego. Youtube has eliminated the
channel of Dr. Natalia Prego so that people do not hear voices against death that they are imposing on the people. What is
spoken against their lies is what those above always fear. It hurts them: you never know how much.

7. Off-Guardian: Uncensored digital posting on people's comments (In English).

8. Rubikon: Openly against digital publication (In German).

9. Page of Professor Dolores Cahill of the Faculty of Medicine, University College Dublin (In English). And here is his website
where he is putting his public interventions.

10. AltCensored site. "altCensored.com is an unbiased catalog of more than 41,000 videos censored by YouTube."

11. Page of Prof. Didier Raoult. Videos of the IHU. Didier Raoult.

12. Peerless Reads Channel, by mathematician Andrew Mather.

13. Perspectives on the pandemic: Censored videos. John Kirby's interviews that YouTube censored can be seen on this page. At
the moment an interview with John Ioannidis, one of the most prestigious researchers in the world, and both with Knut
Wittkowski, one of the best epidemiologists, is censored.

14. Movement founded by Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi. Doctors and scientists for health, freedom and democracy. Anyone from any
country can sign up to support this movement. As of May 26, more than 15,000 people have signed up. This is the page for it.

15. Professor Michael Levitt's Laboratory Site at Stanford (In English). It has information on the analysis of the Covid-19 data that
it has been doing since the beginning of February and links to interviews.

16. Youtube Channel of "Tightrope", the Del Bigtree program: July 30: DELETED the entire Channel without notice!

17. La Cuerda Loja (The Highwire) , Del Bigtree's program. It can be found at these links: General website of the program.
Bitchute channel where your videos can be seen after the sudden YouTube censorship. Twitter Page and Facebook Page.

18. Scabelum is the name of the association of Luis de Miguel Ortega, nurse and lawyer, which is doing many things against it:
talking and interviewing people and also actions as a lawyer in Spain. Here are some of their web sites: Web Page , YouTube
Channel , Channel Telegram: t.me/scabelum_acus .

19. Brighteon: uncensored videos (they say).

20. Bitchute: uncensored videos (they say).

21. Duckduckgo: Search without so much censorship (as they say).

22. Site of Dr. Stefano Montanari (In Italian).

23. Official YouTube channel of Vaxxed -the documentaries about the harm of vaccines to children. It is a lively movement and
against pharmaceutical companies and official organizations, who want to impose terrible vaccines at all costs. Lots of
testimonials (In English). And here is the Vaxxed website: More than 7,000 testimonies of people damaged by vaccines
have been collected to date.

24. "Evidence, not Fear" (In English). Voices against England compilation site.

25. Doctor and Senator Scott Jensen: Page on Twitter (In English).

26. Discovery Salud Magazine. Journal of Health. You have to subscribe (paying) to read the articles. It is sold at newsstands too.

27. Miguel Bosé's twitter channel. This singer is openly against.

28. YouTube channel "philosophising89". Many videos we use translated into Spanish! This is something that is very much
needed.

29. Collective "Let the doctors prescribe".

30. Page on Twitter of Dr. Violaine Guérin, from the collective "Let the doctors prescribe".

31. Twitter page of Simone Gold, one of the founders of the "Americas Front Line doctors" platform for doctors.

32. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny's Website (In English). One of the clearest and most sensible voices that we have been able to discover in
medicine. He has been researching vaccines for many years. One of the phrases he writes in large letters is this: "Vaccines do
not prevent infections, but they do cause disease."

33. Belgian Doctors: Papers for an open debate. "Docs4OpenDebate.de": Belgian doctors against any kind of measures.
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34. Science and Natural Health Web. Site in Spanish with a lot of information. Especially a lot of information about vaccines.

IMAGINARY VOICES AND ART

1. First row.

2. Ideal apples and people.

3. They take measurements.

4. Guilty.

5. Playing.

6. "They are fools"

7. Care

8. Two friends.

9. The world of the mobile.

10. "They don't come anymore."

11. "Poor men"

12. German that they understand even in Cuenca.

13. Quiet! (It's for our good).

14. The malefactor (Anton Chekhov)

15. Old Doctor Faust walks with his disciple Wagner through the fields.

16. "Let's send, that's what we're for, but ..." up to a point. The old, the handicapped, the protected and whatever are still locked
up and isolated. Don't protect anyone! Against protection!

17. Who is who?

18. The Regime is changing forms in order to maintain itself.

19. Dubber and scriptwriter Alfredo Díaz: "2 minutes on my network". How anything that is called good art is not to entertain, but
to do something. It seems that this voice actor realizes it and makes, in turn, a piece of good craftsman with it.

20. You are in command.

21. The new normality (In German with Spanish subt.). Representation of what they are saying from above. 3 minutes.

22. The imaginary patient.

VOICES WITH MUSIC

1. Applause

2. Enough already!

3. pelotuditis (gillipollitis)

4. Medicine wants to rule me

5. Be careful with the injection! (Lua Català)

6. Woe to those who consent!

7. You can put the coronavirus up your ass. Song.

8. "Free heart". Fly alive the voice of Rafael Amor.

9. Only from what is denied man sings. Chicho Sánchez Ferlosio.

10. Van Morrison: "No more lockdown" (In English). Song titled "No more encierro".

11. Van Morrison: "Born to be free." Song in English with subtitles.

12. Atahualpa Yupanki: "The arrow" .

13. Consolation

on November 21, 2020 

14 comments:

Anonymous May 9, 2020, 7:29 PM

Excellent list that I would like to join but without any metaphysics or transcendence. Personally I have no studies
whatsoever, not even the school graduate but I prefer to be dead rather than see that "new world" with hardly any human
contact. No hugs, no kisses or caresses. Neither sex and no fairs, concerts, big events. Many thanks to the politicians, the
WHO and Bill Puertas for worrying so much but I'm not interested. I'd rather be caught by that "horrible virus" (rather
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coronatimo) than not live In a "new normal" where to enter a pizzeria at the entrance they must give me a ridiculous
test.Alberigo CARACCIOLA.Los Boliches MÁLAGA).
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Anonymous June 18, 2020, 11:09 a.m.

Olé, a malagueñ @ awake @ !! Let's unite, that on Saturday I went to Larios Street with a poster against the new
world order and there was no one. What a pity of me! XD

Anonymous May 13, 2020, 12:10 PM

https://off-guardian.org/2020/05/13/covid19-a-case-for-medical-detectives/  

I think you don't have this recent from Wodarg ...  

Very grateful for your work.
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Anonymous June 18, 2020, 11:15 AM

Very good information, I already had enough, look at the page "Demosle La Vuelta" on Facebook, but I'm going to spread
everything I see here too.
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raas June 26, 2020, 2:23 AM

Very good compilation! I leave a contribution for the Sweden section ...  

Johan Giesecke, top Swedish epidemiologist: "The coronavirus spreads like a fire and no matter what one does, everyone will
be infected"  

https://www.infobae.com/america / world / 2020/05/09 / johan-giesecke-maximo-swedish-epidemiologist-the-
coronavirus-spreads-like-a-fire-and-it-doesn't-matter-what-one-does-everyone-se -va-a-contagiar  

https://ecotropia.noblogs.org/files/2020/05/Johan-Giesecke-m%C3%A1ximo-epidemi%C3%B3logo-sueco-El-coronavirus-
se-propaga-como- a-fire-and-it-doesn't-matter-what-one-does-everyone-will-get-contagious.pdf
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Anonymous July 8, 2020, 9:27 AM

First of all, thank you for this blog that has been an oasis in the midst of so much pandemic as they have put us through eyes
and ears. It seemed to me that nothing about the Spanish family doctor Natalia Prego Cancelo is included in the links. It may
be one of the few voices that have been raised in Spain against confinement, masks, social distance and other pests from
medicine. As she says in one of the videos on her YouTube channel, she has been fired from the clinic where she worked, the
College of Physicians has opened a file for her and the Ministry of the Interior is also after her ... The YouTube channel where
she publishes her videos is: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3do9NieQNUfRcAaoV6YkuQ
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TCM July 9, 2020, 1:33 AM
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Yes, it does include things from Dr. Prego Cancelo. And it is true, it is an example for doctors, who are going with
their silence against the health of the people. They are not ashamed. Thanks in any case.

Anonymous July 13, 2020, 4:16 PM

A few days ago, on the front page of a well-known newspaper in Aragon, it came as "news" that a contagion had occurred in a
town. Really, in a region like Aragon nothing more interesting than that happens ??. I understand that politicians and
officials are delighted with the "pandemic", but why does the press also support this farce? Because the vast majority do not
know how Belarus or Turkmenistan have "understood" (literally: they pass from the WHO and the coronavirus) this
"pandemic" of few ambulances. Turning the pizza around: are the self-employed stupid? to live the artists and the showmen
??. On the Spanish coasts and islands, summer is lazy, what will happen when winter comes ??. What are we going to live on
??
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Anonymous July 17, 2020, 6:18 PM

The crisis of our lives (I)  
https://www.grupotortuga.com/La-crisis-de-nuestras-vidas-I  
Vicent Teulera, Grupo Antimilitarista Tortuga.  
Monday, May 25, 2020  

Reflection in 5 parts:  
The crisis of our lives (II). Living and dying  
The crisis of our lives (III). All in jail  
The crisis of our lives (IV). A virtual world  
The crisis of our lives (V and final). With your mouth covered
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TCM July 17, 2020, 7:05 p.m.

This analysis is already included in the list. Thank you as well.

Karolo131313 August 5, 2020, 4:30 PM

People must open their eyes. The virus does not exist, they have murdered old people in nursing homes and hospitals with
WATER POISONED WITH A RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCE, the info of the covid plan delivered by KUBRICK in 1999 in the
following link:  

https://we.tl/t- hUhXV6NQ05? src = dnl

Reply

Jesus Cediel August 8, 2020, 5:42 PM

This comment has been deleted by the autor.

Reply

Ana A August 23, 2020, 5:37 PM
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I update yt coronagate list  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbQk3_RQ6_jwpc44GdPuN_kOPkZqk8Xb-

Reply

Anonymous November 13, 2020, 3:28 PM

Centuries ago, evil minds isolated and locked up human babies. The experiment wanted to know what sounds they would
make as adults. They did not even reach adolescents. Lacks of affection, affection and human warmth, they died while still
children. I remember this story because I do not I believe that isolation, distancing, teleworking and that I know how many
more nonsense than Covidians say "that it has come to stay". Human beings need human contact, hugs, caresses and
constant affection as they need to breathe. Without it, mental health deteriorates to vertigo and that is something that we can
already perceive in our environment. Not to be confused with the worldwide madness of the coronatimo, that is another type
of "buzzard". Albe CARACCIOLA.
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